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than lictitious, forged or unauthorized.”
Nov. 23 was assigned for arguments. Each
side to have one hour.It seems probHL1SHF.D EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
able there Aill be a race for the America's cup in 1893.Commander-in-chief
Weissart, of the G. A. li., authorizes the
statement that Corporal James Tanner, of
Brooklyn, N. V., has been appointed
s:;est Circulation in City and County.
judge advocate general of the organization,
and the appointment will he officially an.Jonnail is the paper for Maine seanounced in forthcoming orders.
This apfaring people
pointment completes the personal staff of
the commander-in-chief.The departkiptd>n Terms. In advance, §2.00 a year;
ment of agriculture reports a very light
the year, §2.50; at the expiration of the
cotton crop.
Many make it. the worst
For one square, one inch
rtisino Terms.
since 1m>().The firm of Bussell. Hough..; it m column) §1.00 for one week, and 25
ton tV Co., boot and shoe manufacturers,
each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
of Boston and Rockland, made an assigni:e eharired as a full one.
ment Nov. 9th to John J.
Henry and
Contents of To-Day’s Journal.
Joseph B. Lincoln of the linn of Batcheldor iV Lincoln.
The liabilities are reportI-A OK 1.
ed to be about *12.'),000 and assets about
; the Week
Nrxvspapci Note- .Keren I
Hex
O. W
ami Mrs. Field News of the
880.000.The Boston Board of Fire Unis
nresidem's lhanksgixing Proclamation.
derwriters has issued a circular advancing
<
*'!
Nrxx Corpora
'.ilamity. .Obituarx
Knox < nuty Teaeliers Maine School Mas ! the rate fifty per cent, in all risks not insured within eighty per cent, of their
"i eiei
Societies .('minty Correspondence.
Belfast l.odge
ing. Kobbcrx and Porjurx
value.V number of Welsh tin plate
leiuplars Personal. A Crystal Wedding.
m.uiufacturers, whose works are closed,
! ‘emoeratic Celebration.
are giving notices of
F.ua: 2.
resumption of work
;e'i
Medal Contest. Memories d Other
in their establishments.
The news of the
1».•!iast Bark. Searsport Skipper. Transfers
Democratic victory is received with great
I .state. M. K ( 'hureli Notes
Chautampia
satisfaction in the iron and tin plate manBute* College Notes Ml. Desert Cone
:k
Bowdoin College.
ufaeturing districts of Great Britain.
faoi; :c
The big strike at New Orleans, which for
Hunting in the Heartof Brazil. .Camden
a whole week closed all factories and de1 lie Press mi the Election.
PAOK 4.
pri\ ed the city of lights, street ears and
■and ami Force official Patronage New
carriages, has utterly collapsed at the
11gs and lmprox ements .Concerning Local
i«" Waldo Veterans Home. Camp Marenergetic interference of Gov. Foster, as
<. Norton.
’in Mr. S
\ < ard 1
did tin- Buffalo strike at the interference
FAOI.
of Gov. Flower.
The strikers had no
News «d Belfast.
*'■.
FA'
grievance; they merely wished to force
The Dream Prophetic
on 1 he Slide poem
their employers to hire none hut union
Literary News and Notes..!'.. M C. Semi- men.Schooner Knight
Templar, of
rsmials.. Original Composition. KegisterGloucester, was sunk off Halifax, SaturWater Vessels.
1 AUK 7.
day, in collision. The crew was saved.
me Life of Seagoing Ships. .Canadian FishThere was a free light in Homestead Sunldie Law Againsi Election Bets. SomeKnox
day between negro non-unionists and a lot
Fish and Fishing The Hancock County
Association Menu fot Corn Supper,
of strikers. The negroes drew pistols and
Hems.
ran up and down the street
tiring right
faoi: S.
and left.
Eleven negroes were finally ar-port Locals. North Searsport Items CounNews
Births, rested after much difficulty.
Several peo'poiidenec Market'' Ship
Deaths.
ple were wounded. Many women took
in
the
part
fight.The agent of an EngNEWS OF THK WEEK.
lish syndicate says he has bought ninetythree thousand acres of mineral land in
M
T*lie Commercial
M.\ ri:i;s.
West Virginia, where the syndicate inHers' building, to be built by them
tends to establish steel and iron works,
■od Will Farm, will be built uf briek
such as those owned bv Andrew Carnegie.
There will In*
granite trimmings.
.The authorities at Washington seem
bool rooms with a seating capacity
to think there is serious trouble ahead in
The basement will
each room.
Samoa, and are taking steps to protect
•;ii a blacksmith and machine shop,
American interests.One of the reports
dry. bath room. etc. In another part
the President's future is that
building there will be a earpentei concerning
be will form a partnership with Secretary
md rooms for industrial purposes
and practice law in New York.
ird story will contain an assembly Tracy
Foster said Mondax that there
seating -*»(H) i.r more. The foiuida- .Secretary
is no foundation for the impression that
to be put in this fall.Mi. Ahrnthe administration has modified its policy
tpiimby, formerly of Portland, died
restricting immigration, as a precaution
national soldiers' home ai Togus,
the introduction of cholera,
lie
Mr. (Juimby was a sergeant against
•Mil.
"aid that sanitary expert" declare that
lb iom-sa j
li*th Maine regiment,
cholera will undoubtedly reappeal in the
and one child.The elmreh at |
md that it xvill Ik dangerous for
eld was the lirst Methodist ( hureh ."pring
the federal authorities to relax their xigiIt was dedicated in
:a the State.
laiu e— 'Flic second trial of M. ]>. Curtis,
!7and it is, therefore, icarh 10o
the actor, charged with killing Policeman
Id.
It is projiosed to have it.s * enAlexander Crant in September, lsp],
>bserved ill ail appropriate manx\ hile
resisting ai ’.est, was begun it; San
.lbni. .1. P. Pass reports that the
Francisco Monday.
In the f.*rmcr trial
towns.
in
Maine
subscriptions
the jury disagreed. the defence having
up the Maine World's Fairbuiidaimed to show that the policeman was
e coming in\er\
promptly. Path, j killed
by a toot pad and that the arrest of
n
and Piddetoid ajc yd in bear
urtis xxas a ease of mistaken identity_
and of course these cities will not be
shoek> of earthquake have been
It is expected the I Heavy
l !,_ the missing.
felt in California_Police officers were
Legislature wii! sole to recompense j
in Fall Fixer Monday summoning
ivate subscribers.\ peddler was] busy
witnesses in the Borden case to attend a
•,'d Non. tltli in Poekland. for ped- |
of the grand jury at Taunton.
without a license, when it was dis- sitting
Manx more witnesses xvill be called than
i'c bad altered liis license tor lst»l
I appeared at the preliminary hearing.
No
d it >o as to make it do dm v t- r
"Hiking developments arc looked foi at
!!■• will be prosecutm, most likely, |
t hi"
hearing, which max be prolonged
jeiv as Well as l'oi selling without
| four days.
.(ioveniui' Burleigh lets iv<l
11. Allen, of
Col. Samuel
l'"i.rn< a
Poivrs.
Chairman < arid.
i-t• in,
warden of tin- Maim- stat«>1 tiie Republican national committee,
.The informal vo?«- of the peoi
Rockland on tin- proposition to ask ! sent the following telegram to Prcsi‘Unit Harrison Thursday afternoon:
■■Re^islature to alter the ■ ity eharter so
nirns show that we have been defeated
by
abolish the common council and
,i i»onouneed
majority. The defeat can
all power in a board ot fourteen
be
attributed
to
a
reaction
only
against
each year, rt
-even to be chosen
tin progressive policies of the Republican
in its overwhelming defeat by a j
—Fedeial
in
Williams,
party
Judge
■11 700 yes, 720 no. at the election j
Arkansas, made a .special charge to the
Assignments of bishops fo.- The i
conferences of IstG have been ! mand jury Thursday that indictments
ad by the hoard of bishops of the I should be brought against all t.lie l)emo.ii ii■ election commissioners of the State
!
dist Episcopal church.
They m- toj-violation
of the new election law by
Risliop Ninde for Maine at West- j!
all the election judges from
\pril 12, and East Maine at Ma- 1 appointing
tlie
same political party.
'The indications
\jnil 20.The gunboat Mat hias. i are that indictments
by t he w holesale will
"ii>
being built at the Bath Iron I
follow.The
clerk’s
returns
from 4J1
.is expected to be ready for sea
out of'»l4 Maine cities, towns and plantaby March next. After partieipat- tions.
(loveland 41,givt Harrison
thc naval reviews next spring she
bti:.
the Ohio ballot law also
"hably he ordered to duty on the needs Apjiarenth
amendment. T he re, as in Maine, they
station.(ifo. \\ llowes. one of
have tv. on let hods of marking, eit her against
lean's most prominent business
the part \ name or names of candidates. It.
led at the home of his sister. Mrs.
is reported that many voters put the cross
1
oidan. at 7 o'clock Friday evening.
Bowdoin football team heat the against the name of the first elector instead "1 against the party designated,
Friday at Providence, «* to 0. and as the
ballot under the impression
uiiimissioner Mathews is
busy thai
they had voted the straight ticket.
mg his forthcoming annual report.
tin
Onh
vote
against the name could be
'\v lie is engaged in compiling recounted, ol course, and as the election is
elating t«> the granite industry in
it<-.
He lias received individual rc- exceedingly close the result is likely t<» be
a mixed electoral
college...The confession
"iii 7.000 women wage earners in
of ].. >. Ilarway, assistant secretary of
lie employed in different kinds of
the People's party campaign committee in
s. among these being 77 corn canis made public.
He exposed a
•: .i 1.1 i si me lit s in the Mate.(r
e
ossip Kansas,
plot arranged in Topeka to have an at: ning the-State offices is now ill or\ Inal 11
Wilson, of Houltoii. and tempt made l«> assassinate Jerry Simpson.
! Ilarway says the parties to the scheme
a (.. Rogers, of Hampden, are .■.»11were \\
C. Jones, chairman of the Demotor ili<' vacant state assessorship.
cratic state committee, llredcnthal, chairare
two candidates for attorney
of :lie
man
People's party and Jerry
k. F. A. Bowers. Esq., of iloulton.
Simpson. 'Hie object was to create sym
1. Haines, Esq., of Waterville,
pat by and aid in his election_.Senator
Fessenden, secretary of state.
Sherman denies rumors that he intends to
E. Beal, state treasurer, will I
ei\e a ie-election.1 Ion. s. c. ! resign—With four towns missing, New
Hampshire gives Harrison J.2S2 plurality.
vii. just elected to Congress from the
( difoniia
district, is a native of _Kansas Republicans concede their defeat on national, state and legislative
in this Slate, where he has a broth
I tickets.
Fi.nston (Rep.) is probably electa
living. He prepared for college at ed to
Congress_'The New Haven, (dun.,
•m and Betliel academies, and graduRegister says that steps have already been
He was a class"in Tufts in 1*70.
taken by General S. F. Merwin’s friends
'll <.< .vernoi < onnoi and
Re\. Dr.
to secure bis election as
United States
He studied law with
Blanchard.
senator, to succeed General Hawley.
i, A- Broiherin Portland, and was
There is no great loss without some small
d to the bar in :m11.
He then left
The Republicans have lost about
I
s.
i"i ilia.Col.
Bangs, of gain.
else, but they have gained
lie. intends to sail about the 20th e\erything

call at their new home in Boston, Columbus Avenue and Berkeley street. The
Companion is now sixty-live years old, but
in spite of its age is brighter and better than

tion to

ever.

Among the amusing instances of newspaper
enterprise (?) of late date, was the attempt
of the Boston Herald to give a map of the
burned district in Camden. According to
| the map the lire covered all the territory
the Boston steamboat wharf across the
Belfast road and quite a distance up the

from
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present month for Europe. lie
"ini the winter in Paris, where his
son now are, together with Mr.
F A. smith, of Waterville.
R. Lincoln, of Gardiner, an old
and at one time a prominent busiin. died Monday morning after a
illness, aged about 70 years.
mint of the election the Saco Water
"iV has lost a job that would have
Ml.ed to *200,000.
-.

Piii.i

Judge

Putnam ol'the L'. S.
lfoston lias ordered a reon the indictment of Asa P. Potesident of the Maverick Hank. The
! “‘lit charges Potter with making
"t ries in a report to the comptroller
'u"
making false entries on the books.
P<»rt was attested by Potter as dine! not as president.
Judge Put" iiis
opinion says: “Pnder indictand
against French
Dana, the court
“'ease did not state facts which raise
J1*sumption that the facts charged
"tside of and beyond his, Potters,
'ty. This court desires to hear the
further on the question whether
•n the face of the reports the allegM
entries by the president can, in
option of law, be anything otlp*r
: 1

uurt at

forty Congressmen_Russell's plurality in Massachusetts is now placed at
2!>00—Congressman Jerry Simpson is reonei

Beatty, thence westerly over to
the river and down into the village, extending to the short; of the harbor all the way,
ami leaving off where the lire actually
started. A comparatively small part of the
area of the village was burned over, but this
map showed over half of it in ashes, with a
number of farms and a part of the mountain
included. The accompanying letter-press
side of _Mt.

equally wide of the mark, including the
; town of Koekport in the statistics given,
; and altogether it was a fat-witted piece of
|

1
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Camden’s

The Youth’s Companion presents its greetings to the editor on a handsomely engraved
sheet, inviting the recipients of the invita-

Itplcai Journal Fublishim Co.
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Notes.

Newspaper

ticpublican journal.

j

|

was

work.
The Maine Farmer made its appearance in
quarto form last week, as previously announced, and more than met expectations.
The proprietors showed good judgment in
buying their type and other material from
the well known establishment of Phelps,
Dalton & Co., 150 Congress street, Boston,
the leading house in this line in New England. The Journal bought its new dress and
outfit from this firm, and heartily commends
it to the fraternity in general. But to
turn to our old friend in its new garb.

re-

It

Fish ami Gain:.
Lake Cobbosseeconhas been stocked with land-locked salmon and in a lew years local iishermen
will be catching beauties from its placid
Last week Fish Commissioner
waters.
II. O. Stanley, of l’ittsfield, placed in the
lake 12 cans containing between 0,000 and
10,000 fry.
They are three inches in
length.lion. F. O. Vickery, of Augusta, lias returned from his hunting trip to
Katahdin Iron Works with two line deer.
tee

One fact was fully demonstrated
during
tlie fire, and that was that this town needs a
steam tire engine. The force from the
hydrants is not sufficient for the tire purposes,
and we should have a steamer, or else have
a reservoir on the side of the mountain
supplied from the river from which to secure
good service. A good steamer would have
stopped the tire in the first building. This
is the third time the water has failed us and
we must not rely
upon it longer.
In another article the Herald calls upon
the people to cheer up.
It says:
Camden has met with a terrible loss, but
it is not an irreparable one. The
people of
Camden are not wont to sit down despondent, when they meet with a loss, however
severe.
Thick, perseverance and enterprise
have ever characterized our business men,
and in facing tins, the greatest calamity our
town has ever sustained, tin y will not be
found wanting. Fair Camden will rise
again,
mole beautiful than before.
Already we hear
our people
discussing, as to how the burnt
district shall he rebuilt. Where, now lie
smouldering ruins, in a few months will
stand elegant business blocks: the old firms
will heat work in new quarters: the homeless societies will he sheltered in new lodge
rooms; the destroyed residences will be rebuilt; the church will rise again from the
ashes and a better ball will take the place of
fallen Meguntieook. Camden has received a
blow, but she has not been ruined. Cheer up'

Obituary.
one of the oldest men
in this city, died at the home of his son
Frank last Saturday. Mr. Elwell was born
in Waldo in Febuary, 1810, and had conse-

Mr. William

Elwell,

concludes an editorial retrospect in these j
words:
The Farmer was never better equipped for
quently passed his four score years some
giving its readers a complete “agricultural time since. He was
among the California
and family newspaper."
It has men well
equipped for editors of its several depart- emigrants in 1850, but returned a few years
ments, and a corps of correspondents with later, buying a farm in Jackson. Afterwards
active brains, open eyes and ready pens. So lie
lived in Thorndike and North port, but
into the future we go, stimulated by an lamfour years ago came here to live with his
est desire and earnest purpose to maintain
the high position the Farmer has attained in son. He leaver one son, Frank, and one
the line of journalism : not relying upon past I
daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Thurston. The
efforts, however good or deserving, but | funeral was
held Tuesday afternoon, Rev. S.
reaching forward to better attainments and
better work. Let all those who believe in ! L. Hanscom officiating.
our grand motto, “Our Home, our Country,
and our Brother Man," join us in the enterSan Francisco papers report, the suicide
prise.
by shooting of Mr. Frederick A. Brown, of
Reception to Rev. G. \V. and Mrs. Field. that-city. Oet. 24th. Mr. Brown was a son
The Bangor Whig & Courier of Saturday
Iasi

says:

Friday evening

a

very

pleasant

occurred in the vestries of the Central
Church, the occasion being a. reception of
ltev. and Mrs. G. W. Field. The rooms had

event

beautifully prepared for the affair, profusely and tastily decorated and brilliantly
lighted, and presented a '.cry attractive apbeen

From about 7.KI to 10 o'clock, the
pt a ranee.
members ot the parish and church in large
were
numbers
present, and the time was

i;
delightful manner.
Tie* guests were reeei\ ed by Rev. 1 >r. Field
and M rs. Field. I taring the evening delicious
refreshments consisting of cake, coffee and
ice
eam vert* served and the Apollo Quartette rendered several pleasing selections.
Rev. l)r. Field addressed the gathering in

passed

very feeling manner and expressed the
hope that bis successor might have the same
neroiis
gt
support that has made his long pasNow that he lias retired
torate s<» pleasant.
a

the ranks Dr. Field said that he should
tr> and make a good layman, simply asking

to

that lie might retain a place in the affections
of those who had so long been his people.
.John I.. Crosby. Hs<p. was asked to respond

and with deep feeling he exin most felicitous words the tender
bond ol sympathy that has ever existed between pastor and people, a
love and affection that neither time nor the changed relation would affect.
The heart of the parish
is large enough to take in the new pastor
without crowding out the love and veneration for the retiring pastor.
The occasion wss efficiently arranged and
passed off in a most pleasing manner, and
was a most lilting expression of the affection of the people for Dr. Field, who has so
Jong tilled the pastorate of the church,and for
Mrs. Field who has been his helper, at this
time when a new pastor has been obtained.
Both have a hold upon the hearts of the
members of the parish that will never grow
for the

parish

pressed

News

of

the

Granges.

Waldo Romona Grange will meet with
Mystic Grange, Belmont, Tuesday Nov. 2J<th.
The next meeting <d Renobseot Romona
Grange will be held Saturday. November
2<i, with Queen City (■range, of Bangor.

Worthy State Master M. B. Hunt gives
notice that the executive committee of the
State Grange will he in session at the Cony
House in Augusta on the Kith day of November, RS!12. The committee will cheerfully
hear and consider any business that may lie
legitimately brought before them by members of the order.

The following announcement regarding
annual meeting of the Maine State
has been made by State Master
Hunt:
“The next session of the State
he held at Lewiston, commencwill
Grange
ing December lit it 11 and closing the l!2nd. 1
earnestly hope that all subordinate and
Romona Granges in tin* SUite will In* reprethe

Grange,

sented and participate in the work.
Lit us
make it, the largest, most interesting a ud important session ever held ill the State of
M aine.”
State Master M. B. Hunt, "1 Belfast, uiiehides a report of his observations in t he lield
as follow s
“A lt hoiigh it has been a hard ear
for grange work, yet f lind that the members are bravely holding the fort. Many of
the granges are making gains, building halls
and manifesting an earnest determination to
win.
Alter the political strife is over, 1 < onli dent iy hope, and shall expect, an advance
mo\eluent in the grange work all along the
line.
Rations, let us work hopefully on.
Be cheerful and
Du not lie discouraged.
united. Harmony is the strength ami support of all societies. Make every effort possible to improve the condition of our beloved

Order.
lull

Let each and every Ration do their

duty and

win success.

President’s Thanksgiving Proclamation.
The gifts of God to our people during the
past year have been so abundant and so
special that the spirit of devout thanksgiving
awaits not a call, but only the appointment
of a day, when it may have a common expression. Jle has stayed tin* pestilence at
our door: He lias given us more love for the

civil institutions in the creation of which
Jiis directing providence was so conspicuous; He has awakened a deeper reverence
for law: 11»‘ has widened our philanthropy
by a call to succor the distress in other
lands: He has blessed our schools and is
bringing forward a patriotic and Godfearing
generation to execute His great and benevolent designs for our country; He has given
us great increase in material wealth and a
wide diffusion of contentment, and comfort
in the homes of our people; He has given
His grace to the sorrowing.
Wherefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United States, do call upon all
our people to observe,as we have been wont,
Thursday, the 24th day of this month of November, as a day of thanksgiving to God for
His mercies,and of supplication for His continued care and grace.
free

Ten new looms have been started up in
the woolen mill at North Dexter and very
soon the force will he further increased.

County

Correspondence.

Rtiinselling,

Monroe. Prof. E. L. Young will open a
school for dancing and deportment at Town
Hall next Saturday. Ten lessons for $4.

to the beach_
Deacon Doe’s age was <>2 years and not 08 as
stated last week.... Sunday School concert

Sunday evening.

Troy.

We have had the fourth snowthe season. Many improved the
sleighing while it lasted, But now there is
quite a generous mixture of mud with the
snow.
The people are not quit*- prepared

he

carried in

leather wallet with other
funds, in all about >1!>0. Thursday about
noon lie went into the place known as the
shipping office, on Main street, where w ith
the four defendants and his mate, Winfield
S. Keen, of East port, lie drank liquor several time*. Three times lie took hot whisky, tlu; liquor being poured out by Kendall and mixed by Smith.
After the
drinking there was mnsiderahle wrest-

storm of

as yet;
very few having their
hanked.. .There have been two

winter

cellars

Perjury.

complaint of beamier Nutter, of Steuben,
against Maitland B. Smith, Cassius Dickey,
Eldorus P. Mahoney and Beecher Kendall.
The evidence presented by the State showed
that complainant, ('apt. Nutter, came here
in his vessel, schooner Sadie & Lillie, and
discharged a cargo of grain, getting his
freight money >11 .."><) Nov. 8th. This money

Being pressed and hauled

for

and

considerable attention, the complainant alleging that he was drugged and robbed by
the respondents. The first case, and the one
out of which the others grew, was State on

Sandy Point. Mrs. Young has returned
from a visit to her son in Somerville, Mass.
-Mrs. B. B. Merrill and two children are
visiting friends in town.Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Grant rejoice in the Birth of a daughter.
....The hay from the Stowers meadow is

next

Robbery

A series of eases were before the Police
Court Monday and Tuesday which attracted

quiet weddings in town quite recently. Miss
Minda Coburn was married Nov. 5th at the
residence of her mother to Mr. James

Coombs, of Bangor. Rev. David Brackett
performed the ceremony in the presence of
a few friends, Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Harding,
acting as best man and bridesmaid. They
will reside in Bangor. Nov. htli at the home
of the bride’s parents, Miss Luc Smith,
only
daughter of John Smith, was united in marriage to Mr. 1. M. Whiting, of Detroit. Rev.
Mr. Whitcomb, of Pittsfield, performed the

a

ling, Malnmey throwing Capt. Nutter down
twice ami Kendall hitting him in the face
once. The four had hold of him at different
times. When he attempted to leave he was
told he owed 70 rents for drinks,and when he
took out his money to pay it he found some
to he missing. He mentioned the loss, lmt
present denied
knowing anything
about it. He went on board the vessel between 4 and 5 o’clock in the afternoon, and
all

ceremony at noon, after which the bride
and groom left for an extended trip to
New York, Washington and Baltimore, Md.
After their return, Mr. and Mrs. Whiting
will reside in Detroit_Mrs. Addie
Piper
and Master Frank, are with Mrs. Piper’s
mother,Mrs. Ambrose Arnold. .Mrs. Hannah
Sawyer, who has been spending several
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Clara Bagley,
lias returned to her home in Wisconsin....

morning got out a warrant against all
took part in the scuttling. The captain
appeared somewhat confused in giving his
testimony, but the mate and steward of the
vessel and Wm, Robbins, Jr., who were in
the place at various times during the afternoon, all told straight stories, and corroborated the complainant. The steward testified
that lie had sailed with Capt. Nutter about a
year and that the captain had not been as
well either mentally or physically since
next
who

The Troy Reading Club and Literary Society
met with Mrs. M. T. Dodge last Saturday
evening. The following officers were elected : President, David Piper; vice presidents,

Thursday as lie had been before. The
theory of the State is that the hot liquor
was drugged, and that
in the scufile the
money was taken. Judge Rogers decided
there was probable cause to hold defendants,
and ordered them to recognize in si/HX) each
for appearance at the January term of S. J.

Miss Grace Rogers;
Rodney Whitaker,
Sec., Miss Carrie Weymouth; Treas., Mrs.
E. My rick; Librarian, Mrs. B. F.
Harding.
Next meeting with Mrs. John E. Pierce Nov.
25th ...Mrs. Inez. M. Harding has received
the money for her premiums at the Unity
fair, amounting to 815.75.
and

Court.

Tuesday morning Smith and Kendall
again arraigned, the former on four
liquor warrants—single sale, keeping tippling shop, common nuisance and being a
common seller—and the latter
for single
sale. On single sale each defendant was

Camden.

'1 he losses of the tire insurance
companies by last week’s lire are as follows:
Loudon. Liverpool & Globe, £15,500 Mer-

U\.

Personal.
Ifailaii B. Eliis, of Embdeii, is in town
few days.

Mi.

for

a

Mr. and,Mrs. I,. C. Putnam arrived
lmme
Tuesday from a visit in Boston.
Mr. A. T. Colburn and wile, of
are
visiting friends in Belfast.

Ohio,

Toledo,

Miss Lottie Crockett, of Baltimore, is
Belfast, tlie guest of Mrs. \V. K. Keen.

in

Messrs C. 0. Poor anil I. W. Parker left
by
for Boston and New
York.

Monday morning’s train
<

Inventor Burleigh lias appointed K. M.
of \ inalbaven, a fisli and
game
warden.

Calderwood,

Mrs. Nellie Kneeland and

Cliarlestowu, Muss.,
from

a

visit

returned

Harold, of
home Eridav

son

here.

and Mrs. Charles W Marshall arrived
home lust, Tiiursday from a isir to friends
Mr.

in

Providence,

II. I.

Mrs. Ellen H. Castle will start, Nov.
'Nth,
ioi .Santa Clara, Cal., to
pass the winter
wit.ii Mrs. Pliiio Jlersey.
Freeman ..I, of the lirm of Mark Wood
Son, of Belfast, visited Camden last week
in tin- interest of tile lirm.
Mr. Charles Dickerson, -.1
Waterville,
spent Sunday in Belfast, visiting his mother.
Mrs. E. A. J>. Burrington.
Messrs. Geo. W Varney, foreman,and E.
H. Dickey, job printer, of the Camden Herald office, were in this city
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cottrell have returned home from Newburyport, Mass., where
they have been \isiting the past few weeks.
Mr. J. W. Harmon, agent for the Bodwell
Water Power Company, lias been in Boston
during the past few days on business. [Bangor Whig Nov. 14.
Mrs. Adelle Macomber, of Waterville, was
in this city Wednesday last week to attend
the funeral of her late husband's brother
Mr.

C. O. Macomber.

Mrs. .John H.

Quimby returned from Bosby Saturday night's train, and Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby came by Tuesday
morning's boat.

ton

Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Kidder, <► f" Bangor,
have gone to Denver, Colorado, where they
will visit their son, Mr. F. E. Kidder, for the
next two months.

were

E. A. I). Burlington was in Waterand had a eonferem e with the
Non-Partisan W. (’. T. C. of that
y\ with
Mrs.

'd lit?

Tuesday

chants, sii,500; German-Amerieaii, *7,550:
Niagara, £1,500; N. A. Insurance Company,
regard to plans of work.
*0,125 : Imperial, *5,000; Connecticut, >r>,4<H); sentenced to a fine
Conductor A. 1*. Carle, of the Pullman
of S50 and ousts and imI* i n Association, sj ,(XX); Commercial In
ion, prisonment for JO days, from which they
between Bangor ami St. John, atap- service,
*-,400; Continental, *7,000; American, of S
pealed. Rail was fixed at S'JOO. On the other tended tin? funeral of his brother, tlie iat«
Boston, £4,000: Norwich Union, *5,550: ! warrants
against Smith he was hound over John Carle, :n this city iast. week.
Hart font, >12.250; Home, >15,475; IMnenix, \
in -AO each to the January term of S. J,
Mrs. Henry A. Jenks, of Canton. Mass.,
>5<M); Granite State, *7,si:.):
Quincy Mutual, I Court.
who has been visiting Mrs. Preseott HazelMr. Jonathan Pitcher, of Bangor, di*d >5,5oo. National Hartford. >11,000; Traders I
In the common nuisance ease Dn-ki-y was
j
tine, started for home Tuesday morning ae.
and Mechanics, >5,500; New
Nov. 4th, aged 77 years. Mr. Pitcher was a
Hampshire. a witness and on tin* testimony In* tlu*n gave
eompanied by .Mrs. (i--o. < >. Bailey.
>s..5o;
native of Belfast, a son of Jonathan Pitcher,
.Kt11a. >11,500; l»ro\idence-\Yash- :
the Court committed him for perjury, to
one el'the older generation of businessmen
Mrs. Annie 1, M«d\.-cii and dai;g tt-r Floriiogton >0,500 Springfield, so ,200.Mr.
await tin* action of the grand jury in Januhere.
For many years deceased was in
K. L. Graves and
da, left Monday for Waltiiam. Mass to spend
family, "l Hop**, have |
trad* in Bangor. He was honorable in all
Rail was fixed at S"i00.
tlie winter. Miss M Keen will ontiuue her
moved to Camden.... Mr. Harry Buchanan 1 ary.
his dealings, and had the respect of all who
studies it. the Boston Conservatory ot Music.
knew bin;.
has returned from Detroit, Mich_Mr. !
National W. C. I'. IJ.
M allace. Kellar is
rushing business in his
('apt. P. Pendleton has gone t New York
New Corporations.
Louisiana won the national “Y" Banner.
shirt factory. He has 00 hands employed,
to attend
to tlie loading of his ship, tin
A corporation was formed in Hockland
Miss Willard was re-elected President by
mostly girls, and is advertising for nmre.
Henry B. Hyde, wlp.-h sails f.Cai i I'orma
last week under the style of the Acadian
.Mi. Oscar Chapin has gone to Boston to
out >f :i:»x v «tes.
Pendleton is
her
soon, and Mrs.
Hot' i Company, for the purpose of owning
learn the plumber's trade.
and holding hotel property and operating
.Ralph Young
One, two and throe overilow meetings father, Mr. Augustus i“ -rr\.
has returned from a slant visit in Boston....
the same. The capital stock is >20,000, and
were held at everv session.
Mr. H. \. Toward, Ma.m- C ci
>oadpar value of the stuck is >Mo per share; nothMrs. S. H. Beale returned from Bangor Nov.
Ihnvr has lL' W. C. T. Lnioiis, 1 Yand
The property of the company
tu ister. was m li. li ,>t i'h irsda> last o
railing paid in.
j
0th
\\ allace Wadsworth has returned from
is tile well known Acadian hotel, Castiiie.
and 10 Loyal T«*mperaiirt Legions.
Mr.
Toward has .cargo
road
business.
The stock is held by F, P, Walker, Vina!Boston.... Chandler Webb has bought a
ot the d:\ Ni.nlr. in Bangor t
W.Herville.
A free exi nrsioii to the ..p" was given
haven, and C. F. Littlefield. Hockland, li»T handsome sloop of
;
Bockpuri parties_The
1 »•
and B Hast
and including th«
share s each, and W. A. Walker, Vinalhaven.
hv the hostesses of the local W. C.
delegates
is
city water
<» shares. The stockholders are all directors.
being extended to the Mt
branches.
T. I
F. P. Walker is president ami W. A. Walker,
Battle mill settlement.Our business men
The Mat :ui> us correspondent oi
Bocktreasurer.
There are limiv than KM) active elmreh
arc crowded into ratlier close
quarters since
The t’nity Land and Lake Improvement.
laud Opinion says ; "Mr. J. H. Sa, >>■ rn. hsh
in Denver, many supporting
organizations
tlic
lire.
Pascal
N
F.
Carlton,
O. Clark
Co.,
Society elected their olJieers for the ensuing
dealer at this pi.e e, moved his f imi i
home
year,Oct. 2(1, as follows: W. (1. Fuller, presi- and G. H Cleveland have moved into small Sunday Schools in suburban localities.
to Yinalhaven -m packet
Ida (ic.vi r. <'apt.
dent; Hon. J. 1>. Lamsoii, 1st vice presi- stores <in Commercial street. Simonton
j Never has a National Convention been so 1 liram Smith. last F. ula\ Mr. S. ha bought
dent: Win. B. Swan, 2nd vie* president: .J.
(*ill will erect a
building for their winter’s j royally entertained. Most admirable plans tish in this
H. Tabor, Mrd vice president L. H. Mosher,
place for ten ears Hisfathei
trade.
Allen Spear lias begun work on his I were made and successfully carried out.
treasurer: W. H. Holfe, secretary: (’. K.
and mother, who have passed the season
Mitchell, F. H. IInut. A. C. Siblev, J. Staples blacksmith shop where the old one was
Tlu* Major of Denver signed a resolution
L. 41. Mosher. N. C. Knight, W. II. Holfe,
here with them, no oinpamed them house t<
burned, i Iter** is sonic talk of
directors.
Work is progre sing as fast as
building one to give S400 to the W. C. T. I Convention. Yi nalha\en."
the
weather
will
permit. Tlie main continuous brick hloek lr<*m the bridge on They believe in deeds as well as words out
Fit/. W. Brown, formerly of Northport, but lias been in the west for many
He has occasionally visited Belfast,
years.
however, and has many friends here
His
physician thinks In* was insane, and that his
mind has imi been right since the death of
his mother about si\ years ago.
of Mr.

1

..

■

1

has lieen extended
near
to the
hike and the hotel lot is being put in readifor the foundation., which will be put

avenue
ness

elected in

Kansas after all_Very few
Republican leaders have anything to say
on the result.
Secretary Foster, however,
attributes it to a dissatisfaction with the
law_Cleveland's
electoral col.McKinley
lege vote is. according to latest returns,
271. without California and Ohio, which
are claimed
by both parties. If lie gets
those States the vote will stand: Cleveland, J02: Harrison, 11«S: Weaver, 2J. This
is based upon reports that Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Nevada and North Dakota
are for Weaver, and that Michigan gives
Harrison S and Cleveland (> votes.
Nebraska and South Dakota are Republican,
and the Republicans appear to have one
of ()hiu's 2J electors.

Calamity.

We print on the 3d page full details of the
disastrous fire in Camden by which the larger part of the business section of that
pretty
and busy town was laid in ashes. It was a
terrible calamity, and especially so coming
at a season when the work of
rebuilding
must necessarily be slow: for of course the
burned section will be rebuilt, better than
before, and no doubt with better protection
against fire. The Camden Herald says:

NUMBER

up ihis fall

Knox

Comity IVadieis.

side "I Main st., t.<> the
Post oriice square Hex* summer.
it will lie more than taik.

the west

Pjiosijo

t.

N. W. St

iples

is

corner on

We

hojw*

doing quite

a

there.
The

Prohibition candidate for <«wv rum
of Colorado is pastor of the Broadway Baptist Church, ami every voting member thereof votes the Prohibition ticket.

V

Crystal

Wedding.

The Minneapolis Spectator o! Vo. Hth
devotes half a column to a reeept :..n ;i: that
interest
city, tin* particulars ol which an

business dipping sheep and selling Cooper
to mans- ol our readers. The Sp, ri itor
Tile Knox Teachers' Associat loll closed Dip. Last week lie
>ays
Three hundred and seventy-nine delegates, I
dipped Mr. Herbert
a successful uvo days'session at Warren last
One of the most notable soeia! ■. s eats of tin
Black s sheep, ami those, oi C. 11. Partridge., representing 42 States, 5 territories and DisThursday night. Nearly every county teachsseek ss as the crystal sveddmg !'<•« eptien
and others will he dipped here. Mr.
er was present, together with many invited
Staples : trict of Columbia, attended the National. given by Mr. and Mrs. Sampson A 1;.mi
guests. The following oriicers were chosen
has sold out iiis first Jot of packages and sent. ! New York sent oO delegates.
Monday evening, at their pleas,tu’ home.
for the ensuing year.
15 North Fifteenth Street, from eight to
for more.
It seems to work like a charm, i
The noblest, and largest elmreh edifice in
President—Charles E. Perkins, of Koektsvelve
o'eloek. Appropriate to tin*. 'eeaM- m.
1
killing ticks ;md lice ami curing scab; be- the city is Trinity M. K., where tin* N. W. C. the lirst installment of “the beautiful snow"
j.ort.
\ ice President— A. E. Johnson, of Washsides the mixture is cheap ami the work only
made
a erystal covering tor this in. *!-1 s
but
j T. I’, held its meetings. It was built in ixx:>,
ington.
though the sseather ss as A surprise, ih« atrequires two minutes to a sheep. Nothing J costing s 14:;,000, besides s;M),(MM) for the grand teiida
Secretary—W. i. Weeks, of Thomaston.
iiee ss as
tsvents regrets beonly
large,
Assistant Secretary—Emily F. Ames,Bock- before has done the work So effectual 1 y, and
ing received. The occasion -mebrated
organ.
land.
often the improvement in one
ss as tin* liftceiith a uni s ersars oft in
a
image
sheep that, is j
all
the
ml
of
Denver
fillwere
Executive Committei—Mrs. duffles Jen|
Nearly
pits
of Mr. and Mrs. Keed. the original eerennmv
r ntested with lice or ticks will
pay the whole
kins, of Rockport, Fred S. Walls, of Viualed Sunday (Nov.fi) by white-rihhoners. Mrs. having been perform* <1 at Bellas'. Me., No\
cost....
b
red Clark is cutting a monument,
liaveii, John W. Mitchell, of Rock land, M rs.
7. !S77. by K< \. Bas'd F. Kstcs. svl.e
mov
L. M. N. Stevens, of Maine, spoke in the
Delia Burgess, of Camden, Miss E. B. Crawnear his home at Mr. Levi Clark's for Arthur
preaching neai B-•sTen. Mrs. K<*« .•! s maiden
ford, of Thomaston. The next session will Hutch, of Vinalhaven. .Mr. Melvin Clark of- ! morning in the Plymouth Congregational name svas Miss Ablce F. Keii>. Mr Keed
held in Rock port next May.
Church.
ss as a
Boston ho\ and came to ims
;t\- in
fers his phonograph for sale at. half the first
Nebraska has used 2,2X7 medals in Demo- 1S74, ami lias since bunt up here a s ers sa.
r<*st..... Arthur Boyd hits gone into the stock
Blasters.
.Maine School
cessfui lass practice.
Mr. and Mrs. Keed
rest contest
work; with 24X gold, J.". large have formed a svnle aeijiiaintan
heri and
business, lie is buying cows and J/as been
have an enviable lvort ation tm* s... :al hosam
diamond medals, and sent
At. the meeting of the Maine School Masgold,
eon-j pita I its.
trading horses-Sewall Butterfield is the ;
testants t
Cincinnati and Denver diamond i
ters' Cltih at the Tontine Hotel at Bruns<»nly mar in town we have heard of that bet. !
We have not space This ss eek for the glesvwick, last Friday night, officers were elected on the elcrtion. lie won a piece of tobacco a medal contests.
ing account svliieh !• i- >ss s,iait i.among
as follows: President, President. B. L. WhitFor
the
third
time
mil
State
President
foot
long-Miss Edith Clark, of Frankfort,
those present, or sending gifts. Mr.; ml .Mrs.
man, <>f Colliy: vice president, Prof. (1. C.
brings borne the National banner, given to W. 1\. Morison. Mr. and Mrs. ,mii> 1 *«*nChase, of Lewiston: secretary ami treasurer, is visiting relatives in town.J. J. Clark,
John If. Dunton, of Lewiston: executive ol Philadelphia, is
expected home at Christ- that one of the New Fngiand States which d lei on, of Minneapolis, Miss F.. :,^,m B e i
committee, <i. C. Purington, of Farmington: mas.. .About all the refuse
apples in town has made the largest per cent, of gain in last. There svas
great varhls <4 crystal
Superintendent, (1. A. Stuart, of Lewiston,
has been hauled to Will Dow's,North Sea re- memoership. Last year, when presented in
E. P. Sampson, of Saco: membership comgifts,and the reeept.. -n svas a hr iiiani serial
Boston, oOO Maine women ruse to greet it.
mittee, F. W. Chase, of Belfast,F. C. Russell, port, ami made into cider.Jefferson Clark
At
of Rockland: M. C. Fernald, ofOrono.
is doing quite a business
Belfast Lodge of Good Templars.
buying cattle horns
the post prandial exercises President Hyde,
I'll**
Democratic Celebration.
Bowdoiu, presided. The speakers were and scraping and polishing them off for house
The
Col
following officers w-n* install' d in
President.
Ip
President Whitman, of
ornaments.
Hr lias a large lot for sale now
C.
Prof.
C.
of
last
1
1m*
State
Chase,
Belfast
No.
Democrats
of \\ aMo eonntv w ill eelcCollege,
Fernald,
uO,
Lodge
Monday evening,
and is going to Belfast soon for a market_
of Bates, Prof. F. C. Robinson, of Bowdoiu,
L\ Lodge Deputy T. II. Fernald:
<\ 'i'
hralc t he elect ion ot Cleveland and StevenI'.
Will dcllison lias shaved off his whiskers,
I. C. Phillips, of Bath, and J. W. Mitchell,
V. T Agnes Pendleton: Chap., son 1 tv a demonstration in this :u Frida v
of Rock laud.
and the follow who told this said he now W. Chase;
The pan of
Florence Sargent : P. C. T.. Way land Know 1- evening, vveatlier permitting.
looked like Grover Cleveland; but 1 don’t
ton, S. J. T.. Mrs. K. P. Alexander: See., ; the celebration will he the same as those
Secret Societies.
believe it.Miss Lizzie Randall, of StorkMattie Pendleton: F. See., Lena Fernald: ! ••I the past. The houses of the Democrats
ton, is visiting friends in the district where
David IIowc, late <»i' Lincoln ville, willed
Treas., Mrs. E. L. Brackett Mar., James will he generally illuminated, and many of
she has kept several terms of school. She
Pendleton: Dep. Mar.. Mabel Dean: (luard, the displays will he elaborate. The proto King David’s Lodge, F. & A. M., the land
called at our place and favored our houseon which their stable now stands.
Bennie Coleord : Sent., Frank Tuttle. Tin- cession will include a large company on
hold with some excellent music on the orlodge numbers at present about SO members, horseback, two or three bands, and several
W. L. Hall, of this city, has orders for 8x10
and
Miss
Randall is a
gan
good singing.
and there are propositions coming in every carriages bearing transparencies and other
photographs of each of the Past Chancellors daisy to sing a song with organ accompani1'rom Custom
night, which shows that the young people of illumination. The route will
of Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., for the lodge
ment and is an extra good school teacher.
Belfast are becoming interested in the tem- House Square tip Main street to Congress,
room.
The election here was one of the quietest.
and through Congress, drove, Cedar, Miller
perance cause. The lodge expects to give a and Church streets to
Not more than 20 voters could lie seen around
Our people improved the
Capt. Fred C. PendleThorndike.
course of public entertainments during the
ton’s residence on Northport a\a nue, thence
with
evident
of
week
the
last
enjoypolling place-Miss Amy E. Lane, of winter, for which arrangements are being back up High street
sleighing
to the residence of W.
ment.
.Business at the Station was lively Prospect, will begin her school in Stockton !
made. Some of the members are practicing II. Me Lei Ian, Esq., thence return through
last Saturday. Farmers were busy hauling this week.... Prospect people celebrated the for a drama to be presented in January.
High and John streets, Waldo avenue and
Main streets, to place of beginning. A special
in, hay, potatoes and other produce. Se\ eral Democratic victory with fireworks last Sattrain will be run over the Belfast branch,
loaded teams from Freedom were here on urday evening. J. E. Libby, “an offensive
returning after the celebration, ami delegaWills Filed.
runners-Messrs. Littlefield and Ellingtions from all the towns in the county expartisan” has kept the post office these four
wood, of Winterport, drove a Hock of one
to be present and take part.
pect
the
Nowere
tiled
at
wills
The
following
hundred lambs from here last week....Mr. years, and is the right man in the right place
Frank Wa ker has taken a contract to cut and all hands are satisfied. There is no vember term of Probate Court:
Boston’s Leading Furrier.
and deliver a quantity of spruce lumber for
Isaac Lanpher, late of Stockton Springs,
change to make in our little town. But
this
will
wood
and
operations
his
S.
all
begin
wills
his
Olive
to
The* attention of our readers is directed to
pulp
j
Lanpher,
wife,
week_A good attendance at the Center when the Legislature meets the farmers estate, real and personal, and if anything the annual announcement in our business
Church last Sunday, and interesting services want every man taxed according to his value remains at her decease it is to he divided columns of the
enterprising Boston Fur
were enjoyed by those
present. Mr. and and income on everything. Money at inter- equally among his three children, Henry S. House of Edw. Kakas & Sons. They eater
Mrs. Raines, Mr. and Mrs. Poland, of MontMarietta MeG. Eaton and Lelia E. to the best patronage, and their card in our
Lanpher,
ville, were present and kindly assisted in est pays as good an income as farm property Manson.
paper is a direct invitation for the trade of
the clioir. They were the guests of Mr. and now, and there will be a change, with less
Patrick Cuddy, late of Winterport, wills this section. “Made by Kakas" is equivaMrs. W. H. Coffin....School in the. South tax for
all
his
of
his
Julia
lent
to stating that a fur garment is perfect.
is
in
that
on
the
wife,
Cuddy,
property
everything
sight
Ridge district began Monday under the in- farm. Fair play all along the list of values whatever nature, and names John Foley as If you are interested send for their catalogue
struction of Miss Mabel Stone, of Troy.
of this year’s styles, etc.
executor.
is right.
..
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Demurest

Medal

Diamond

banner,
TllK COSMOl'OI.ITAN
\ I K.

DEI.EC.

A

JUTOKY.
T.

C.

I

<

<

AT'E

The

1

ven-

the convention.

short account of the

von a

session in

in

now

we re

occurenees

The house was crowded

that

of interest

Amidst the

thiseity. promising

other

into weeks, and the weeks into months,
and possibly the months into years, and the
time never comes when they profit by the

people refusing to go away to an over"
j how meeting, all desiring to hear Lady | school advantages which they have enjoyed,
i
the different channels of life work

National Convention of the \Y. C. T. V.
if there

Very many scholars at the close of their
school lives lay aside their hooks for a few
days rest and recreation, fully intending to
continue in the closest intimacy with hooks
But the days
during their whole lives.

keep it right |
along. It was an interesting session. The;
I
evening was the last of the meetings of glide

j

Journal.]

1, 1S(J2.

Dkxykk. Colo.. Nov.

was

ed for the State of Maine to

NTION.

[Correspondence..of
tured to send to

l.M'lAXTEIi-

FKOM

SCENES OF THE AY.

I .OS INK

coN VI-

which

A. Stevens with the remark that she would
take good care of it, because she intend-

DE.N-

IN'

A TII E KI NO

Chautauqua TJWork.

was awarded the
received by Mrs. L. M.

eastern States Maine

Contest.

the

Somerset,

Entering
they soon forget their books.

this would he their last opso
many remained standing

as

portunity;
during the

calls for the varied kinds of society work,
their time becomes limited, and the hour
convention closed.
with their favorite author is lost. Household cares multiply, and perhaps the weekly
M. A. P. Saywahi>.
Pemorest Diamond Medal w as held. Eaeli
paper is the only literary production that is
of the contestants had already won theoth
read. No thought for retaining the knowMemories of Other Days.
er prizes. and they c ame before the audij ledge which they have gained finds place
If the scholars of to-day could step back with them. Nor is this at all to be wondered
ence with their honors thick upon them.
j
is very full
The silver, the gold and the grand gold sonic seventy-five or eighty years they at. The period of youthful life
would he astonished at the manners and ! of excitement and enjoyment. The days,
their
There
shone
breasts.
.medals
upon
customs of that time. Then when wo met the weeks, the months whirl rapidly by
six girls and three boys.
One
were- nine
; them, and they only take sufficient time for
b<>\ iY<m;i California. one from Iowa, one strangers we were required to take off our 1 their chosen
work, the remainder is taken
hats
and
make
a respectful how; also when
from Nebraska. One young lady fiomMasfor the gayeties of life.
Talking with a
we entered the school room, and when we
>ae I,usett>. one from Michigan, two from
| young lady a few weeks since, herself a
Kansas, one from New York eity and one stood u}' in the classes to read or speak I graduate, she said to me: “I enjoy my work
Three.1 school teachers the same was required of the hoys, and of very much, but there is nothing in it which
from Atlanta. <*a.
the gills a graceful courtesy.
The stand- induces me to read or study, and 1 find that
mi this i• ’i n were- chosen as judges,and the
ard hooks then were the old English Head- T am forgetting what I once knew very well,
i/e
was
won
the
little
fourteen-yearpi
by
er.
Webster's {Spelling Book, Walker’s ami was very proud of knowing. Now, if I
old u;i! from Atlant
ha..- Miss MargaDictionary, Bindley Murray's (dammar, could only join with others in a distinct line
ret Badger.
of reading, I feel that I could make much
Thm was a dilb dice of opinion in the Kinney's Arithmetic and Morse's Geograprogress in literary work.” Some others of
mii.es .»f people composing the audience. phy.
our energetic young women, sharing this
One of the careful sehoolmams of those
Tin- chairman of the meeting gave the
same feeling, have organized a Chautauqua
had a class carefully trained for exdays
the State
name of each contestant and
Club with several members and are enteramination in Geography. The supervisor
course of hard
a four
after the decision
from which each
Iriends at home, who read your paper 1 would note them and send them to
Last evening the contest for the
you.

‘to

m\

entire

meeting.

And

so

the

|

came,

given, and each arose when named and
greeted by cheers and waving of

was
was

The young lad from Iowa
cheered and cheered again and again,

handkerchiefs.
was

until

feel sorry for the others,
who had done nearly, if not quite, as well

as

began

we

he. N

to

Uurally enough,

ly expectant for
Some

anxious-

New

Kugland repreSmith, of Northampton,
our

Miss

sentative,
Mass.

we were

said she should have taken

the prize, but if our private opinion had
been consulted, we could not have given it
her

t.

but

the young lady from Georgia,
odd have bestowed it upon the lad

w

from

b-wa.

However,

opinion

our

was

aght and the little girl from Atlanta,
ho v.
the only representative from that

not
v,

to

imr

s

state in

prize

the convention,
c•

■

carried off the

representing

Diamond Medal,

the old oaken bucket, the water being the
spin kling diamonds.
J.ad\ Henry Somerset made the presentation speech, very neatly, very clearly
and

a;-

>wect

1\. and

;|i.- little girl, who

l»\

and 1.a• 1
W el

.-'•'ineiset

ill

responded to
thanked the judges
was

a

lew

well chosen

1

1 have before alluded to the
tai

lev.

of t his gathering.
items i:i proof.
Last

st..

u"on

eosmopoljI will add

M.ituie

evening

as

a

1

the stairs waiting in the crowd

foi tin doors oi the audience

room

to

he

thiown open, whiling away the time by
chatting with: my neighbors, (and right
hen let me say that the western people
are more

social

and

free than

we

of the

are inclined to be) a young lad\ with
her lathe: from Btieblo stood chase beside

east

me.
lady from Oregon just above, while
just below a lady from Ohio was telling
what a crowd there was at the convention
a

in '1'rein.ml Temple in Boston hist year.
A lady at my back caught her glasses in
the innges of my garment, and for awhile
it was a [Uo-Tion whether my cloak should

go home

with

her to

had
w

ell

and

a

years’
study,
ing upon
scholars,
They have a pleasant little home at the Bapj
the questions, had been numbered, tist vestry, and hope to gather into the class

little

as

taking

suspicion

that the

as

the book asked the first

many of their friends and school classmates.
The older Chautauquans also hold their
meetings in this room. One evening in each
month the two circles, and the lessons, papers and reports of both, are enjoyed togeth-

boy

tlie second question: What large animals
inhabit the river Nile*.’ Ans. Columbus
and his crew.
lie then asked the second

boy

the first question: Who discovered
America*? Ans. Crocodiles and alligators.
Our w riting materials in those days were

er.

of the most primitive order.
There were
engraved copies: we had to make and
rule our own books, make our own ink

manner

and

was

passed

write with quill pens.
There were
no steel pens.
The first of Gillott's extra
fine were -Ski.00 per gross, or ten cents a

and

It is

“When I was a boy, I had a bronchial
trouble of such a persistent and .stubborn character, that the doctor pronoum-t*,! it incurable with ordinary

<h» it.

GRAND OPENING FOR THE

dies, hut recommended me to try
Ay it's Cherry lYeloral. I did so, and
r

m

FALL SEASON !

bott it- cured me. For the la>t fifteen
years, 1 Jun e used tl:N preparation with
flood ’iTeet whenever 1 take a had cold,
and { know of numbers of p -ople who
keep it in tin* house all tie* time. t. t
considering it safe to h w ;tliout it—
J. c. Wo., ls-,.11. I’. M.. Forest liiil.W V.i.
one

Monday evening

at

college prizes

general scholarship

for the past year have been awarded as fob
I
whack their heads against a brick wall ! lows- Chase and Yeaton of
: Woodman
and call them block-heads,
ilis scholars I and Page of '14: Waketield and Foss of '45.
The Junior class will soon assume control
did not cry the last day of school.
The Stude 4. The following have been
appointed editors: L. ,T. Brackett, Chief; J.

ITiity.

Nov.

Belfast

(«.

'!♦?.

Bark,

Searsport

B. Hoag, H. M. Cook. A. J. Marsh, E. F.
Pierce and J. N. Leathers: Business Manager, 1>. F. Field.

Skipper.

A Searsport, lady says, in a not
to the
The Junior class have elected the followJournal: “Two weeks ago I visited my
husband's ship in New York, and in looking ing otiicers: President, French: Vice PresiSee. and Treas., Miss Gerover a bound volume of “Gleason’s" noticed | dent, Thompson;
rish: Chaplain, Haines; Ex-(’>m., Miller,
this sketch of a Belfast vessel commanded !
Miss Leslie, Miss Hill: Oraby a Searsport man. (.’apt. Geo. W. Colson. !j Graves, Marsh,
who died at home in Searsport a few years tor, Pierce: Poet, Leathers: Odist. Hatch;
Albert B
master of
B. 1>. Toastmaster, Callahan; Marshal, Field.

Colson,
ago.
ship
Bice, is one of his sons. As there are yet
living in Searsport and Belfast people who
New York or her
had a common interest and pride in the line
But we all laughed bark of
forty years ago, 1 send you the pa-

The six lady members of '14 entertained
male portion of their class at the home
ot Miss Gerrish, “The Sibyl's Cave,”.jii Horthe

GOODS and

more

selling

are

$hoes;

&

coming everyday.

han ev**r before, ami have the l>«*sr
for solid wear that were e\er >.•:
to

-OF ALL KINDS AND SIZES.\\

torul, and ;*it:*r Diking Inur bottles, w •;
Frail/ Hoffman,

thoroughly cured.”
Clay Centre, Ivans.

_•

tile public.

invite the attention of those

seeking Olotlilujy

lor tlioii* Bo'es to
-stock of-

our

LOOK!

Men’s Thick Boots, m“!Ii, si/;
Men's Call Boots, sSIId,
Men’s Fine Dress Con-i
gress,
Men s Every Dav Lace
and Congress,
i
Women’s Glove Grain
■

BOYS & CHILDREN’S ULSTERS & REEFERS,

Grippe
spring
I

e

—

was

taker, down with

it

grippm At Times 1 was completely
prostrabd. and so difficult was my
la

being

the most

complete

line ever shown in tills

city.

Those

wishing

for

Button,

Larger Sized Ulsters and Reefers

breathing that my breast seem d as :f
confined in an iron cage. I procured a
bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and
no sooner had I began taking it than
relief followed. I could not believe that
the effect would he so rapid and the
H. Williams,
cure so complete.”—Wh
Cook City, S. Dak.

Women’s

find a good assortment now—later in the season they are always scarce.
We have
ordered double our usual quantity of those sizes to try and accommodate our trade,
hut we would advise all to call early, while every line is complete.
-SPECIAL ATTENTION Is CALLED TO OUR DISPLAY OF-

Hand
We

Since the 1st of September our sales on these goods have nearly doubled, which shows
that our efforts to please the public have been appreciated.
NEW STYLES are
added every day, and any one who will take the trouble to look will say that our line
CANNOT HE BEATEN.
[ A full assortment of

Cherry Pectoral

j

Women’s Wool Lined
Lace and Congress

ISTBCK.WBAR..

AYER’S

j

Dongola Kid

Button,

can

Sewed,

1

also have something NEW

UNDERWEAR of Every Size stud Description.

Prepared by Dr. «T. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.
Prompt to act, sure to cure

CL I It II 1 (I A A d.i ( I\ / IS, (1 /.O I ES, and everything else needed t» > keep

CAPS, SCOTCH CAP5, SOFT HATS

FUR

lyoigeiirm

-To fit every

bead, large

and small.

warm.

Nice

AND DERBY HATS

in

ones

ERhXT LACE.
SIDE LACE.

Our stock of those-

-TAM O’SHANTER HATS FOR

The sale inaugurated last summer proved so successful, that wc have decided to
continue it to a certain extent during this season.
A counter will be selected to be
called the

M0f

an A

CHILDREN,-

Si

A

v

WOMEN'S

WILL BE FOUND LARDER THAN ELSEWHERE IN THIS YHTN1TY.

Wool Lind
1

i

all kimis

keep

r.

..■,r

llouij

rh--

I

BAROAITST COUNTER,

Poor

On which will lit- plai d uootls to in* closed out regardless i»f rust.
This will emhrarr every department nf mu stork, and those who eome earliest will hr apt t,n uet
the hot trades.
Our old friends know where we are. but those who have never traded with us we would remind, that they will make no mistake in rallimr upon

Weak and

MRS. C. W. HANEY,

Weary Mothers

No. 12, Main St.

The ah«.\

are «<n

Raise

Fine Furniture in all Styles

Puny, Pindling
Children.

few

\ er\

"'e are

giving

GOOD
t

■'hues, ami

cheap

1

w»

mnight

tail t-> visit

we

r

g-■ ,i>.

SOLID

hat

Bi^^I-h'U’t

iiuv, atnl

every
are m-t

SHOES
a\

very
u>

when

will guarantee t«>

ami at prices that will satisfv

B. C.

?•

Want;
v.

DINSMOHS

Will make them

Belfast,

Strong, hearty

HALLOO!

And healthy.

where the “Jhunigods” assisted the
I
A 31 .TUST
and
having a good per, to ropy the article, if you wish.fm- the. “Fates ami Furies” in unravelling the “Myscan
teries of the Future." The Fates were: Miss :
chan. <•
vi.-it whether the doors opened Journal."
The paper, which came duly to hand, was Gerrish, Clotlio; Miss Pennell, Lachcsis; i
or not.
Send 3 2-cent stnnv■■■ tn
so
Boston, Mass., for 1
So..n. however, we were admitted and ; Gleason's Pictorial, of April l*i, is.")."., pub- and Miss Cummings, Atropos. The Furies !
lished at Boston by F. Gleason.
lynrmSl*
Occupying were: Miss II ill, Tisiphoue: Miss Leslie,
vei y s.
after m» space was left unoeeu- !
the lower half of the last page is a “Bepre- Alei-to: and Miss Green, Megaera.
After
pied in tlie church. We secured excel- ! seiitation of the Half
AND
from now
INF
ar
Clipper Barque Moses tying with a bit of class ribbon the name «.f
lent seals and presently a lady at my right 1
KimPal!." She is on the wind, under nearly some mythical g< d to tiie luittonle.le o.' eaeli
I:.*. ! spoke to me. am! as a matter of
full sail, and with colors living—a very good gentleman, the “J mnngods” wert introduced |
coiirs' wa- got to eliatting
1
very freely
picture, indeed, for th- se days. The Picto- by the “Furies" to the "Fates.” Then fol- !
f'»iind that she was the president ol the rial
lowed initiations, by the aid of nuts and ; I kt-C-J C !'"t1.t !\ Oil hand.
say>
.'i r; inert
W. <
T. T
in the Indian
But a few years since it was thought that fruit, into all the mysteries of Hallowe'en. |
Territory; that
WILL lil
l NI'AC K |\«
she i ad ejitej ia:m d Frances Willard in no good vessels could come from anywhere Graves was the rirst to thread the needle in
but Medford or East Boston: and this idea
and Page to lute tin suspended apple,
poise,
her Ionise, and that she was of the Chero- was so much
encouraged by those whose inI I
-\
kee tribe of Indians, who were removed terest tended that way that an eastern ori- while French was the first to manipulate
became comparatively a matter of re- the fateful shears. After a bountiful
gin
repast,
ii'oin the >tate of (ieorgia several years
proach. That notion is now, however, near- Hatch
performed the duties of Bacchus, and
l asked, hei how long she had lived in
ly or quite obsolete, as an evidence of which,
ago.
Kial.nim- tin.* ftm*«»: * r\*\«l :.*iw« and jvin
a very dignified manner, acted
our
and as a specimen of what eastern mechanics Callahan,
Ides, adapted to all ..::e~ ami <•■ ::■!iri• •:
the Indian Territory, and she said she can do, we
J
give herewith an accurate por- as oracle in dealing out to each the decrees j
went there w hen she was three years old trait of the new barque Moses Kimball, of the “Fates." The
In Gold, Steel or Geluloid Bows
of the even- !
pleasures
FVKRVT1HNO
IN
Mil
named after the
of the Boston
with her nation, who were sent there by Museum. She wasproprietor
built at Belfast, Maine, ing closed with appropriate incantations.
Special rare taken t** tit tliein t the -, **«!- f y.»nr
1 was surprised at her by C. P. Carter & Co., a firm of shipbuilders
the government.
siuht. New glasses tilted to .-Id 1 W'.
Mount Desert Correspondence.
w{io enjoy a reputation second to none in j
words, for she had very little of the look of this
country, and whose name alone is a sufC. HKKVKV,
Phoenix Row, Belfast.
South West Harbor, Nov. 5, ’92. SteamHer hair was quite white, tieient guarantee of the work. She is nearly j
the red men.
AND
MORF
TOO
GOO tons burthen, of a half-clipper model, er Winthrop, of the New York anil
a
sad
wore
her
but
Eastport
look, thus
peeularly
eyes
and carrying
combining
beauty,
speed,
in
here
for
a
harbor
last
line, put
Weil lies- !
and wa re very black, and she had rather ability, and with her neat
rig, as seen in the
New !
is as graceful a craft as floats in these day during the storm, proceeding t
high cheek bones. She told me of her cut,
waters.
Her owners may well be proud of York next morning.
Xational Hank Huiltlinij l<<
country and her people, of their prosper- her. We learn that she is to be engaged in
Mrs. Charles Stanley arrived to-day from
the Liverpool trade, under command of i
the
curse
of
alcoholic
of
but
spoke
ity.
Capt. G. W. Colson, of Searsport, a thorough the Maine General Hospital, Portland, where
THEY
liquors, and told me what the W. C. T. U. sailor and a good specimen
she has been for treatment.
of a down-easter.
She also told me I nder such auspices we sec no reason why |
was doing for them.
The little steamer Agnes is the only boat
she is not bound to go ahead, like her namethat the young people in her place had j
sake, with a whole sail breeze of good luck in commission. The others have all gone
That dreaded and dreadful disease!
into winter quarters.
won six silver medals, and said 1 would
and prosperity.
Last Friday night the
towed
two
be surprised to see what bright young
schooners
from
this
Agnes
light
What shall
its
THEY
Transfers in Real Estate.
harbor to the quarry to load with paving,
people there were among the half-breeds.
Scott
s
Emulsion
of
f
two trips and getting them there
pure
They have a seminary ami between two
Following are the transfers in real estate making
before high water. The Agnes will go to
liver oil and
and three hundred scholars are attending it recorded in Waldo County Registry, for the
of lime
soon to get her tubes re-rolled.
i was very much in- week ending November#, l.s!»2: Hattie A. Bangor
at the present time,
and soda has
us of
Wui. Ward has built an ice sluice from the
in
A SUPERB LINE OF
its first
AND THEY ARE
terested in w hat she told me, and was al- Burkett, Belfast, to Ellen A. Wilson, do.
pond to his ice house, and will sluice his ice,
A.
J.
Have
to
James
W.
a
LibBillings, Freedom,
or cold acute or
the entire distance, instead of hauling with
you
most sorry when the hour arrived lor the
by, do. Howard L. Hurd, White Sulphur teams as formerly. The pond is considerably
to
contest to begin.
Make no
but take
Springs, Mon., to Abbie L. Hurd, I'nity. A. higher than the house.
1 lie fall school in District No. Mis being
Ill .Mis* \\ dlard * opening remarks sue
Than Any Others m the Ms:A. Hurd and others, Belfast, to Abbie L.
Scott’s
Suited to all ages. 1 have tin* agein y f *r
Emulsion
!
cures
Coughs,
taught by Mr. Byron Carter, of this place,
J A m
told us that Mr. I)enn>rest had already Hurd.
Isle.shoro Land and Improvement an excellent teacher.
Colds, Consumption, Scrofula,
Dentist Whitcomb, of Bar Harbor, will
and all Anaemic and Wasting
expended sr,0.000 in ids work in the tem- Co., to Frances T. Chambers, Philadelphia.
■ III
have a branch office here
next week.
Diseases. Prevents wasting in
A I W\/ i.1.
perance cause, am! that his wile was his W m. O. Jones, Brooks, to lioseoe A. Jones, Dr. Whitcomb is of the during
firm of Morrison
Children. Almost as palatable as TTM
^
worthy helpmate. Mr. and Mrs. Demo- do. (2 deeds). Elkandah 11. Moulton, Unity, & Whitcomb, Bar Harbor, who are first
They are first-class in. ei'“rn rrsnect..
milk. Get only the genuine. ProI
«
j
to Arthur McNelley, Clinton. Arthur Mc- class dentists, and we hope that they will
Ainuty them are the
rest were both present at this convention.
Scott
&
And All Kinds of
■■
I
pared
.11
by
Bowne,
establish
a
New
Chemists,
permanent branch, as this is an
llj
N el ley to John A. Slued burg, Unity.
RachThe annual election of officers was held
BOSTOX DERBY.
excellent field for a good dentist. Dr. WhitYork. Sold by all Druggists.
M
ael McAlister, Burnham, to Hiram McAliscomb has visited this place a few times this
this forenoon and Miss Willard was again
THE KOYLSTOX.
ter, do. William Newcomb, Winterport, to season for the practice of dentistry, and all
--ATunanimously elected President; as to that John Cole, do. Albert
are loud in praise of his work.
and the WILCOX.
Palmer, Knox, to F
tlie
Nasal
I
LY’S
CREAM
BALM—Cleans™
\\ e did
the whole hoard was re-elected.
B. Cole, Thorndike. Henry B. Smith, Troy,
sajfes, Allays Pain ami Inflammation, lloaisg
&
STEVENS
NO BETTER HATS MADE.
Bowdoin
Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cures*
College.
not attend either this afternoon or even- to Daniel B. Moody, Dixmont.
Ralph J.
101
Main
Relfa^i.
Street,
The regular monthly meeting of tin* coling, for it lias stormed all day, and we Wiggin and others, Knox, to Amelia S. ErsU }
I I*OS r «>!
was held last week and the
j
of our kine, Montville. Orrin B.
lege
jury
seclusion
and
shelter
resigthe
and
sought
Woodbury
nation of Maehan, 'PM, was accepted. Arto
Amelia
house.
S.
Erskine.
Hat- nold, *93, was elected to till his
others, Boston,
cosy room at our kind friend s
place. Leightie A. Wilde, Searsmont, to ltobie F. Jack- ton, ‘94, was elected foreman. The
Cold in
i
jury enThere is a standing remark about the
pply into the Nostrils.-It is Quickly Absorbed. I
soli, Montville. C. I. Whitcomb, Belfast, to tered formal complaint against the present
subwill
he
It
weather here in Denver.
Druggists or by mail. ELY BROS., 5ti Warren tit., N. Y.|
condition of the reading room and PresiIN
ALL SHAPES.
Lewis A. Whitcomb, Waldo.
dent Hyde, in reply, promised that the delime and balmy right along until there is
fects would be immediately remedied. The
M. E. Church Notes.
Fall
something going on, l,ike a gathering of
jury also laid an assessment on the class of
’95 for damage done on All Hallowe’en night.
people from abroad, and then there is a
Fall
Skausmont.—Pastor Bridgham is planrain: ami when it does rain you ought to ning for a “Home
A bust of the late Dr. Isaac Lincoln, who
I
Campmeeting.” He was
{^•Everything NEW and FRESH in
for
over
GO
a
member
of
the
into
board
called
years
once
will be assisted by several of the neighsee the mud that is at
its season at
of overseers of this college, was recently
boring pastors.
to the library by his grandson, (j.
being. The streets are not paved, except
-Is sure to cure. It cures wherever it goes.Noktiiport and Lincoi.nvillk. —Pastor presented
S. F. Lincoln, who graduated in the class of
TW« • H1'N1)KKH tons of pressed hay wanted
some of the principal ones, where the
Prices Reduced
1
Hogue lias been holding special services. ’91.
ul once -Kntrlish and swale,
impure of
For Sale at R. H. MOODY’S Drug Store.
tf4
F. (». WHITF, Belfast, Me.
business blocks are, therefore old chaos Eight persons have said, “Pray for me.”
Masoxk
Temim.k.
Uki.kast.
Mk
pf!t
Belfast, Oct. 17. IS'.w.—
j
Three have been converted. J05 calls have ;
cabinet;
aq aa
reigns beneath. A delegate arose in conbeen
made.
Three
schools
are
in
'
DOZJ
Sunday
SIZE.
vention to-dav and begged pardon of the
|
ST BEATS ALL WHERE
good working order.
in
oases
of
debility and
Kockroht.—The church has been beauDenverites, in behalf of the convention,
1 jjivt* personal attention t<
exhaustion is
j
beneficial. A
for being here and indicting this rain tifully frescoed, the pews changed so as
I
and aim to make m> work s i'
wine
to be more comfortable, the cushions made small
beglassful
WORKERS WANTED AT ONCE. 1 shall he at my office in Memorial building-Tuesupon them.
gSf\ SMART
Pastor fore each
over, and a new carpet put down.
meal inereasGood pay and steady employment on "hir: 1 days and Saturdays from ID to 12 a. m., and 2 j
This is the last day of the
Nov. 2nd.
work.
:?m;o
4 i\ m.
All persons who wish to avail them-!
Ogier is proving the right man for this es the
BARGAINS.
\
GETS
THOSE
tite and naappe
W. F. KELLAR. Camden. Me.
selves of the discount of two per cent, on their J
The Association was entertained
convention. We went down to the church charge.
Mi
taxes must pav hv January 1, 1893.
tion.
Sold
For
by
Bi
royally here. An Epworth League has proves diges
and saw the presentation of banners.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
SMOKE TRI-MOUNT
been organized. [The District Tidings.
TRI-MOUNT CIGAR.
Belfast. July 19, 1892.—29tf
all Druggists.
he largest increase in membership in the
ton St.,

We
supply you with the finest productions
low that it
iof the manufacturers, at prices
| will surprise you. Xsk your friends and they
will tell you that the place to buy is

■■

Perfect

satisfaction

lloiiii1 from file ilnli

IHE HOLIDAY SEASfl

$pjjMpi © Wilsons;

<

Da«f

in

guaranteed

<

Jewelry

HATS!
HATS!!
HATS!!!

»

A

I say

ravages? Thousands

stay

;-FAH£STYLES3

Norwegian

cod

hypophosphites
consumption

cured

stages.

consumption?

cough
delay

leading

--

_

J
lyl §
_

_

Line

H. J. LOCKE

LOOK IIETTEIi1

WEAK LOMI!

Sold

THE WILCOX HATS!

1

Cheaper'

Mirfflsjsi::,?;;;
Horse

Trapping!
ERSK!Nk'!

See the

HeadT"!

F. A. RUSS'

j

Catarrh

Snuff

Fall

N0N-BREAK4BLE HAT.

Neckwear

Hosiery.

Dwight

P.

[CRAYONS;! (VIEWS
[PHOTOGRAPHS

Palmer’s,

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

Aga,r

OO.UU

TO TAX PAYERS!

1

SMOKE

1

Underwear,

Hay Wanted.

j

se

Just What You

-PKOM-

Bitters

Sulphur

i

1M.MKXSK KARHAIV
this, the\

of

j. r.

crowded with IN

OYERSACKS, ULSTERS AND REEFERS,

j

their heads t< -g« ther. and sometimes would

are

t

7 o’clock.

that made them crooked. I
H. L. 15.
shall never forget my first effort, nor how
Hates College
Notes.
tlie teacher held up my book and wanted
the scholars to see 4*tlie crooked
straight i 1*. F. Springer, *45. has gone to Belfast to
marks ibis boy bad been
making." That teach.
teacher “was monarch of all lie
surveyed,
AY. C. Marden, ’1G, has gone o Searsport
j
and his right there was none to
dispute." to teach.
If any one did dispute Ids right,
they were
Brizes for the Freshman declamations
I
sure
to get a
striking impression from i were awarded as follows: For the ladies, to
something lie carried in his hand. His Miss I>oycn : for the men, divided with Clifts
j
mode of government was severe. lie used 1 and Thomas,
j
to take two boys by their hair and
The
f r
thump

!i

SLITS, DOW AM) SIME BREASTED, Lower Prices

The senior circle meets Monday afternoon
at ‘J.oO o’clock.
The junior circle meets

! straight
i happy urchin

ci .uniters

<■-

in

We

Roots)

IN ALL THE NOBBY COLORS AND PATTERNS.

‘'Last

he don.

ran

*■

in or

La

it

-ATOur

I
than twenty-fr e
was a
sukVrcr from lun.: tnei’
s
t;*!!«!■•(! with roughing so severe
as te
mm- hemorrhage, the par«-x- m::s
Lair hears.
frcqu nth lasting three
I w.i> induced !t> try Ayer’s Cherry I'1

‘'For

Pres.: Maude Fernald, See.: Bailie Durham,
Treas.

Then our copies began with
long.
marks, and woe betide the mi-

puzzle how

a

tHEWlSTORE.)

(NEWXSIORL)

Bronchitis

a

Officers of Old Circle: Helen Carter, Pres.;
H. L. Brown. Sec.: L. S. Jones, Treas.
Officers of New Circle: Birdie Carter,

stay with me.
corn bided we wen*

glasses

was

very pleasant occasion. The two circles number about thirty
members.

no

piece.

Monday evening Nov. 7th,

this

WONDERFUL!

Best Core For

All disorders -of the Throat and
Lungs is Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
It lias no equal as a cough-cure.

STARRETT

CIGAR.

Hunting in the Heart of

u’nhbor

Brazil.
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TYPICAL
IM>1 sTLY IS
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even
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saler is
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orrespondenee of
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to

London

or

Camden

the
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supplies and
rubher.
Somebody
oi every transae-

hunter

yourself

il for

ever

and become

brief

so

rubber-camp

tie

liabi-

a

period

a

of

a

1

rubber-producing

section of

lobe.
it

ease

is

easy, tor

rubber merchant, (as are
substantial citizens of the

a

the

•t

particularly

was

million dollars. The rubber

(SipJin,,in Eluxtiiut,

head
B
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Atwjck. boots and shoes, stock,
tin' noxious vapors of the tierra eali-' >4.»N X).
-Miller A liisbcc. dentists, 81,000.
elite.
1* rank .!. Higgins, residence and conThe huniei. as he goes Ids daily rounds. ;
tents. >4.000.
makes a uumhei of fresh cuts around tile j
Johnson
Knight, three story brick
trunk of each tree whieh he lots previous- block, new, >40,000, insured for si8,000.
I
fuse
Bros.,
drugs, 84,000.
ly marked as his own special property
U. S. jiostotlice, fixtures. >2,400.
1
pro tern. and sets his little clay cups to
>ingbi A Hunt, clothing and furnishcatch the valuable sap that will ooze from ing
goods. >lo.000.
Insured for about
the incision.
Later in the day he repeats 8 10.M N I.
A Pitterhush,
the round, carrying a queer sort of buckfurniture, >10.000.
Johnson Knight, grain and paints storct made from a big gourd, whieh has a
ed in basement of block, $5,000.
•!
covu and handle
braided palm-liber,
Mt. Pattie lodge, J, < >. <). F., lixtures
and
and into ii he empties the collected conparaphernalia. >2,500.
\init\ lodge, I-. A- A. M.. and
tents •• all the little cups.
When be gets
Keystone
li. \. Chapter. lixtures,
etc., $2,500.
hack to amp. It* pours the juice from the
< M her offices and
tenements in Knights
calabash pail i uto the mammoth shell ol
block, >J.000.
Johnson
wooden
Knight,
In that l
block, $5,000.
torturuga, or Amazon turtle.
Kngine house. >1.500.
stage tie- yellowish-vv bite fluid resemble.Methodist Church, >4,000: Methodist
good rich Jersey cream more nearly than vestry, $2,000.
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foi

much

like

is pronounced as it spelled kcc-chook, with the
accent strong on the first
syllable. The
milky juice which now plays so important
a part
among the w orld's productions was
first made use of by the Indians of Costa
h’ica and by them made known to their
conquorers.
Early as lbl:j the Spaniards
i n Mexico had learned to make it. into
s hoes and also to
usejit for waxing their
cloa ks in order to render them waterproof; and no doubt that was the origin of
the idea of its manufacture into waterPi'oo f cloth and the modern mackintosh.
Fannie B. Ward.
a
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and

Galls an<l wounds on horses are unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while
the horse is still worked by applying Bjckmore’s Gall Cure.
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proof."
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LARD
MUST

Known To The Indians For

Strength!

;

HIGHLY PRIZED BY THEM.

>

J

Many

of our readers in the Fast will remember Frank T). Yntes, whose exploits on
the frontier have given him a national
reputation.
The testimony of such a man who has lived
among; tin* red men for so long is incontroevidence of the absolute genuine?*
of this rein
ley, and its repute among that
race
whose noble health—whatever may
nave been their faults—has
always been I

p

§ilt;

Eottolenej

vertible
famous.

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
ERRORS of
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN, 300pages, cloth,
125 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $1.00
y mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements
■
eriirv
of the Frees and voluntary LULL I
testimonials of the cured. I I ILLS NOW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment- INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CPUE. Add-r.c i»r. w. JI. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulliuch fc't
Boston, Ma-s.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imiHerald.
tators, but no equal.
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
t’-'-asure more valuable than gold.
Read it now,
every WEAK and N ERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG.— Medical llevitio. (Copyright >d.)

since COTTOLENE has come to *
take its place. The satisfaction
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the advent of the New Shortening I
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Ifut is also sufficient prnc f of the
gevvii desire to l e rid of indi^ geyhHe, unwholesome, i.nappefixing lard, and of ail the ills that
5
lard promotes. Try
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Iv49
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at once and waste no fhue in
g
”
of
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I others that you have now
,

discovering like thousands
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| NO USE

64 Sudburx

St.. B< .'■ton, Mass.

FOR LARD.
_Tat't.

Frank TV

Yates.

Fire nf Binler-Preef Safes

His

endorsement of it is still fart her proof
oi u~ effectiveness.
< apt. Yates writes as
follows :—
Gordon, Nebraska. July 25.
*
"rcat Pi' },slire in recommending
TV?
the Kickapoo Remedies, and have known of
them among the
Indians, as I have lived on
the extreme Western frontier for the
past 30
years, and am at present a Sioux Indian
mterpreter for the government.
My personal experience with Sagwa,—
which in the indian tongue
signifies
The
vest

Mario only by
N. K. FAIR3ANK & CO.,
CHICAGO, and 224 State St., BOSTON.
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PORTLAND,

ii

So,d

Fur

OF ALL KINDS.
All

goods, bought previous to the July ad
warmth, comfort, durability, style
ami economy they are the garment to buy, as they
protect the most vital parts, the chest ami back.
Fur garments are to be worn for all time, and
many popular furs will, in a few years, pass out
of sight of all ordinary purses.
new

For

vance.

•Most all nations covet them.
for

China lias

Hank Safes, Hank Vaults, Hank Vault

no use

them, but will exchange her finest teas^or

seal skins.
We

now

have in stock

Doors, and Deposit Work of

:

The

Best

the

150 sold in

NUTRIA,
CAPE SEAL,
AND CONEY,

where 50 of

eat

|«re>*

Lynn. Mass., since that great tire,
our

safes

subjected

were

—A LS<

rving tin ir content*.

»—

Champion Record also in the

Fur

I

-kin affections by
pouring nit’oi ines into the
stomach, but ii is a long way
around, and a slow process.
IN<:

V.'i

I

It

and

safer,

more

Mrs. I,rev K. Rice. BridgeI had a humorport. \'t., savs :
ous -ore on me nose for a long
time.
Comfort l’ouder completely cur-, n it."
DRUGGISTS

POSTAL FOR

S E

S.

Sykes,

all the great tires since.

Supreme

Judicial

Send tor cj-mlars.

Yields Winded.

Court,

TIEKSTON WA 1 >1.1 N.
ot-

i*i-i

v's.

GEO. T. READ,

and

Contractor for heating dwell-

ing

houses

<

ALSO Al.I.Vi

as

1

Ihave

A.M A«.i:\ I 1 011 Tilt

AMi-

Columbia £ Hartford Cycles.

I^MB—B
^-llon’tS Forget

GEO. T.
44 Main St.,

IM.ee.

READ,
Belfast, Me.

Till-: ival estate .»n ltri.de -s; r. •:.
I* a*s
I
known a> tin- \\'II.UAM O. A i. 1 > K \
p;..pertv
consist it m «>t the larjre two story bou>e,‘ w it h «11
atiii harn. with
**M! orcbani and garden
loiinds
This property is well located ami in
c.ndi
tlor a hoarding bouse, and wil !•<• -dd at a
reasonable litrure. It desired, one-ball the
purchase money can remain on tnortu me a reasonable
t inie.
For terms, applv to
ROBERT F.or'WM.O. AI.DF.X. Portland,
or at RKi.F.vsr S.w i: «.s Bank.
Bel last, dune Id. 1S‘.»1. LX'tt

;_,.<7d

D_» ^-nc'.lr.h

ninmoml Uran.l.

Pennyroyal pills
L

A'nijMiiiuimi iMiiy txniiine.
LADirs mk

SArt. hi v:tyi
1 >ru1,,r

*

PnglisH

A

«\

U
lied ail.) t;,.!d metalhe\%«F
blue tii-iion. Take
y
/.•wi"i oilier.
svl-mitu- V
••;*edang<-rvu*
lu.i'n and imtiirftis. At
Drunffists. or send
}
J"r l,:»r'»c«1aM. i- stimouiala and
*ur *-adleu,” '*1 '«• i.\ return
Mali. 10,000 Ti-tinic-i.iai*. Xaine
^’henilcttl t
mltMin ^uars,
-ii Local
all
Druggists.
*'•'"«! i:i

3l,nx"

Go to Starrett’s

Steam TTacht

the

FOR SALE.

1

TtieCooiirns Safe.

pumping

Per Cent

City Bleachery.

TRI-MOUNT CIGAR.

!..r

Boston Bolting Co.’s

Phosphate.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON l SON.
Attorneys & Counsellorsat Law

arranged

ami power pi. i| «-sis,adapt
‘‘•1 t'«*r ail I i -1 * t work re
<|uirino- from two to six
lior.se power: also for wa
ter supply lor resiliences
farms ami villay^. Call
ami s»‘«* testimonials ami
iiet estimate*.

Mass. Real Estate Co.

j

1'UK

AERHTORS

Jerk.

Returnable to tictober Term, 185*2.
Ad damnum Jive hundred dollars
CEO. E. M HINSON.
Belfast. Me.. Pltf's. Any.
A True Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
dw 1.7
of the Writ.
Attest:
TIEKSTON WADKIN, Clerk.

Dividends

by

Hot Water or Steam.

x\-1ji!

;
The Democratic majority in the next
and contents, national
house will he about on.
>2.(M »<».
The Democratic claim that New York is
simonton A <011, groceries,
building a democratic State has been justified. The
1 y lonrm
>4.000, stock >-1.000.
latest
indicate that the Democrats
figures
< entrai
House, hotel, >1,000.
w ill have a
246 Washington St., Boston.
majority of six on a joint ballot
IIuse building, owned by T. 1;. 1‘illsin ihe assembly and will elect a Demo- :
Iniry. Koekland, >5,500.
cratic successor to Senator Hiscock.
Josejih II. Gould. ear station, fruit and !
A peculiar feature of the result in New j
confectionery, >1,000.
York city, showing how solidly the Tam- I
Pong’s meat market, stock, >l,0on.
many forces were kept in line for clew-I
( urt is.
J"hn <
hardware, building >5
land, is shown in the total vote, Cilroy’s ;
000, stock $$.o(K).
for mayor being To, 17s while I
* arieton A
Invests In < entral Real Estate In growing cities.
Pascal, groceries, building plurality
'Phis!
(owned by Mr. (’arieton) >5.000. stock Cleveland's plurality was 7*»,
Authorized Capital
$2,000,000
S Acid
shows that no knifing was doing hut that
HORSFORD
•>
Capital paid In.. 1.: 100,000
12,00(1.
every Tammany heeler obeyed to the letter
100,000
Surplus
Pern building, si.ooo.
the mandate of Croker to vote for CleveOttUAMZi:i) IN 1880.
Megumicook l.all,Owned l»v the town
An
and
benefiagreeable
land.
Paid Dividends of r> per cent, per annum for 4 1-2
>10.000.
|
years.
cial tonic and food tor the
Hr. W
V. Alhee, residence and con-;
Pai*l Dividends ot 7 per cent, pci annum incc
“Don’t,
tind
tireyon
your profession very
185*i».
July.
unis, •>«>. < MJ0.
nerves and brain.
A remedy
some'."’ asked tin* patient, of the dentist..
Average Dividends since organization o\cro pet
lo Samiu*] libbetts, residence and con- “Not.
4m40
cent, per annum.
especially. Win did you ask'."' “It
of the highest value in Mentents, $5,000.
struck me as one continual grind.”
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over slim.-mm*.
>
P. Aran, barber, building >2,500. i
tal and Nervous Exhaustion.
For horse and owner nothing equals lii* k! Steck offered for sale at $108 per share.
lixtiires. >l.ooo.
mokk’s Call (Tkk. I!y its use galls and
Send to or call at the office for information.
Geo. S. C„bb
Post, G. A. li., hall tit- wounds are healed wdiile the hors** is at
Trial buttle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
work.
luigs. etc., >1,000.
in stamps.
Kumford Chemical Works,
All' ll spear, blacksmith. >400.
“.Johnny, w hy doesn’t your mother put. a
Providence, R. 1.
IP IP Voting,
jewelry, stock, $2,000.
patch over that hole in your trousers?”
Wesiern 1 nion Pelegraph
a patch
M wear out, an’ the hole!
Company, in- "Cause
struments and lixtures, >$00.
won't.”
Simonton A Gill, Hour,
etc., store under
Mcguntirook hall, $2,000.
TN GLASS.
1 y2Bnrm
Charles Messer,
That’s the way Dr. Pierce’*
barber, lixtures, $500. j
1 here art?, besides the above, small I
Pleasant Pellets come. And I
it's a more important point
losses aggregating
perhaps $2,000.
AND
than you think.
It keeps ;
The above estimates are
1
conserv'dvery
them always fresh and reliSchool of Shorthand & Typewriting.
live ones.
The total loss will
unlike
the
able,
probably
ordinary
390 Congress St., opp. City Hall,
t""t up at lea si >500,000.
.just returned from Boston with all eth
it has been espills in cheap wooden or
leading stxjes of HATS and BONNETS, and
timated by some as
all kinds of FANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old
pasteboard boxes.
PORTLAND, ME.
high as $500,000.
'Pile only stores left in the
They’re put up in a better work done in the best possible manner. NEW
village are!
and they act in a better HATS and BONNETS made to order. You will
Giose (4
way,
Address
Wiley Pros., Poll ins A Ogier and
Sind for Catalogue.
find all kinds of SEWINC, MACHINE NEEDELS
way. than the huge, old-fash( utrier A- Son.
t my piaee.
No griping, no
ioned pills.
S, D. BROWN,
Proprietors.
l
A. GRAY & SON
H
120
St.,
'ik11! 'yit.li which t!ic business men
over
High
Hervey’s Jewelry Store
violence, no reaction after- !
3m3r»
1,1 1 aniden rise, under
ward that sometimes leaves
tlieir loss, is illust,:lte(1 ljy tlm act of Carle ton <fc
worse
off
than
Joseph
before.
Jos. Williamson, Jr.
you
Williamson,
Pascal,
In that wav, they cure per- i
Notary Public.
in 1;oi'kIaml
| Collections a specialty.
by 8 o’clock,
Sick Headache,
via iien tly.
J hursday
morning, purchasing a stock of
Bilious
Headache,
Constipagoods at the .lohn Bird Co. Bv 11 o’clock
-FORtion, Indigestion, Bilious Atthen teams had delivered several
loads of
tacks, and all derangement*
the goods at a
of
the
off
liver,
and
Main
stomach,
building just
street, toward the wharf, which they will
bowels are prevented, relieved, and cured.
Offices Over American Express Office, Belfast.
occupy temporarily.
They’re tiny, sugar-coated granules, a
THEY HAVE THE BEST.
ESTABLISHED 181(5.
and
of
refined
concentrated
1 lie postofHee is now located in
lyrl
compound
vegea room
table extracts—the smallest in size, the easim Bay
\ lew hotel.
Postmaster Singhi
and
the
est
to
take,
cheapest pill you can
saved all the mails.
SMOKE
buy, for they're guaranteed to give satisfaction, or your money is returned. You pay
for
the
onlv
FOR SALE.
good you get.
1 lm large window and
door manufacthere’s nothing likely to be just as goody
tory at Augusta, owned bv J. \V. «fc A. S
long. (io<>< 1 model, fast,, and well furn1ft
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Nervousness.

in 1<S7*2. and
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(aiisi
Assumpsit on an account annexed to the writ
amounting to the sum of two hundred and ninety
one dollars and ti fry-seven cents.

i

mkmtox.

S. S.

ka<' r

SAMPLE.

secheiahy.

istrj.-

Sept.

Attest:

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford. Conn.
E

ii

see cause.

14. IT.

FREE

I’.eltast.

..

instantly.

AIL

truly,

1K71; in the Hrcat PuHnn Fin

AND

('apt, Jamks May, Quincy,
Mass., used Comfort Powder
for Krvsipeias. and he says it
relieved the burning and itching

SEND

Vours

(iKOHRK I). OTIS, of Even t?, iu tli
County ot
Middlesex and state ot .Massachusetts, doing
business at Belfast, Waldo Couni}, Maine, under
the name and style ol Bay Men Kami, vs. WILLIAM W. TREAT, of Boston, County of Suffolk,
in the Mate of Massachusetts.
now on suggestion to the Court
that William W. Treat, the defendant, at the time ot
service of the writ, was not an inhabitant of this
State, and had no tenant, agent, or attorney within the same, that his goods or estate have been
attached in this action, that lie lias had no notice
of said suit and attachment, it is Ordered, that
notice of the pendency of this suit hegiven to the
said defendant, by publishing an attested copy of
this Order, together with an abstract of the plaintill's writ, three week successively iu the Republican Journal.
newspaper printed at Belfast, iu
the County of Waldo, the last publication to be
not less than thinv days before the next term of
this Court, to be liolden at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of
January i8!*:>, that said defendant may then and
there appear, and answer to said -nit, il he shall

drives the disease in.

never

eight hundred dollars.

in

October Term. 1892.

IT.

Is quickci,
certain.

to

Waldo

>M>KR

Inrayn Fire

!

33. 3ET*. WELLS.

can cure

!iKA

live

i;m>;

Trimmings in ail Widths.

Have sold furs constantly, winter and summer,
for four years, and can obtain for you any kind of
fur garment, in any length or size, from twenty-

External Use.

A

intense

r<

With Muffs to match it Wanted.

<

SMOKE TRI-MOUNT

World, 150,0(i0 hi

Always preserve: their eon!cuts.

WOOL SEAL,
AS TRACHAN,

Iy 1 4

in

Safe

MONKEY,

$1 per bottle. 6 bottles for $5.

You

kinds

all

BEAVER,

9,1

by

|

Capes

<

Druggists.

•

ME.
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KICKAPOO INDIAN
SAGWA
n

a

i»kkss.

All IX

Vitality!

KIOWTHYSELF.

_j

Years.

Interpreter.

'The New York Sun says: “There are
various combinations that commend themselves to speculation.
For instance, if
Mr. Cleveland should make up a cabinet
on the plan of rewarding merit as it deserves. his immediate advisors would he
about like this:
See. of State William (’.
Whitney, of
New York.
See. of tin* Treasury—Charles s. Fairchild, of New York.
see. of War
b’ieliard Croker, of New
York.
See. of the Navy- Fdward
Murphy, of
New York.
See. of tlie interior—-William F. Sheehan,
"1 New York.
See. ol Agriculture
W. K. (.race, of
New York.
Attorney-* ien. -llourke
Coekran, of
New York.
l’ost.master-Den. D. Cady Herrick, of
New York.

>g'ier building, $2,000.
'A
^
lame, resilience

but from

Interpreter.
Sasnva.

A

of weak surmise*,

not out

Government Scout

a

He Tells His

“I speak

devel-

The Chicago Inter-Ocean says: The
American people have turned their hacks
*>n progress and given thcii adhesion to
the ant -American ideas so popular across
the All nit it* in a manner we tin'light them
incapable of."
The Chicago Tribune, llep..says: The
liepuhlieans have been defeated in the
national contest, but they have made the
best light tlie\ knew how.
They have
done muhing which they are ashamed of.
*
The hieago Times, Dem.. says: After
the quietest and most thoughtful canvass
in the recent history of the
republic 1:1,<><>0,000 electors have spoken their wish.

11 use building, >4,000.
Flank Wiley, tailor, stock. 80,000.
orge li. Cleveland, groceries, s.spxxi.
!• arils worth A Co., gr(»eeries. >4,000.
Mrs. F. F. Smiley, millinery. 8l,o(>0.
Frank Mniley. iiilliards. >1,000.
Adams block. > 1,000.
c. F. Miller, boot s and
shoes, stock >4,-

Story

—has been
considerable, but one of the
most wonderful effects from
personal knowlin my own case was the
curing of
Chronic Catarrh with which I became afflicted, owing to the great altitude of the connry in which I had been living.
It did not at first occur to me to take
Kickapoo Indian Sagwa for this trouble; and it
was not until I had visited
the Hot Springs
and failed to obtain
relief, and the disease
bad
become <o veiv alarming that I was
afraid it would get the best of me ami
op into consumption that I concluded to take
I got one bottle of it and a
^agwa.
bottle of
die Indian Oil. The effect was so
marked
that I immediately ordered twelve
bottles of
each, and now bless the day that the thought
occurred to me, for I am
entirely cured of
that most disagreeable and
distressing of all
diseases, catarrh.
1 am satisfied my catarrh was cured
owing
to the perfect manner in
which “Sagwa"
purifies the blood; and I claim that Sagwa
taken in connection with Indian
Oil. will
positively cure the worst cases of catarrh
ever known : and so far as the use of
Kickapoo Indian Remedies as general familv medicines are concerned, there is
nothing
on
earth which can crjual them.
An Indian would almost as soon he
without
an<^ 'dankrt as to be without a
supply
of these remedies.
*RANK I). YATES, Indian

The lialtimore Sun says: The vote
yesand not more significantly at the
South than at the North and West, and
nowhere more strikingly than in New
\ ork city, indicates the abhorrence with
which the American people view any resort to brute force.
.Mr. \\ atterson, in the Louisville Courier-Journal, says: It is a tidal wave. The
campaign of education has been fulfilled.
A campaign of aggression lias done its
perfect work. Home rule, revenue reform
and honest administration are the orders
given government by the people of the
l nited Stall's and tor tin next four rears
at least.

'"

northern

mi-: soi.in

PROOF FROM THE PLAINS.

edge

terday,

x )<».

1

NKW VOJ1K I'APKIiS SAV.

be revived.
The Tribune: if it proves that a Democratic President and Democratic Congress
have been elected, the consequences to
the business and the industries of the
country will probably not be such as to
insure that party a long lease of power.
The Herald: The people of the nation
have spoken.
The verdict is: No English
cheap labor. The paramount issue was
protection. The result is a popular triumph for national congratulation.
The World: The election has proved to
be a landslide, an avalanche, a cyclone, a
tidal wave—everything that typifies irresistible power.
The over-taxed, insulted,
detied people, have risen in their
might
and overwhelmed the Republican
party.

spongy j
marshes where everv step sinks him in
above the shot* tops, and poisonous water- | ooo.
Hurd A lfosmer. boots amt shoes, buildsnakes an known to lurk and .jaguars!
ing >4.400. stock 88,00.
1
in
search
of
pr<\.
prow
1>. A. Campbell, grocery, building >1.\> may be imagined. tin hunters lil'e is <K)<>. stock.>1.4tH).
I..
Fletcher, two story wooden buildlilt:' above that of the wild beasts whose
ing. >4.001).
pi.wling make nighi hideous around him
<
F.
Hoynton. drugs, 84.400. Mr.
and he is constant; y exposed to a thousand
Hoyntoii Iiviml over his ,>tore. and lost
most
of
his
household effects, winch are
i
V>;
mlv do
dangers, seen and unseen.
:n luded in the foregoing amount.
Iiungrv pumas, wild hoars and other pow [
Follansbee A Co.. drygoods, 810.000.
lid animals abound, hut deadly reptiles
Masonic building, >2,(H)o.
j
no longer than your linger and tiny insects
Frederick J.cwis. jewelry, stock, >2.whose sting is fatal.
There are wee Hz- ; 400.
1' rank liussed. dry goods, stock. >12./aids, the exact eolor of the leaves tindei
width 111e\ hide, and innumerable creepng and crawling tilings more dangerous

K

never

chinery. £2,000.
W. L. West, variety store,stock. 84,000.
<
H. Williamson, wooden building, 84,-

in

abroad

There is not a conservative business
man in the country who does not know
that the industrial and linaneial policy of
the Democrats, as formulated in their
platform adopted at Chicago, would lie
disastrous to the business interests of the
Pnited States.
Knowing this, the people
! have permitted the election of a Democratic President, relying upon some kind
intervening power to save them from the
full force of their folly.
Should the Senate remain Republican they will nut.
reap
the legitimate fruits of this election, but
with all branches of the government in
! the control of the
Democrats, the hoped
f«»r conservatism will be swept aside just
as it was in the National Convention
when
t he conservatives tried to
place a muzzle
on tlic free trade
majority.
The sweeping change from Republican
I to uncontrolled Democratic ideas of the
! administration of the government, would
! carry with it a sad lesson for the American people, but it would have the
salutary
| effect of opening their eyes to Important.
facts they have come to treat .ightly in
| view of long continued prosperity.’ It
will he seen from the telegraphic
j
quotations from English papers that they are
over
the
Democratic
j rejoicing
victory and
j with excellent reason. [Bangor Whig A
: (’ourier.

Yesterday's victory disposes forever of
the infamous project which menaced the
rights of American citizenship and the
The conspiracy will
peace of the nation.

|

“call"

}llc.

The Sun: There will be no force bill.

iii which rubber trees most abound,

j

no

the Election.

The verdict is a victory for the *‘strong
sided champions" of British industries in
tliis country. They have waged persistent
warfare against the policy that lias made
this country the envy of the nations of the
globe, and by stimulating and catering to
the prejudices of the voters, aided in their
campaign by liberal contributions from
manufacturers on the other side of the
ocean and importers on this, have secured
the triumph of their anti-American ideas.
If, as seems likely, the result of this election is to give the Democrats full control
of the government it is likely to prove a
costly day’s work for the American peo-

WHAT Til

Dr. Samuel
Tibbetts was gutted by the lire, but the
wit 11 palm-thatched root, projecting all Haines were checked there.
So liereely
around like that of a .Swisschalet.
There burned the Haines that it was impossible
to save much from the doomed buildings.
are neither windows nor doors to t his rude
Most of tlie stocks of the merchants are a
nor
home,
any interior furnishings except total loss.
J he kockland Opinion says:
The blow
hooks upon which hammocks may be susis a terrible one for Camden, but. like so
pended when rains drive then owners inmany stricken towns, it will no doubt rise
side.
Ordinarily “all out doors"1 serves in triumph from its ashes. Unfortunatethe
well fora kitchen, and
men prefer to
ly. the amount of insurance is small as
with the loss—it is estimated
suspend their sleeping paraphernalia from compared
that insurance does not cover more than
the trees around the central tire, built, for
one-third of the loss.
We have been unthe triple purpose of frightning away able to get the amounts for which the
prowling beasts, counteracting the effects property destroyed is insured, in full,
but following is what we think is a tolerof deadly dews and miasmas, and keeping
ably accurate list of the losses:
off those troublesome pests, mosquitoes, j
The Cleveland block, a large wooden
All around | building, containing t\\o stores, 88,(XX).
gnats inins and garripotas.
Frank French, restuarant, stock and fixtin- little camp is boundless forest, so
dense that it is impossible to penetrate it tures, £1,000.
Colson iV Staples, millinery, £2,000.
the distance «*f a rod beyond the hut oxCa mien grist mill, building and conwhich
in
those
the
hunters!
tents.
£.■>,.'>00. A large amount of grain
paths
copt
1
have partially chared with iminite toil. had just been received.
< leveland shirt
factory, stock and maBut l can assure you that a visitor feels j
morass

fresh

11icy, is provided with a gun. a «pianA "f ammunition, blanket, ha in mock and

account

they

call-

are

ri’is, as in ( Vntral America
known as Ynlaro<s.
They usual-

ed

Different

T in- entire liver-trade
run on

on

Hereabouts fhe rubber-hunters

article known to

<i persuasion. w itli the exclusive ri _ht
withering rubber thereon for a staled

her of y ears.
Amazon is

wait fifteen years for the first
an investment.

to

con

hath shall be given,
toilers are very poorly

for their labor. Hereabouts it is

>iis.

repeatedly suggested plans

for cultivating if by planting large areas
with trees and condiu ting the business

plan

ily for a wealthy man to obtain a erant
uni. oi greater or le>s extent according
political influence and financial pow

•

large building on the east side of Main
street, and was discovered by a watchman
at the Hay View hotel, who
promptly
The lire department was
gave the alarm.
quickly on hand, but the water supply was inadequate,and little could be done
to stay the progress of the flames.
They
spread to the Camden grist mill, ,J. H.
Williamson’s building, and D. A. Campbell's building, and then crossed to the
west side of the street.
The lire swept
everything clean before it. On the west
side it burned K. <'. Fletcher’s building,
I* ollansbce A Co.’s dry goods store, the old
Masonic building, Tlmmes building, and
the Adams block, on tin* corner.
The
tire burned back to Mechanic street and
Fostofliee square, taking the house of
Frank .!. Higgins on the east side, and
then crossing the square to the elegant
brick blork recently erected b\ Johnson
Knight, in which was located the posiottiec. Ih>se Hros.’ drug store. Shaw A
Hitterhush's furniture store, and the Masonic and Odd fellows halls.
It swept
away another block belonging to Mr.
Knight:, and the Ogier building, and going
around the corner swept the lower part
of Kim street and hack on Washington
a

Indies and the

rrroht Flaxtin, of Asia), is really a giant
species of milkweed. It begins to yield
when about lifteen years old, and the gov-

own

happens

that their present
amp may be reached without difli

ro

The lire originated in Cleveland’s block,

I

keeps from fifty to one linn
willing
Indians constantly employed as rol; ct u iis
under the leadership of a
•(
ap--

by

hall.

of Brazil

tree

on

ENGLAND REJOICING.

stopped had burned every store
village hut three, besides valuable
dwellings, shops, manufactories, the Methodist Church, and Camden's fine town

relative of the

near

LEA OF.

in the

ahead." and

win*

•i

a

Firns Ehtslini of the Last

in the wilderness,

nothing is easier than to gratify that
'able ambition, especially if you are
11
with it at Manaos a thousand
up the mighty river, in the heart of
aiest

;

The Press
VI

could be

1

burning

THE

ed any place in Maine for many years,
broke out in Camden at about 2 o’clock
last Thursday morning, ami before it

these Amazonian towns, where I tion, but it is not the poor Indian, upon
Milling reeks of India-rubber--where l whose courage and powers of endurance
the one engrossing industry of the all depends, nor yet the smaller traders.
1 lie annual exportation of India-rubber
i. smelled
and tasted- you are sun*
<
seized by the spirit of discovery, hrmi Para is said to he upwards of twenty
: or later, and a
desire to million pounds, worth from six to nine
>

Ashes.
OF

The most destructive lire that lias visit-

"i

v

in

PORTION

DESTROY ED.

with

out

HI^IXE^S

told

by

"!v'e*K*r

PhlUd#.. P«a

1 vr5

UPHOLSTERING.
is prepared
do upholstering
THK undersigned
all
hrauehes; also mattress work, harfo

1,1
its
ness
repairing
of every

and carriage trimming.
Coverings
variety, and harnesses of all grades in
stock. Harnesses made to order.
halters
Whips,
and everything in that line.
40tf
F. A. ROBBINS,
w
u
Wadlln Store, 37 Main street, Belfast.

CIGAR.

SMOKE

TRI-MOUNT

CIGArT

Republican Journal.

“Official

Wejhave endeavored, with more or less
success, to accept philosophically the result of the national election, but the fact

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1892.
PUBLISHED

EVERY THURSDAY

MORNING

BY THE

that we shall

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

year, and while our bills still remain
unpaid, the claim can bo bequeathed to

$2
Fraud

By

and

Force.

Cleveland's election to the
is

to be the “or-

cease

gan” of the Treasury Department at
Washington causes a pang of regret. The
“patronage” lias averaged from $1.50 to

{

CHAUl.KS A. l'll.sm HV

soon

a

successors, and nothing is so conducive to longevity as a claim against the
our

Presidency

established fact, but that the result
is not the judgment of the American peoan

government.

“patronage,” in the form of an
ple
strongly emphasized.
is a victory attained by fraud, corruption eight or ten line advertisement, comes to
us from
Washington in a bulky official enand the alien element
men who may be
with instructions enough to navilegal voters, but w ho are not Americans in velope,
spirit and
edge

of

ho have

w

The

It

he too

cannot

gate

knowl-

intelligent

no

These

instructions must he followed to the letter

appreciation for free institu-

or

vessel around the world.

a

This class predominates in many I under severe pains and penalties. Reverse
tions.
the demands of the patent medicine ad>t the large cities, in several of the Westvertiser and you have about what is asked
ern Mates, and was sufficient of itself in
tlie recent election to turn the scale from

for l/ncle Sam’s announcements. X<> head

Harrison to Cleveland.

lines, no display, and the smallest type.
The envelope contains duplicate vouchers,
the filling in of which would puzzle a
Philadelphia lawyer, and which must be
sworn to—they are of course sworn at.
More than all. you are required to sign
duplicate receipts showing that you have

The Democrats

naturally rejoice over the election of their
candidate; but the fact that this foreign
element—which
and

includes the anarchists

Chicago

communists of

great cities

|

already

and

other

holds the balance of

power in this country, certainly furnishes
food for reflection, and cause for alarm.
The Western states, settled and built up
by sturdy New Engenders, were staunch-

ly Republican until

overrun

hordes who

»w

then

There

winch

i.

are

by the foreign
gaining sway over

received pay, when in fact you have not
received one red cent.
When the advertisement is

copy of the paper,
i with the advertisement marked, must be
placed in an envelope with the two vouchand mailed under letter postage to the
Secretary of the Treasury. In our own

English is spoken, and where

no

only
of

another section of the

Sam.

coun-

wear

try, it is admitted by all parties that the
Nolid South is kept solid by depriving a
class of voters that are in

a

numerical

With

a

mal.

ma-

free ballot and

“organ,”
personal
doing a service for Uncle
Deducting postage, notary fees and
and tear of shoe leather, and the
but with the

profits of the transaction

con-

infinitesi-

are

But the worst remains to be told.

Instead of

receiving a treasury check for
magnificent sum of one dollar, more
vouchers came, requiring that two rep-

jority in several of the States of the right
of suffrage guaranteed to them by the
Constitution.

an

sciousness of

rope.
to

this has been done several times, not
in order to comply with the duties

case

the American newspaper is never seen.
These people, although allowed to vote,
are as foreign as when in their native Eu-

Turning

a

ers

whole communities in

are

printed

the

a

utable citizens should go before a notary
and lift up their right hands and
public
and
long since,
the Democratic party would have remain- swear that the manager of the Journal is
| to he believed under oath. By a singular
ed forever in the shadows of defeat.
oversight no provision was made that
the trains and
lair count the

solidarity

of

the

South

would have been broken

|

corruption practiced by

Tammany Hall.— a band of thieves organized for plunder, who have long had New
V ik
ity by the throat—are too well

some one
zens

should

aforesaid

swear

were

that the two citi-

reputable:

and think-

iug this might be asked later, with a prospect of the thing going on forever and eating up all our substance in notary fees

know*, m* call f«u specitic mention.
The
millions stolen from tax-payers arc used
to cni u-li individuals, and in political con- I and postage, we boldly burst the bands of
tests i.. sup]dy a corruption fund of
appal- led tape, and defied the custodian of
l ncle Mini's money hags t«» do his worst.
Not content with rulling

proportions.
ing. and robbing. New York city Tammany lias sought and gained control of
>’

*

aTr.and of tin1 President-elect of the

Cnitni states.

Kxpr.

The New York Mail and

says that boodle, bossism and
!
the combination which de-

ss

bribery

was

feat!-1 the

Republican city

and

tion in about all the districts.

police

force

The

liquor

were

powerful Democratic agents, and several of the
•andidates say that the Roman Catholic
Church was actively engaged in behalf of
the T;imii;;i!:y ticket.
Mr. Charles E.
< oniu w h•
ran for ( ongressin the Tenth

District, say>:

when the Democrats make their expecton the surplus in the
Treasury we

hope they will hand over
belonging to the Journal.

the few dollars

The Camden Herald is

naturally proud

of the fart that the new town of
Camden,
by its votes at file September and November elections, lias placed itself
in

squarely

the column of strong Republican towns.
Notwithstanding the strong efforts made

by the Democratic and Peoples' parties.
Cleaves received a plurality of : 1 at the
September election. Taking the leading
candidates the November returns show a

“We should have carried

Now York State by
is evident now that
emissaries ill

this experience may be useful to
successor in the organ business: and

ed raid

county

ticket. and it joints interviews with many
of the candidates which disclose corrupdeah-isand the

Perhaps
our

over

a Republican
Republican plurality of
large majority, but it gain of !t over tiic State election. The
Tammany has had its Journal congratulates the Republicans of
the State. It is useless Camden on their double victory.
a

expe.-t an honest ballot or count in New
York City. With a fair election we would
Interviews
reliable

with

oilier

gentlemen

conservative and

were

practically

the

In effect, all alleged bribery, corruption. intimidation and fraud, supple-

same.

mented

by

the

power. aided by the
machinations of the Roman Catholic hiernun

archy: and the tight grip that the Tam
many tiger has upon the American metropolis, made it not only impossible to
fair

secure a

showing,

but rendered abso-

lutely useless any and all attempts that
were made to light the odds

•amid bo and
that

were

presented.

Thus while (trover

Cleveland

the

is

President-elect,and after the 4th of March
next must be accepted as the Chief Executive of the Nation, he certainly is not
the free choice of a majority of the American people.
An advertisement in the London Field
reads:

•Having just returned from India,
where in seventy-five days three guns
killed eighty deer and six thousand head
of small game. I propose making another
trip in October, and shall he glad to quote
Inclusive terms to any gentleman wishing
to accompany me. Highest references furnished.
SHIKARI.*'
(Beat Scott!
Kiglity deer in seventy-

days fur three men. That leaves the
record of the Belfast Deer Hunters out of

live

sight.
is not
men

But then, such slaughter of game
permitted in Maine, and our sports-

would not have wasted their

nition

oa

ammu-

the “six thousand head of small

game." Now bring

on

your tish stories.

Before going to press last week

we

felt

assured that the

The card from Mr. s. c. Norton, of Pulermo, published in another column, is
Mr. Norton's
very much to the point.

simple statement will lie readily accepted
by all who know him; and we are assured
b\ others, who have looked into tile matter, that the charge is without foundation. and was

simply designed

to

prevent

Mr.

Norton's l'c-nomination for Sheriff.
Creat injustice lias thus been done
a
staunch Republican, who allows no
personal disappointments to influence his
course, and who is ever ready to do his
till! duty as an active member of the

party.

Mr. H. E. McDonald has handed us one
of the political posters used
by the National Democratic Committee to fire the
Southern heart, and which were
posted
at every cross-roads in the Ku Klux ter-

ritory.
to

The one in question is
supposed
illustrate the force bill, and represents

two armed negroes
preventing a white
man from
voting. A true picture would
have placed the ballot in the hands of the
colored man and a shot-gun in the hands
of the white

man.

The New York Herald says: “The
people don't want the McKinley hill repealed,’1 ami it refuses to join in the Democratic cry for an extra session of
for that purpose, and to

Congress
generally repeal

the

legislation under which the country has
But the conservagrown and prospered.
tive wing of the
Democracy, represented
by the Herald, is pretty sure to be outvoted and out-generalled.
llie

canceling

of orders for

new

mills

and factories are reported now with frequency, as was to be expected. There
will lie no new enterprises for some time

political atmosphere was
unhealthy for Republican birds, and accordingh put a padlock on the door of to come, and no extension of existing inour poultry coop.
The Journal rooster is dustries, but rather a cutting down all
doing well and will be in excellent con- along the line.
dition to crow most lustily in 18‘Jd.
U'e are sorry it is not to lie a
Republican
There is a crumb of consolation in the celebration to-morrow night; but as vicfact that D. Fred Williams, the Massachu-

tory perched

setts dude who parts his name and his
hair in the middle, will not misrepresent

fellows

the Bay State in Congress after the expiration of nis present term.

Imped Cleveland is not so bad
as he is printed—in the Democratic paThe alleged portraits do not repers.
semble anything human.
It is to lie

Mrs. Victoria Woodhull Martin, candidate for the Presidency, was not in it.
She can

now

be excused and go home to

London.
The Kennebec

Journal reports seven
candidates in the field for the Augusta

post mastership the day after election.
The fellows who bet
are

after the

ter

plan

the

losing
political prophets. The
on

side
bet-

is not to bet.

didate.

English

the banners of the other

on

do not

begrudge

them

a

good

time, and hope the clerk of the weather
will treat them

kindly.

Real estate dealers at the National
Capital are impatient for the coming of President Cleveland.
before he

was

When in

party to

money in their pockets
Cleveland *100.000

a

Washington

deal which put
and netted Mr.

Now that it is known that

Jerry Simpson

planned a bogus assassination to aid his
Congressional campaign there is general
regret that the performance did not materialize and prove the real thing.
_'
__

newspapers rejoice
election of Cleveland.
He was their canThe

we

over

the

Washington, November, 13. Capt. E. S.
Densmore, chief usher at the White House,
died here to-day after an illness of several

months.

Capt. Densmore was a model official, and
the writer, as one of a Belfast party who
visited the White House some two years
ago, recalls his exceeding kindness and
courtesy on that occasion.

To

Editor of The Journal: The
has been in circulation that for a
consideration in money, I made an agreement to support Hon. E. C. Burleigh in

Howes Mayo will build a dwelling house
on bis lot on Elm street next spring.
As he owns a saw mill in Monroe, and is
a house carpenter by trade, he will do the
greater part of the work himself. Sanford
Howard, who is also a house carpenter, expects to build a house for his own use next
summer. Other new residences are talked
of and it is probable that a larger number
will be built than this season.
The Hanson Residence. Mr. Albert Hab-

the

statement

to rent

his late candidacy fora nomination to Congress. Now that the elections are over, and
no one can l»e injured in any way, I wish
to publicly state to the people of Waldo
County that the assertion above referred to
is

entirely false

in every

particular.
S. G. Norton.

Bargains!
Bargains!
For One Week

Only,

-COMMENCING—

the interior of Mr. E. F. Hanson’s new residence on Northport avenue, and to prepare

TO-DAY, NOV. 17,

and arrange the colors for the exterior. The
outside work will be done by local painters,
but is not yet contracted for.
Mr. Haberstroh will personally attend to the work on
this bouse, and as lie lias just returned from
an extended tour in Europe in tlie interests
.'1' bis art, and represents one of the largest
decorating firms in America, Mr. Hanson
expects to have as handsome a residence as
there is Eastof Boston. Mr, Fred V. Cottrell,

putting up the interior finish and will be followed at once by
Mr. James T. Pottle, who has the contract to
lay the floors, which are to be of quartered
master

oak.

builder,

Both

is

to

are

now

UNDERWEAR,

feet high, has been built at the rear and fitted
up for various uses. Doors have been cut
from the vestry into the two small vestries,
which must prove a great convenience in

Sunday school work.

The vestry platform
has been lowered and a part let into the new
addition, thus enlarging the floor space of the
room.
At the right of the platform is a door
opening into the kitchen, which with its supply of dishes and utensils, and plenty of
closet room, makes a very useful annex
to the vestry. Above, the audience room is
being neatly frescoed and is to be newly
carpeted. The pulpit is to be lowered and
sot back, the front of the platform to be in
circular form. At the right of the pulpit is the
alcove for the organ, with a circular plath>rm in front for the choir. The pastor’s

To make

Mr. Herman Hicks
Of Rochester, N. Y.

Deaf for

a

Caused

Dwight
Masonic

NEW
a———llllll

when I had taken three bottles that my hearI kept on till I had
was returning.
taken three more. It is now over a year and I
I am troubled but
can hear perfectly well.
very little with the catarrh. I consider this a
remarkable case, and cordially recommend

be

arch

tin* left of tin* pulthe organ alcove.
The centre behind tin* pulpit will be appropriately decorated. The-same design will
he continued into the vestibule below.
The
artist. Mr. W. E. Carleton, of Roekport, did
the

au

to all who have catarrh.”
Carter Street, Rochester.
HOOD’S PILLS
not

purge,

pain

or

Y.

gripe.

in charge of James T. Bottle, and the
work of Janies W. Wood.

Concerning Local

W.T. COLBURN’S.

-V

As an illustration ,,f the fact that
good
work pays best, may he noted an order received here recently by Mathews Brothers,
for the entire work in their line for two

new

iine of

extra

fine

large business blocks, the contractor being
induced to write to the firm by seeing some
of their work on a
dwelling house built
twenty years before, and which had worn so
well that the owners wanted more of the

of all kinds and

qualities

50-horse power boiler and 40-horse engine. The work done is chiefly staves and
heading, and the machinery is the most improved cylinder and upright saws and a
heading machine, the latter capable of cut-

oftoni

at

priees.

High

ting 2,000 pairs of barrel heads per day.
Since starting up last summer the mill has
been running to its full capacity, and is unable with its present force to keep up with
its orders.
Patent Medic ines. The Skoda Discovery
Co. have a new and handsome heading for
their paper, “Morning Light.”
It was designed by our local artist, Mr. P. A. San.
born, and is both appropriate and attractive.
.The stock of the Leon Sarsaparilla Co. is
about all subscribed, and the company will
he organized and begin business at an
early
day. They will have an excellent location.
-A large block of stock in the Dalton Sar-

saparilla Co.

was sold last week in RockAn order lias been placed in New
\ ork for cartons and one with a firm in
New Jersey for bottles-The second lot of j
ten gross of bottles for Fletcher’s
Compound j
has been ordered... .The new web press for
the Dana Sarsaparilla Co. is to be
shipped
fn in New York next week.

land.

I These

WOOD,
METAL, I

fast

are

yoiny by,

still

have

we

our

amount, and will sell them low.

We buy our goods to sell, not
show them whether you wish

CITY

to

to

keep, and it i>
buy or not. Call

DRUG

a

pk-asm

and

sc.

STORE.

KILGORE & WILSON.

LOOK! LOB!

mv store to the new bank. 1 have t onelmii •«; ;
Ol'T MY KNTIKK STOCK OF

Having relinquished

CLO^I.

iiss A. F. Soutliwortli

Silverware,

Spectacles.
Warci Work Done

Promptly

A j; tin calls to notice tlia* site lias moved
fr-mi her old store on Main St., ami with

Hiss R. 1. FRENCH

Belfast.

High Street,

SENSATION AT MONROE.

AT

occi

Mrs. C. W.
where they have

Cure Without Parallel in

-ALL TIIOSK Til IN K1 N't i OF ITlWHAMNt-

pied by

Haney,
in .stock

now

Christmas Goods,

-Will <ln well to cull

>

: d R

By purchasing of

-AND-

Fancy
Miss

Goods.

Southworth hopes to see all her old
customer* and many new ones.

83"Rpinember
32 CHURCH

tilt;

curly,

you c;iu-

SAVE 33 1-3 PER CENT.

Millinery

■.>

Wedding Presents, &c

a com-

plete line of

A!i' it three years ago 1 w
taken sick with
I.A GRILLE, which iett ::i
in
a
bad state
I'll IT I thought a> the warm weather came
I
i w
on that
:ld re. ivor my usual
health, but instead 1 grew steadily worse, and l
was
obliged to GIVE !'L MY' WORK EN
IIKEIA. 1 employed tour >t the best physicians in my vicinity without receiving
any
benefit
-r
I tried several
encouragement.
Sarsaparillas without obtaining any benefit. East
<
<
fall 1 had a TERRI B! E
>UGH' r.ight -w
loss of appetite, heett- fever, and had several
attacks of BLEEDING KRoM 1HK Id'N is,
CD O'
aiu‘
at a^ times raised more or
I less pus. 1 was extremely weak
and emaciated, and 1 was thoroughly
mviii eu
that mine was a hopeless case of CONSUMPTION. At this time, hearing that a lady' in my
own
town. MRS. JEREMIAH
BOWEN, had
been
area
of Consumption by the itsRODOLF’S MEDICAL DISCOVERY. 1 resolved to ry it. My appetite began to improve
before 1 had finished, taking the first bottle,
which g ive me new courage. Continuing its use.
my coug.i became loose, night sweats stopped,
/"\
uid I began to gain in flesh and strength.
V-/1 N ! have now taken f ir bottles, in
junction with RoDOJ F'sCKKAM EMULSION,
and during that time have gained, twenty-two
pounds. At present 1 am w irking every day
a farm, have a
g >o>{ appetite, sleep well and. am
ENTIRELY '-'REE ir u. my O'UGiL L ,«,ns
almost a MIRACLE t me, but the above statement i- true, utd my n-igid ors will testify to it.
1 .-hail tell everv one 1 know i-. be suffering with,
t.iat
terrible disease, C"N'U M LTb'N
e Rod* »l.L’s ?,i e: ilt AL
IT A DT LI
t-r\n I ri ■ DIm :«>YER\
Rn.
p1 >LF’S CREAM EM L I s11 tN. md will ,::eeruttestion- that
fully answer any and. all lel'ets
anv
I believe
ask.
pers
may car.- t-> w rite
these medi. mes'to bv 1 H L BE' I * »N E \K 1 H.
\ ery truly y.airs,
GE'>. HU.'1I>.

COST.

has taken the store in the J mrnal build-

ing recently

RODOLF S

Imported and

all the

Domestic odors.

LOOK!

Watches,

«

large line of

a

Street.

JEWELERS.

■

“

just arrived, including nearly

One

new

a

Belfast. Oct. 27,18112.

its History.

of the growing local industries of this
section is the mill of Samuel & A. C. Morse,
of Belmont. Last June the firm put in a

new

W. T. COLBURN,
McClintock Block.

A

Baskets,

present.
Pin Cases,
Soap Boxes, &c.,&c

CUTLERY, (TORREY’S BEST.
line of PH RPUMERT

PLUSH,

Warm Goods

sort.

Waste

“

quality .uni style

AT REASONABLE PR CES.

nest

“

carved

Pockets,

till (LASS BOTTLES, BOTTLES !« COVB
A

Kid Billion & Lace Bools

^!T"JF

Wall

LEATHER HOODS,

—

LADIEJS’

Industries.

“

nice

Book Marks,

THE LOWEST PRICES.

FOR SALE BY THE AGENTS,

.•

AT

mason

Mention whs made in the Journal of Nov.
•*d "f a superior halter manufactured
by Mr.
L. Staples, of Monroe. Mr.
Staples was then
on his way to Rockland
l*y steamer for a
visit, and on the return trip he sold 22 of
his halters on hoard the boat. Mr. Hanseom,
purser of the Penobscot, bought one
n the
down trip to take to Boston.

same

RECEIVED

-AND

at

9

Salad Sets,
Pin Cushions,
Feather
Duster

Cases,

THE LATEST STYLES

Odd Fellows’ Hall and the
North Church in this city, which testify to
Ins skill as a decorator. The wood work as

irescuing

Rattles,

“

l

(safety bigyles)

e\

or

Herman Hicks, 30

purely vegetable, and do
Sold by ail druggists.

are

and in order

beautiful line than

Celluloid Jewel Boxes,
“
Gent’s Tie Boxes,
“
Hdkf. Sachet.
“
Glove Cases,
“
Photo Box.es,
“
Photo Frames,
*•
Brushes, Combs and
lirrors b**utifuii)

We also have
JUST

at

win.

“

Me.

STOCK
J

III!

Celluloid,

more

THESE ARE ALL HAND PAINTED BY ARTISTS.

Sarsaparilla

ceiling, and divided into four sections by suggestions of banners. The walls
are a darker shade than the
ceiling, and the
base is in gold color with appropriate border.
correspond

“

Boots&Shoes.
A

larger and

a

Manicure,
Broom Cases,
Card Trays,
Hooks,
Paper Knives,
Tablets,

f/

with the

is r>»

“

Palmer,

Temple, Belfast,

have the agency for

bought

Celluloid Toilet Sets,

ing

directly from the dressing rooms. There are
folding doors between the baptistry and pulpit. The organ is t" be a Woodbury A Cole,
tw«-manual pipe organ and is to cost 81250.
The frescoing is in light cream tints.
Overhead is a neat eentre piece, surrounded by
an ova!
moulding and wreath in gold colors.
1 he "cove,” or concave along the sides at
the top of the walis, is painted in a neat
fioral design, shaded in colors to correspond

to

P.

:

OUR LINE CONSISTS OF

“

Catarrh is a Constitutional disease,
and requires a Constitutional Remedy
like Hood's Sarsaparilla to cure it. Read: j
“Three years ago, as a result of catarrh, I
entirely lost my hearing and was deaf for more
than a year. I tried various things to cure it,
and had several physicians attempt it, but no \
improvement was apparent. I could diatin- I
guiah no aound. I was intending putting
myself under the care of a specialist when
some one suggested that possibly Hood’s Sarsaparilla would do me some good. I began
taking it without the expectation of any lasting
help. To my aurpriae and great joy l found

Hood’s

season we

procure it,

by

Catarrh in the Head

in the rear of the pulpit ami organ.
The baptistry has been removed t<< tin* audience room and placed at the rear of the pulpit, the approaches to it being from the rear

There

Christmas

This

stock.

Year

rooms arc

pit

for

room

prettiest and nicest line of Celluloid goods ever >e
in this city.

We Sold them All.

HATS, &
GLOVES,

1

finish their work before
time the pu nters will

Baptist Church Improvements.
The
additions and repairs to the Baptist Church
are
nearly finished, and are all in the
line of improvement. First, the entire
roof was reshingled and the angles around
the spire leaded and painted, thus stopping
the leaks which have been proving troublesome of late.
An addition, 15x20 feet and 28

4-Last Christmas 4*
We had the

Bargains in

28th, at which
take charge.
Nov.

DO YOU REMEMBER?
^feet^oFTshowVcases^

erstroli, of the firm of L. Haberstroh & Son,
painters, designers and mural decorators,
Boston, was in this city last week. The firm
has taken the contract to paint and decorate

t*»

have beaten the Democrats three to one.**

A Card from Mr. S. G. Norton.

New Buildings and Improvements.

Patronage.”

no

shopworn good*.

After this month 1 shall remove my stork to the store formerly occupied bv
ISAAC ALLARD, in the Mc< lintoek Block, next door to Win. T. ( olbniwhere the sale will continue until all the goods have been disposed ot.

WATCHES, CLOCKS
Repaired

Place,

Masonic

at

e.

h.

STREET,

Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH.

My stock is all FKKSH,

me.

& JEWELRY

short notice while the sale continues.

McDonald,

Temple,

Belfast,

Me

Miss R. A. FRENCH.
Belfast. Oct. 2u, 13'.*2.—6w42

“IT WORKS

I

LIKE A CHARM.-

;t|s
-T1

>•

the fall of

opening months

of

tie*

season we

shall make

92.

v.e;

:,.l

r,

11.•

111

A Revelation in Fine (mods and Fair
We

b:;,,d"db

ue
.■scrofulous and
positive am: guarantceu
Cancerous Humors. Cousunr.ition, 'alt Rheum.,
Humors oa Face. Liins in the Back, Indigestion,
diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, etc.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

are

going

t<>

do business with you be.-ause
Our priees are simply

we
:’:

have just

e\aet

Prices

y what

u

es;st:bV.

>

Wa ldo Veterans* Home-Camp Marshall.
The Waldo County Veterans’ Association
held a meeting at Memorial Hal! last Saturday afternoon, to decide on a lot for headquarters for the association. About twentylive comrades represented the out of town
posts, and there was a good attendance of
members of Thomas H. Marshall Post. It
was voted to buy a lot of Howard
Murphy
,at the mouth of Little River.
Next season they expect to erect a building 100x:>0 feet, which shall be a permanent
headquarters for the veterans,and a convenient place for reunions, social gatherings
!
and the like. It was voted to name the
place
1
Camp Marshall. The next meeting is to be
held in this city December loth. After the
business meeting a clam stew was served by !
caterer E. R. Thomas, and the veterans, who
claim to be judges of good fare, say it was
as

good

as

they

ever

to
is

RODOLF MEDICINE CO., BROOKS, ME.
CURES

FURS
New

Styles

Box Coats

Military Capes
Reefer Jackets
Extra Quality
Fair Prices

Rheumatism,

Neuralgia,

Lameness,
Headache, Toothache, Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Burns, Sprains, Strains,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Dyspepsia
Sour Stoiuaeh, &c.
Sold Everywhere. 25 cents*
lyr4(>

©
3

k

£
■O
c
©
CO

EDW. KAKAS
A SONS,
Washington Street,
BOSTON.

Turnout

MEN and BOYS’ CLOTHING.
-LARGEST

LINE

OF-

DRESSMAKING.

«
o

Miss £. M, Patterson, of Boston,
lias taken

rooms ar

Mrs. JESSE

ROBBINS’,

on

Spring

street, opposite the Revere House. Sat
isfaetion guaranteed—fleshy ladies a specialty.

Belfast. Nov, 17. 1802.— 3w4(>~

404

cause a

such quantities of new styles, in quality and variety. Our FLESH, NEW
strictly first class. We have the disposition, the ability, and the elegant
please everv one seeking bargains in the line of
see

00
0

1
■k

ate.

The Aroostook Condensed Milk Company !
are rushing business at their
factory in Newport. The farmers in the vicinity are furnishing large quantities of milk. Perry Furbush, of Palmyra, sends in 50 gallons daily,
He has 20 cows and intends to increase this :
number to 40 next spring.
i

Our Fall & Winter Attractions will

Our assortment ensures in selection of goods to satisfy individual tastes, o
made up of goods trustworthy, serviceable and the best of their las-

Everything Goes
Come in and

LOST.
LOCKET WATCH CHARM, containing pictures, valued as a present. The finder will be
rewarded by leaving same at
lw40
CITY DRUG STORE.

A

see

at

Belfast
Ill

the

Lov'est

Possible

Price.

One

how fair we will treat von. how well we will please
MUCH WE WILL SAVE FOL YOU.

HIGH

Clothing
STREET.

Pric<

voa. .0

I H

House.

PIKEMX

CHARLES O’CONNELL,

BOW.

Proprietor

NEWS

HE

I

OF

BELFAST.

Mr. James H. Clark, who has been ill several weeks with rheumatism, is again able
to attend to bis duties as
janitor of the

of Miss Rebecca Stevens, of Caswho died recently at Augusta, was
to her late home by steamer last Fri-

Court House and Odd Fellows’ Block.
Mr. C. II. Gilbert, inspector of

buildings,

understood that Mrs. John Carle will
the business of her late husband,
.nl.ling another name to tin- roll of Belsiness women,
it may well be said
that they sire as successful,and show
li business capacity, as the average

The employes

ts

! E.

blasts 1 the
about dark on tw

lhe two

the
November
the following busraiisaeted ; tirst meeting of credin n T. Foster and Fred L. Mitchell
At

kt.

'cli

g

ltisolvetiev Court

lately

factory

slna-

three

r

appointed assignee on
< tshea H. Plummet was
at«
granted
W iii 1’. Thompson and Joseph
eg.
son, Jr., were appointed assignees
f Emery Bobbins.
A. Greer

mist

wel

w ere

fin-

a

merely

Mr. Fred F.

a

.journal

M». K.

Fierce is

lb

at a

-u’.

leave tin-

that

,■>

a

candidate for his

d

Locke

I‘ei

eiv ed

it t-

a

Chieago stating that the writer >,i\\
!"urnar> advertising eolumns that last home from tie Hub,” ami ordering
of ls'e an 11olit clams.
Not a few of
lers of the Journal will readily guess
writer of the letter was Mr. C. <>
steward of the Commercial Hotel ot

land nilmimsrrati<m

pre-

were laid June nth,
that time packed away bv Mi
s with a treatment
known as Baker's
rmula and not taken ut until Thurs-

loth.

We

prepaid.

1 here

w.is a

•

by sticking

of many

are

ance

more.

of Panola

program

was

There

was a

full attend-

Morse gave an address of welwhich was responded to by Miss j
Lena Fernald, of Belfast. Fourteen members took the District Lodge degree. As
T

L.

we

are

not

a

member

our

sharp

a

a serious

information is

—

W

t

I'

has

(

M

i'licit, clerk with

fully

one

T.

111 his work in the

each, and bot h for house building j>urTin; Camden brancl. Juts made ten
loans since its organization in Man h Tl.< s.
loan< aggregate about >K.(MX), and a!m>»st ail
of !t has been devoted* to building
'uirposcs
in town
Camden Herald.
The Association should now be aide to
render valuable aid n rebuilding ( radeti.

j>"Ses.

he
pass a great number of empty barrels
11c ele\ator To the front door, a dis■

uscfui.

c

store

tliil't > feet. This lie i|o«> b\
g tin* barrel oi: its ehimes at an angle
r f..rry-ti-ve degrees, and giving it a
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iSS Through
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Boston, put into Portland ho.
lie storm Thursday, ami some oj her
gers went on to Boston by rail
of the
Pettie, of Providence. R. I
hu-eii

was
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street.
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gut
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out

sale

drapery

room

which

was

also

of his entire stork of watches,
and silverware at cost, as lie

cioek.s, jewelry
to relinquish
the

To

on

|

the

bauds
able

to be

new

his store in

bank.

It is

Are
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SUICIDES
From the

Same

Sunday.
Thk Chi

kches.

the

The

Winterport.

Saturday issue of
Washington, I>.

The

down street

■

j

Are Announced in every paper.

;1 open
in the

bis

winter term

of

dancing
Central

future.. .The
which has rooms on the third floor f
M.era House block, having leased the
near

lately occupied by the Sargent

Gran-

the sectmd door of the same lmildfitting them up nicely and will soon
them....The Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
e
type-writing machines inconstant
n hours a day: three Smith-Premiers,
'"••digraph and one Crandall.... W. L.
whose 5 and 10 cent store in Camden
u

'■

late tire, expects to go
The
there soon.
'cd excursion to Good Will Farm did
'Hie oil last Friday.
Some who inteiidrued out in the

•lie

go

I

clothing

were

v'ather

business

others were sick, and
unfavorable-The Little-

absent,

was

milk team of two horses,

was

among

ays Tuesday, spilling the entire
Mr. Robert Brownrigg has sold the

maw

’:f“isor Hotel in this city to Mrs Ida M.
•hiury. of Hollis Centre, Maine....A
'erfeit ten cent piece of the date 1874 is
.Some tine
ulatiou. Look out for it
,v^r pieces may be seen at Sanborns
muddier
never
.The streets were
111 for
the past few days.
...

I

Shipfim; Itkms

S<1is. 1>. W.

The concert, and much credit is due the
members of the band.... The Perkins' Colored Minstrels gave a concert in Denslow
Hall Friday evening last
A large audience
was in attendance and were rendered a most

Hammond

Onward have discharged cotton-seed
meal and grain f«*r W. C.
Marshall and
Swan & Sihley (’<... H (’. Pitcher lias loaded vessels as follows the past week: Sclis.
Hunter and Fairy Forest for Swan's Island
Alfalfa and Accumulator for Green's sanding, ami Rescue for Castine.. .Sell. Fairy
Forest-arrived Sunday with the household
goods of the captain, J. L. Smith, who :s
moving to Belfast... Sell. Mary E. Crosby is
loading paving at the Sargent Granite Co.'s

and

pleasing program-The Stockton Mineral
was sold at auction last
j Spring property
Tuesday to Mr. Alec. Staples for $250_

;

dell-Mr. Lewis Mudgett, who has been
\er\ iil lately, is
improving_ .V. R. C. C.
| at the Universalist Church next Sunday

|

;

evening

| 17

at 7.
Subject—Sacrifice.
Rom. 12:1.

Isa. 1

:

NEVER FAILS,

viz.

New

7«C0T

Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces ..f tlic system. Price, 75c.
per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
fr«B-

lmodti

stock.

our

low

at

prices>

DRESS GOODS!

Ever since I was born, I have been
troubled at times, more or less, with a
til MOK on my hands, face and neck.
For lifteen years it has been on the in*
create, I have been gradually failing in
health, and for three years past it has
itched and burned so badly, that all the
way I could get any rest at night, was t«>
bathe in strong carbolic add. and
this only relieved me for a few hours.
In addition to this, eight months ago,
Rheumatism in my neck and
ders set in, drawing my shoulders
^o out of place.
E2 CTT
that for three weeks
j f|j(] not have my
clothes off. Physicians said 1 could never
well.
I
to do any work,
was
unable
get
and was ft great sufferer. I doctored with
several Physicians, including Specialists
in Boston, and look nearly all the advertised sacsaparlllas and blood
purifier*, hut received no benefit whatI had given up all hopes, and my
ever.
friends thought I could live but a few
months. I began the ti~e of SKODA’S

1 CASE NOVELTY DRESS GOODS,
Splendid Styles, only 25c.

1 Case Fall

worth

1 Case Tokio

12 1-2 cents.

8 cents per

Reps only

Oil Ms,

-.

We have

some

bargains

great

yourself acquainted with

Rugs, Els.

in this department. Make
prices and buy while this

our

great rush continues.

BE GOT BACK AGAIN ARE AS GOOD AS NEW
AND IN PERFECT POSITION.
My skill is

BspBargains in every department of our large
moving lively, and should at the prices we have

free from hlotehes and
^
l_ MJ
pimples. I have gained g ^
twenty pounds in
llesli. can go into the woods at sunrise,
and hop cord w.-od until dark, and not
get tired, :t thing I could never do belore
in -ill inlife, and am able to work
Mv friends are astonall the time.
ished at tin' resultand not more so than
my -elf. *’ The v consider it almost miraculous.

Goods

store.

made

are

them.

on

-SEE THE JOB LOT OF-

LADIES

SKODA DISCOVERY CO,, BELFAST, ME,
SKOD A’S LITTLE TABLETS,
Ear suMild. Safe, Efficient.
perior lo auy pill. For Headand
aelie
Liver
Complaint
nothin;; eau equal these Tab-

GENTS UNDERWEAR

AND

offered at reduced

prices.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

With the DISCO VERA'
Rheumatism. 50 iu
they
■j box only US ets.
lets.

cure

Odd Fellows Block.

Belfast,

&

SLEEPER,
CLOTHIERS,

ARE SHOWING AN ELEGANT LINE OF

Mens &

Real Interest

this

Boys' Overcoats,

Ulsters &. Suits

fall, all NEW, FBKSH GOODS right fr«*m the n.iil', an*!
make them go like hot cak» s.

ng

j.;\,

t'

es

d

WE HAVE THE BEST $10.00 OVERCOAT

FOR ALL.
arc

yard

according

to directions, and a Do used SKODA’S
OINTMENT-externally.
A fti-r using I ftal Mk l\l them but one
B B Hr^B^
was a visible
week, there
change in appearance. My skin that was
literally covered with pimples and
blotches began to clear up. My appetite became good, less pain in my
shoulders, and I gained rapidly I have
now used less than two courses of these
REMEDIES, and my Rheumatism lias
Shoulders
entirely disappeared.
THAT WERE DRAWN OUT OF PLACE AND
which the Doctors said could never

We

10 Cents,

Style Percales at

Fww

DISCOVERY and TABLETS,

Retail in Boston for >Oc.

really putting unheard
of prices on

ill t!ie city.
square

Ail All Wool, Indigo Blue Mosenw B*-av« r, ;; is well n
•! si;».o-,
dealing, good goods, and low prie»*s will get y*•;;r pair* wage, we are a Ur- ':f
have

YARNS.

*•$7.00
left.
Of

course
wear a

youJ^J

SUITS

Von can’t rind them in any other store
A

|j

|

B

ff
W-

of those

some

at

less than so

o*

Von can’t help buying one if yon examine .-:i:. We
decidedly pretty line in all the latest shapes D n’t
us on the hat question

ha
f

e a

get

by paying
-AT

We Guarantee to CURE you

or

RE-

FUND your money.
COULD

WE

DO

MORE ?

ISN'T IT WORTH A TRIAL ?
lvIn rm

8 CTS. PER SKEIN.

Remember, going

at

made to order in

Cleaning, Pressing

<
t

CLOTHIERS,

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

of

(Brown

only.) closing

22c. per

PURE DRU6S.
—ALL THE—

Patent

Medicines

AT LOWEST PRICES.

GREAT VARIETY.

Best and

Cheapest.

up-stairs department

Repairing of

TAILORS

AM>

the lot at

in

all the latest sty ies.

Old

Clothing

Specialty.

a

OUTFITTERS.

ME.VS

!
I

--THAT-

skein,

-regular price K

i

I

j

cents.-

y

And lust Read This
ALSO,

48 Main St„ Belfast. Me..
Thi>

Drawers at $1.10
—each.

Regular price $1 AO.—
There will be no disappointment
in these goods. It is a special
sale, and they will not last “forand

a

Hanonie

Temple.

Belfast, Nov. 3, 1892.—tf44

rive

BEST

and

MOST EXPEN-

adapted r«» all purposes,
bread, bi-euit and pastry. and is made to
till a Ion- felt want for a better dour
i'll

earth,

than has heretofore been ottered.
It Hill make WIIITKK
It Hill make

Boys and Children’s

CLOTHING,

Hats aid Foraiiai Goals.
Lotrest

it Hill make MOKE

4

SQUARE PIANO TO RENT. For particulars !
inquire of
MISS FAUNCE, High Street.
|
Belfast, Nov. 10, 1892.—45tf
I

A

BKEAD,

on

the market.

Prize,”

Washburn’s Superlative,
Burt & Sneider’s

Fancy Patent,
Kidder’s Best,

Ames & Son’s

Fancy Patent,
Roller King
and Hungarian

lielfast, Sept. 29, 1892.-311)39

Piano to Rent.

Tnan any other

FLOUR

IMease remember that besides ••YarneV>
we sell

Prices !

__

KKKAD,

BKTTEK BKEAD,

Relioble Goods

dav.”

A. P. MANSFIELD,

is

SIVE dour

1

and you will sav that just now
the place to make a dollar go
the fartherest is at Mansfield’s,
for we are going to close out all
we have left of

ever

POOR & SON.

and

CLOTHING-

EreryOne Knows

Toilet Articles Contoocook Shirts &
IN

our

PRICES.

CLARK A SLEEPER, 83 Main St., Belfast,

8c. per

Also in

LOWEST

-CUSTOM

It is no shop-worn stuff, but
first quality of goods; we keep
or sell no other than the best.

skein.

■

week.Seh. John C. Smith has been launched from the marine railway and will sail in
a few days for Port
Lome, N. S., to load for
Cuba.

at west
by occupation, HE EN.K)VS THE RESPECT OF ALL
WHO KNOW HIM. IN CONVERSATION WITH
A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SKODA DISCOVERY CO., NOT LONG SINCE HE RELATED THE FOLLOWING STORY:

It is done to close out our entire stock of Germantown. It
is an exceptional opportunity,
but WE want to use the ROOM
and YOU may use the GOODS

11-

Vork....Sch. Henry L. Phillips,
How’s This !
\V.- offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
tons, lnxilt at Boothbay in lKbK. owned
for
case
of
any
Catarrh
that cannot be cured
by S. V. Colby, has been sold to C. K Weeks
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
& Co., of Rockland, Maine.. .A Port Civile j by
E. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Props., Toledo, O.
'Ve the undersigned, have known F. J.
despatch ofthchth says: Sell. “Wm. Frederick, from Boston for Belfast, light, ran I Cheney for the lost 15 years, and believe
honorable in all business
ashore on Redman's Ledge night of 7th, but him perfectly
transactions and financially aide to
carry
was hauled off without damage and proceedout
any
obligations
made by their firm.
j
ed."
The Frederick arrived at this port \\ est & Trvax. Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, < 1.
Monday and will remain here until she is
Kin.nax
Wai.iuno,
&
Marvin, Wholesale
wanted for her Georgia charter, reported last |
for

will be found in stock

THEM INCURABLE!

There is BUT ONE SURE REMEDY that

Master Dick Tainter returned to his home
in Winterport Monday-Mrs. Sarah Morse
is hoarding with Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Ran-

j

examine

Marcus Littlefield lives
Winter port, Me. A farmer

Would you be rid of the awful effects of
i.a (Irippe?

e

climes.

and the trade on these goods
If you want a nobby, stylish gar-

large

[♦WfTURMPESrBOAS; AND MUFFS

by Skoda’s,

AFTER PHYSICIANS HAD PRONOUNCED

schools

Star of

unprecedented.
ment,

INHERITED'HUM0RBL00D

Cause

daughter. .The schools closed here
Mrs. George Clark's children are
Friday.
recovering from their illness.

..

warmer

Prevalent.

a new

neck and face. She hopes
attend to her church w ork next

taught by Mr. and Mrs. Runnells closed andaily Evening
other successful term last Friday... .Miss
C
contains each week from two to three
Blanche Arey returned to Boston on Fricolumns of church notices, which are paid
Miss Clara Downs, of Thornday's boat..
for like other advertisements.
The Journal
dike. was in town last Saturday_Mrs.
makes no charge for such announcements,
nes, Edwin Lane and PL S. Walls. Mr.
Lizzie Bolan and Miss Daisy Abbott returnand only asks that they he sent to the office
is president, and treasurer.. .Steamer
ed from Boston Saturday.
.Mrs, I. J. Durin season
All denominations are alike welham and Mrs. James Freeman left for Bohtook the place of the PLnnieline on
come.
..Kc\ L. M. Burrington officiated at toil Monday.. Master
Eugene
Dillaway is
tstine route a few days the past week,
.The family of jas.
rile 1 niversulist Church last Sunday, the ac- sick with tyhoid fever.
the latter was running for tin- VinalNason
moved
to the tenement over
have
cident to Mbs Kingsbury interrupting her
Isis shop.
The Misses Clement have sold
the Rockland and Vinalhaven
on
labors... Lecture next Sunday
evening at their house t" Mr. Wm. McGee.... Miss Hatfor
boat
off
that
being
repairs.
Tit
Clement
is in town for a few days and is
the Methodist Church Subject:
“Life and
the guest of Mrs. James Haley.
r.
In tin- report <>f the referee case
The (Land Army
Experience of a Soldier
vs. Pierre, reported last week, the
St<m kto.v Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Will
are cordially invited to be present..
.Lev.
<>f the two notes involved was print
Myra Kingsbury hopes to occupy her puiiut Aiucs and Mrs. Margaret Ames left last
.The next
'.‘lO: t should hav<* read >lo,o"iO.
Sunday. Topi.morning dis.-mirs.— week fur Florida, where they will spend the
of the year has arrived w hen callers as
winter. Mr. Ames lately married Miss Grace
S. S.. 1J m.
given in last week’s Jounia •.
I he porch door open to swing off its
1'aid's First Mis>: -nary Serin
Acts xm.,
L'ipt*r, >>f Oriand, and best wishes go with
if the w ind blows, and in an\ event
—• »-4-Y. L. C.
L.. b p. in..
Preaching by tic- happy couple-Mr. and Mrs. Xavier
in the cohi it was intended to keep
C. L. Young at the Memorial Hali next Sun- '"tt:i■. <-f llangor, visited relatives in town
Shut the door!.. .The wcatlierwisc
.1 >r. I. P. Park is at home again.
day at 2.bo and 7 o'clock p. n.There will :a>T 'a o k
,ut all the indications point to a mild
Misses Mah^l Simmons and Alice Croekbe servie.-.s as usual at the Baptist vestry
The fur of the gray squirrels is nor
are at home from the Castine Normal
m-xt Sunday
.Kev L. T. Hack ex< hanged
..1..
The concert given by the Frankthin and the down on the partridges,
last Sunday with Lev. F
S. Imllirf,
pulpits
| fort Band the evening of the Sth was greatly
y. is not as thick as usual. The birds.
"f .Jackson, prea.-hing twi>
in Jacks.ui ind : enjoyed by all who attended. One of the
late in leaving their N*-w England
p.'-asantest dances of the season followed
•ic
In Monro.- during the day
Whit*
Mr. .1.
for

Alarmingly

district where fourteen new members
were added to our list_Mrs. Webster Perkins came home Saturday bringing with her

arms,

—.

-1

“LA GRIPPE’

tain

Before the help, which she summoned
b\ tin- electric hell, arrived, she had tin* tire
entirely out. hut was badly burned about
tire

|

Rheumatism of the Joints
Banished

assortment is very

has been

MIC TEMPLE.

From the Effects of

appre-|

the

Our
MARCUS LITTLEFIELD.

THE ONE-PRICE

a

i

ah<*i,t

Jackets, Long Garments, Capes,&c,

—

KingAury,

ra

--COMPRISIMG-t

CLARK
A,
P.
Mansfield
CASES of INSANITY

Poston, dressmaker, who has
u.s m Mrs. Jesse
Koldun's, Spring street.
...Mr. >1. E. McDonald, announces a clos-

J'attei-smi.

<

of steamer Vinalha\*-n, which runs
•u
Roekland and Vinalhaven via
a
Landing, have been incorporated
lie name of the Vinalhaven Steams

>0, of Rockland; PL S. Walls, d, T. O.
:>, Lane & Libby, 2, Tims. PL Libby,
del H. (Hidden, J. H Sanborn, 1> IL
each, of Vinalhaven. The dire*
iivG. If. Knnbal1, W. P. Johnston, H.

rite

a

•’

She w is about to r« rir. f..r ’he
an eloquent, sermon Sunday
morning to the
111*i‘ vi in at Crosby Inn am! was
Christian Endeavor. Jt was highly
warming .« rloth dampened with spirits for*
•Mated, es]>ecially by the members. He will
application for a slight lung difficulty, warn go home To
spend Thanksgiving and it is
Cm'll; took lire, and in an instant she
hoped he will return soon to stay for a few
w
.meloped li rlaim s. Se nng a heavy months-Six
young men joined the Engarment she smothered the lire n her clothdeavor Thursday evening, ami Friday evening and then turin-d her attention to the
ing another meeting was held in the Moun’-i

n

mpany. The capita! stock is *17,<**1,
h >14.POO is paid in. Par value of
*100 each. The incorporators are as
■ns
(I. 11. Kimball, 80 shares, and \V.
iiiston, 20, of Cleveland, Ohio; H. P.

dir

•.

and

Mrs.

seri.-us lire.

City,
Bangor Friday
witli Capt. S. H. Barb< mr relating
Bari*"!!
liew steamer wliieli Capt.
.Tin
dd for him the coming winter

’a- (

\>,

held in the
evening

was

in

Masonie Temple
great opportunity
Ilf r he i U VelMi li >f Church .'I til > I to ’■ 11v Christmas
{••»" t
gifts, wedding presents,
V. :•> tile VI- r.n.
e i'\ S e
la
e'/e ]•■ nbllg
etc.
Watches, clocks, and jewelry repaimlM
! ist
\\ e«llleS<lu\
<ie!lt
ILt | ,i'« usual during the sale....See J. \V. Wat
evening.
>' '■
'1 i**:•’.«i and promptness -1 action
ennan’s notice concerning violins, etc.
•1-.»■:»t *.—i >av.-.l her life and prevented a I
Fkankfokt. Rev. Mr. Tucker preached

SIM-’W

-n

L

what lively sociable

■

ail furthei •»!-.-

i<t"ii

ot

.us me

Augusta.

the lat. Nathaniel Fem.o-t. ..f

High

A

slim: id

A

of

\a

be

to

Field house on
Franklin street
William If. Staples goes
H
i,
Ba\ View Street to the corner of Bark
ii
Charle.Mr. and Mrs. A. T Comb 1
!
.ii"\ ed to t
house of Mr. Austin Car-

MlileS.ilS-

S!\f.

ad judge, i

thk

Wa d

Ingraham. of
of tieihc :ighf
o'clock Thursday

thinking

first

at

nati

a

daughter

On

Otis

Segi! ill.

will'll oft
aid

a>

.ill

M'ivk, Mr. and Mrs W d m j>,
: 'tanerly of tins
U
city, but who for a
number of years have been living in tin
Tow n
!’ China have returned and iic \ d
into H
A. Carter's bouse on Cnioii street.
Mrs. C. H. Watts has moved from the
MeClintork (Spring street) block to H. .1
Locke s bouse a few doors above.
Wi!
a
Briggs and family have gone to Brooks....
lb
L W. Hammons j> soon to move from

was m

heels.
uiK.it

w

rtest-Vi, uilt

a

tbe Asylum a!

t

./in

•,

badly

and

town,

Was

-i

I

Her husband, is Capt Su nu,*>
Creed, forim-t-L -a' Vmaihaven, the *:nniiv
living titer*- formally years. Capt. and MrCreed have many friends m rids
;< imtv,
wilo w ill he do e|»i\ grieved C learn
Mrs.
t ’reed’s
itti’nappy condition.

fn-'.m,
is very wet from the late
raiim. mu. h
lirst Slew was ahs. rhe l. and as it
;s
very lieav* a large ipiantit\ mast
illec. in a short tune. Thursday night
weather becoming
on ceased, and tin
made very fair sleighing out of town.
several days the jing’.e of sleigh
were heard and runners predominated

ground

As the

same

Mrs. Cleed

illation

'reed is

the

At

jsth. b\ M

t.

that town.

ka.l fallen pre\'iously the :irst real
of the season was on .\<w, loth.
ill began early that morning. The
being wtdl covered at daylight, and
when it changed to rain there was
■rage of eight inches on a ievei in The
■arin

ids.

Nan,

est

an wing

of

tided

was sent

him tr> it.

l-'iusr Sn.'W.

at

.W.I, «nd.

shot ()•

was

Creed

"

■

t

Burgess.

County

supper on payment of 15 cents and quite a
number partook of the supper. A some-

large

hall St. George in which all present took a
part, and no one had occasion to say: “wine
is a mocker, strong drink is raging”..
The
years
public schools eb»«ed in the village last
Poult, s Mums. The Ladies' Sewing Circle
week....The Cooper Pros., of West Sears-'
met at Miss Addie Wentworth's, Tuesday.
mont, having decided to discontinue the
work of carriage making here, have sold a
There was not so many as usual as the
weather and traveling were had....(loo. R. part of their plant to Frank Barlow, and a
Patterson left Saturday for Poston, Mass.,
part to Volney Ness, who have been with
them for many years as blacksmith
and Tuesdav '.•■ft there f<»r Los Angely-s, Cal.
and
where he will spend flic winter with his painter. These gentlemen will do id, work
The Messrs. Cooper have been in
•ii- ther. Mrs. I. M
Patterson. We are very only.
business at this stand for about twmr.y-ti.ve
>orry to ha\e him go and hope to see him
a.c k next faii
..Mr. and Mrs. N. Simmons, years and their work needs m> praise from
It has stood the test with the very
wi
ha\c been sick, arc gaining slowly..
any one.
An entertainment hy the ladies d Pour's ! best. They have ;i few carriages left which
If you are in
Mills at the school house bust Wednesday will be sold at a bargain.
evening proved to be a success. The re- want of a serviceable carriage at a great bargain now is y< ur opportunity. They have a
ceipts w ere -1
machine f-u cutting veneering, and to that
N kw Advkrtiskmknts
The City Drug
business they intend giving their attention.
htor,- is first in the field with an attractive
are looking for a locality where there
holiday announcement. This year, as last, They
are large quantities of hard wood on a line of
they make a specialty of celluloid goods, and
railroad... .Those of us who w»*re kicked by
is wonderful how many artistic and usea
mule with all four shoes on one foot, on the
ful arr;cb-s ‘are made from this material.
■'th inst.. are gradually crawling out front
Cil ami examine these goods,with the many
under the debris ami have come to the con'■ her t
lungs tiered suit ahie for holidaygifts.
clusion that if the mule can stand it we can.
D. P. Palmer, Masonie Temple, offers bar1 )eer are getting quite ph ut v hereabouts.
gains in underwear, hats and gloves, for one
One was shot in Appleton Monday and one
week, beginning to-day, t«. make room for
the week before, and seventeen are reportChristmas stock... See notice of locket
ed to have been seen in Albion last week.
watch harm lost, for which reward is offered
•‘b-orge A. Wilson, Waldo, publishes
a;,rim mtice... See card of Miss K. M.

"ooo

and

scientific

as

just received another large invoice of

Ladies £ Misses’ Garments,

come,

preservation is less than one-half rent
down, and striking the granite block set for
en. it is readily seen how proli table
a
bumper, jumped over it ami struck the wharf To the post office. Scott was elected
id be to lay down eggs when thes are
and keep them until they are high. horse and jigger, but stopped without- going to do the iol>. and performed i\ cesterday,
over them.
Mr. Coombs w as .n tie- cat getE. Perkins is Tl
agent in Belfast and
just before noon. The man who bet on Cleveting out some freight.
ry for this valuable formula.
land rode triumphantly under tin umbrella,
Camden s Loan & Building Association and Maeomber hung to the wheelbarrow
•‘curve’’ of a base ball pitcher remade two loans in October—one toOainden
handles with a masterly grip. He will have
science ami a good deal of practice,
parties and one to Bineolnville parties- his ride four
from m»w.

dr.

We have

Lodge ami we learn that the
fully carried out. W.

Second-hand, hut we have no do ibt as to
its reliability.
A paper in relate n to the
good of the order caused a discussion, in
which Dr. Clough, Marshall Kuowlton and
ankle.
Panola’s part of
many others participated.
A wheelbarrow the program was a solo by Mrs. Blanche
A Whkklbakkow Fkat.
really has no feet, only two legs, but the Cram, recitation hy Miss Abbott, reading by
propelling power has feet, and in this in- Miss Sadie Murray, solo and chorus, Mrs. L.
stance they belonged to Srott Maeomber, the F. Hurd soloist. The visiting members were
well known messenger on the Castine steam- from Belfast, Freedom and Thorndike.
er. It was an election bet, and the loser was
Dinner and supper were served by the home
the winner from the steamboat
To wheel
Lodge. The unwashed were admitted to the

ju-t yet.

escape from

narrow

GEORGE W, BURKETT’S.

Sunday.

rod with which he was at work through his
baud... (’apt. Charles Havener fell on the
sidewalk Monday evening and sprained his

thinks he won’t

Arthur

last week

and

fora fine dinner had heen prepared hy the
members of Panola Lodge. They had prepared for a hundred and could have taken

Mrs.

h»ents

ly wounded

accident at the freight depot Tuesday mornThe team of Walter II ( >ombs was
ingstanding a few feet beyond the -ml of one
I the tracks when a
freight car was run

tested them and found
as fresh and nire
>T
id that the
When

particular

laid eggs.

iv

curious

go into the fur business

IF

Charles lMtilhrook fell
oil a walk at her home at the i I earl of the
Tide Tuesday noon and broke her left
w rist... .A hoy named Drinkwater was badAct

tin-

express,

Mr. C.

<

prices. If his quotations are
do/eii they are ridiculously low. if by
the single skin they are suspiciously high.
The writer asks that the skins be sent by
by

lien’s eggs that

every

«>

premature.

some

.ad at

n

w

Brown lately rec. ved a letter
troii! a w estern dealer asking him to interest
himself in t lie shipment of fur. and offering

into

the woods.
head.

the

upon but will be early in December. It has
lately been presented in Lewiston, Hath
ami other cities, before crowded houses in
the latter itv three times in succession.

lucra-

more

in

mounting

Saturday

Waldo District Lodge of Good
Templars met with Panola Lodge last Saturday. hut owing to the recent snowstorm,
which made it neither sleighing nor wheeling, and to the threatening aspect of the
weather in the morning, hut four Lodges
were represented. This was to he regretted,

rehearsals for living whist are now
fully attended and considerable interest is
manifested. The date is imt yet decided

Fostmaster

at

\,'\.

pr

a-

in

a

incut

and all will he convinced of the

“advertising pays.”
C. E. Perkins, of Belfast, brought
nice Friday, Nov. 11, specimens of

To

position
private life wh cli he n
h- if**, his friends here think tlit- annoum
t.

-at-

Liberty

The

■

Mr. 1 i

week

carcass

C -"imhs is

former pA*sit;oii in the Fortland Custom House.
S'i, h i.a
b, the * asc. but as Mr. Fieri
n
Signed tin ottice during the first Cleve-

■

Ellis lias

an

ken

Kennebec

GRAND

old school house. The address was delivered by (). G. Hussey, of Waldo Station, and
followed by an ample programme. Much
credit is due to the citizens most active in
this affair. The Hag and staff are tine. .Swan
Lake Lodge, G. T., will meet Sat. eve Nov.

town

just returned from
eight days’ hunting trip t" Fifth Heme
Fake, lirow-nville, with a handsome buck’s
hi-:;d a- .1 trophy. The buck was shot twelve
miles fr»ni < amp and they were obliged t>-

whistle

..

by s. me lor a lir< alarm,
>ignal to the eh*.dr,, light
people that darkness or “uvi lightlies*. or-.aiicd where there should he light.
but

SKODA’S GERMAX SOAP,
Soft as Velvet.” “ Pure as
Gold,” that tells the whole
story. Most highly niedieated
soap ever made. Try one cake. It
Is elegant. At all Druggists.
Price, £5 cts.

The anuua! meeting of the Non-Partisan
IP, at Greeley’s hall....The Nickerson girls,
W.C.T. C. will he held next Friday after- Laura and Marion, who were called home by
noon. Nov. lsth, at half past two o'clock, at
the death of their little sister, have returned
j
the residence of Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, ! to Everett, Mass....Mrs. Speed went, to her
Miller street. All members an* requested
home in Bradford ISbmday.Mr. H. E.
ti be present.
Per order.
Greeley and Miss Emma Nickerson were in

day.

'Meet.
Coi

structed.

of

loom

[

leelebration to-morrow night to notify
him, in order to have the police properly in-

the

s shoe
Critchett, Sildey A t
factory presented their shopmaic, Mi> Jennie Harmon K night, with a handsome silver service
mi tin
asion of her man- age. last Thurs-

order and has cost Mr. Gray
tie will sell at a large discount if
l for soon.
Call and see it at .*4 Bay
rate

km v

the stitching

in

Swanville. Mrs. Eliza Piper will have a
Demurest Gold Medal contest next Monday
evening at the meeting house. Six girls,
who hold silver medals, will compete for a
gold one_School Districts No. 1 & 2, near
tin* town hall, wish the people to know
that its citizens are not lacking in patriotism.

They made this manifest on Saturday, Nov.
12, hy hoisting the Nation’s Hag over the dear

City Marshal Knowlton wishes all persons
win- have any property which will be exposed to theft from hoys or others during

Ilirani Chase & Son have shown us a novelty in watch ornamentation, that is at mire
unique and elegant, it c insists of a portrait of the owuer enameled on the inside
cap of the watch case.

Gray wants to sell his house and lot
It is one of the best lo-li the harbor, with a tine view of all
vessels and steamboats. The house

I

The concert last Sunday evening by the
Perkins Jubilee Singers was very fine. Several of the pieces were encored. There was
a good sized audience.

in

was

Saturday.

View street.

r*.t

public

Belfast last week on business connected with the custom house and
post office building
He left for Castine

nue

g

The bicycle season is over and the wheel
the stable. There are seven members of the L. A. W., in Belfast, while about
fifty good riders can be got out on occasion.

sent to

A' “R
Just in.

Pish.

CK BOTTOM” PRICES.

nice lot of Salt Mackerel. Slack Salted
Pig. Peel, Tripe and smoked Ham and
Bacon
6m36
..

J. M. AMES &
STOCKTON

SON,

SPRINGS.

Ashes

on

the Slide.

K.

j

When Jim and Bill and I were boys a many
years ago,
How gaily did we use t" bail The coming of
the

Lizzie Smith is

Mabelle Smith is
JolinE.

Maria Johnson is

Louise Hawkins teaches in West Sulli-

slide !

|
j

saintly, bony thmnhs,
wu:
“When 1 wuz a hoy, they
Taugl T Hie to eschew
Tin- godless, ribald vanities which modern
\ 'Uth pursue!
The pathway that leads down to hell is slippery, straight and wide,

van.

Gertrude L. Smith is at her home, Steuben.

And tell

Agnes

tle

AVI

in

his life lias been

a

Grace

lit-

reprove me when he hears the language 1 employ
as
wickedness the deacon's
/.•■a 1. 'iis spite
Hi interfering with the [day wherein we
'o-ind delight
A’..l
1 say. with < oniidein-e, liot unalloyed
tiic
the

tun

iuu
1

I hue

1

■

n

an

ll west

Lucy Wight

Anna P.

LilPail Small is
Gouldsboro*.
Horace II.

versity

across

George M. Bailey has purchased
in

Wesley,

now

a

farm

resides.

Henry Stowers is employed in
factors in south Weymouth. Mass.
Lilia Belle
this summer

Byron

: so

nemann

a

shot*

Smallidge
at

served as librarian
North East Harbor.

E. Spencei lias entered the HahMedical College. Philadelphia.

Buri itt 11. Dunham is with J. W. TrefcPortland.

then, fresh and pickled fish.

Louise L. Fernald has entered the New
of Music, Boston.

England Conservatory

kept

!

Etta Simpson, a student at the Seminary
in ISOd, is postmistress at Sullivan Harbor.

round

deathless pulse of manhood may rebound:
One great deed speeds another."—Why,
That's immortality

J. E. Burke is just out with his first ie
port as Superintendent of Schools. Waterville.

W< may not work in marble: all our dreams
May die like old Simone s : but if we
Strive hard to seT those holiest visions free,
Then all our life is nobler than it seems.
< h
Dome soon or late,
waiting century
Ood works for us: we can afford to wait!
after
these
Haig
quick pulses cease to stir
He may arise, our soul's interpreter,
With the completed vision so
hod speaks through dreams, you know.

All heroes have a prophet: so
Heaven bends to earth, you know!
Mattie Baker Dunn in the Waterville
Mail.

where he

Charles R. < handle] is in the A. W.
Watch Factory. Waltham, Mass.

thy hand

A perfect manhood is a glorious thing,
Pint one man s tieeting life may hold it all.
To you and me alike the ages rail,
All dreams, ail deeds, all high imagining,
Ail human
earning, all impulse divine
May live again in your life and in mine.
Tiie hoary Past, its best m liievement gives
To the young Future.
While one hero lives

summer

Married in Snohomish, Wash., Sept. 20,
Will T El well and Annie Melvina Blackman.

Eugene V. Allen and Paris E. Miller are
studying at the Bangor Theological Seminary.
A letter from Robert .J. Sprague reports
him at the Wesleyan I 'niversity. Delaware,
Ohio.
Gideon McPherson is grocery clerk with
Cook A Clark. Presque Isle.
Address,
Box 87.

I
■

!

Andrew .). Babbidge is employed
Government at Mt. Desert Kock
Station.

by the
Light

Morris II. Prescott is with Bhines Brothers, wholesale and retail dealers in dry
goods, Portland.

Notes.

Maria Johnson is in the employ of J. ( '.
Literary
A Co., Lowell, Mass.
Ayer
Address, ITS
”B\ Mibtle Fragrance Held." a new Westford Street.
I
novel by Mary Fletcher Stevens, of Port:ui<l. has been published by -I. B. LippinMary E. Ware is studying at the Massachusetts Homeopathic Hospital, East Conott Company, Philadelphia.
cord St.. Boston.
Mrs. Caroline Dana Howe, the wellLena Wilson, during the summer, was
kimwu Portland poetess, lias lately reeived a meniento of the late John Green- book-keeper with the Bar Harbor Bank’eal Whittier, which she prizes very liigli- ing and Trust Co.
It is the penstock which In* used the
Olive E. Chadwick is assistant in the
most and was his favorite.
She has charge of
Machias High School.
Gen. Lew Wallace is
a
in- I the Greek classes.
and

■

taking

great

in the Latin-American Republic I
Everett W. Ober teaches in Savannah,
Series, published hv Charles II. Sergei A | Ga.. this year. He expects to return and
Co., Chicago. He will probably write the to graduate in
volume on Mexico, after his present litThe address of Alice Davis as 1-1 Higherary engagements are fulfilled.
land Ave.. Bangor, ''lie is very successterest

of the current theories of the socialists, nationalists, and other economic
reformers are vigorously combated by
Arthur Kitson, in an article on Fallacies
>f Modern Economists, which will he published in the December Popular Science
Some

Monthly.

Lev. Elijah Kellogg is known personally
to many in Maine and his name is familiar
to thousands as the author of the
very
popular boy’s books. A donation party—
an honorable observance for
years— Lev.
Mr. Kellogg being the beneiiciary. took
at
the
house
of
Mr.
William Allexplace

and‘*r, Harpswell. Tuesday evening, over
one hundred people being present. Among

the contributions, always varied and numerous, were cash, about *25, pork 50
pounds and groceries in parcels too numerous to mention.
Mr. Kellogg has so far
recovered from his runaway accident as
to be able to walk witli a cane.
Later despatches confirm the death of
Theodore Child, the eminent author and
artist,so well known in this country to all
readers of the leading magazines, which
occurred of cholera or black death, at Ispahan, Persia, the last of October. Mr.
Child was born in Liverpool, Eng., and
was about 47 years of age.
His illustrated articles in Harper’s magazine are well
known, and he went abroad in September
last under a commission from Harper <fe
Brothers to collect information
and
sketches fora series of articles on “Living India.” Mr. Child was a graduate of
Oxford University, England, and was a
writer of uncommon intelligence and beau-

ty.

j

ITGHINGAND SCALY

SHIPS.

B. Forsyth has entered the Bryant A- Stratton Business College, Boston.

Aimer Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
Seattle Oct 31 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from New
Address,
St.,
Washington
Koxbury,
York Oet 3 for San Franciseo.
Mass.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from San
Warren W. Urann is with the William Francisco July 2b for New York.
G. Bell Co., manufacturers of spiced seaAlameda, Chapman,sailed from San FranOet 12 for New York.
sonings and spices, 48 A- 50 Commercial cisco
Belle of Rath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong Sept
St., Boston.
2b for New York.
C
C Chapman, sailed
from Baltimore
Albert II. Hopkins is traveling agent
4 for San Diego, Cal; spoken Sept 22,
for Baker’s Cocoa.
Address, 8 Hawley Aug
lat
4 S, Ion 31 \V.
St., Boston; or American House, SpringCentennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Bosheld, Mass.
ton July 1 from Manila.
Charger, 1) S Goodell.at Hong Kong Sept
Herbert T. Silsby has gone to Central
2b for New York.
America to superintend the cutting of
Daniel Barnes. J S Stover, arrived at Philship timber which is to be brought to the adelphia Aug 27 from Port Blakeley.
United States.
Frank Pendleton, \V G Nichols, sailed
from San Francisco Nov (> for New York.
John T. McBean, who is now preaching
Frederick Billings, Sherman, arrived at
at Addison, spent a week with us recentNew York Sept 4 from San Francisco.
ly, and favored the “Ohresto’s” with a
Gov Robie, J P Butnain, sailed from New
York Oct .“> for Hong Kong: spoken Oet l."»,
stirring speech.
lat, 33 N. Ion 42 \V.
Arthur J. Haynes, J. Walter Sylvester,
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Genoa
Robert J. Sprague and Wesley C. Haskell Oet lb for
Leghorn.
enter the Boston University School of
Henry R Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at New York Oct 4 from San Francisco,
Theology, this fall.
Henrietta, A. M. Ross, sailed from BosHerbert R. Roberts is engaged to teach ton
Aug IS for Buenos Ayres.
Latin and Creek at Norwich University
Iceberg, F \Y Treat, arri ved at New York
<)<
t
is
2b
Yt.
This
a
instifrom Cebu.
Northtield,
military
tution supported by the State.
Iroquois, E 1) P Nickels, sailed from Now
York July is for San Francisco.
Thebe J. Hooper teaches this fall in
Jacob E Ridgeway, F G Watson, from
West Sullivan. She will resume her stud- Calcutta for Now York, sailed from Capo
ies at the N. L. Conservatory of Music, Town < >ot, 4.
Josephus, Thomas Rogers, cleared from!
Boston, at the close of her term.
New York Nov 3 for Hong Kong
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savary, sai led from i
Royal <i. Higgins, M. I).. holds the position of resident physician at the Hahne- lqtiiqiie Aug b for Now \ <»rk.
C M Nichols. arrived ;ii
A
Lucy
mann
Hospital. Philadelphia. He will New York Nickels,
Sept 2'.* from Singapore.
become Senior Surgeon, Nov. 1.
Luzon, A L Carver, at Shangliae Sept .".(l
for Hong Kong and New York.
Mrs. Carrie A. Tenney Adams is the
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
wife of U. W. Adams, with Critfin and
from New \ .»rk July 2-1 for San Francisco.
Ceorge, Shoe Manufacturers, Haverhill.
Mary L Stone, C< Park,at Shangliae Sept
Mass.
Lock St., Bradford, 30, line.
Residence,
Mass.
Nancy Pendleton, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Liverpool Nov 4 from New York.
Andrew .1. Turner is teaching in CoR D Rico, A B Colson, suited from San
lumbia. He has preached nearly every Francisco (Vl 3 tor Queenstown.
R R Thomas, P B Nichols, sailed from
Sunday this fall, and plans to enter the
School of Theology of Boston University New York Oct lb for Hong Kong.
Raphael, Darkness, arrived at San Frannext year.
cisco Sept 0 from Sydney.
Robert L Belknap, Staples, arrived at
Edith A. Bart lett spent last year at Salt
She has completed a Normal ! Yokohama Sept b from New York; in port
Lake City.
Oct (i.
course of study. On account of the illness |
S P Hitchcock. Gates, cleared from New
of her mother, the family lias returned to York
July b for San Francisco.
Edith’s address is South Brewer. I
Maine.
San Joaquin, Drinkwater. New York tor
Box o’),
I Sari Francisco: sailed from Falkland Islands
4.
E. II. fladlock is prosecuting bis stud- : Sept
St Nicholas,
C F Carver, sailed from
ies at the Boston University School of New York
Aug 24 for San Francisco.
and
resides
at
where
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Theology
Neponset,
he is pastor of the Appleton M. E. Church. ! New York July 2S for Seattle* and Tacoma.
Thomas Dana, C N Meyers, arrived at
The Boston Herald devotes quite a para !
Aug 11 from Tacoma.
graph to his tribute to the late .John (L Antofagasta
Tillie E Starhuck, Ehen Curtis, sailed from
Whittier.
Astoria Oct lb for New York.
Charles B. Morse was with us for a few
Wandering Jew, 1>C Nichols, sailed from
Manila
20 for Boston: passed St.
days recently and helped the boys defeat | Helena July
previous to Nov. S.
the Brewer ball team.
Charles is always;
Win 11
Ameshury, cleared from New
on band when there is
base-ball in the ; York AugMacy,
27 for San Francisco.
He is teaching the High School at |
air.
Wm D Conner. Frank J Pendleton, clearAddison Toint this fail, and expects to be ed from New York Oet 27 for Shangliae.
with us again in the winter.
BARKS.

Skin Disease 9 Years. Doctors an<l
Cured by
Medicines Useless.
Cuticura for $4.75.

disease.

ful in her

teaching.

J. Allan Price has entered the prepara-

tory department of Northwestern Univer- i
sity, Evanston, 111.
Ernest A. Partridge is with the LaneKuster Publishing Co., 104-100 Eighth
St., Chattanooga, ri'enn.

a

more

congenial subject,

"are

large,

Blanche Mansiield lias entered upon the
of Medicine at the Hahnemann
Medical College, Philadelphia,
Andrew N'ealey deals in Crayons,
tels, India Inks and Water Colors,
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Pasllilid

Charles A. Chase has left college, but
remains in Middletown, Conn., where he
is employed in an electric plant.

Charles L. Knight read

essay at the
Hancock County Convention of Christian
Endeavor in Bucksport, this term.
Mrs. Alice

kane, Wash.
father, Capt.

an

Gray

Flint resides in SpoShe is now visiting her
Mark Gray, Bucksport.

Allen Chase has left college and wil
conduct the department of mathematics
in Bust University, Holly Springs,-Miss.

j
j
I
I

If You Can’t Get it Near
is
absolutely pure. Highly concentrated.

F.

Most, e<vinfimiml tippnnso email

low

PRICES

G.

Are hard-headed, practical men, and
conduct their operations many miles

from civilization.

WHY
do

they

St<>\

Found

everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.: Poap,
ItHSiiLVKNT, $1. Prepared by the PoTTl.il
Imho and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
How to (’ure Skin Diseases,” *'4 pages,
f.a illustrations, loo testimonials, mailed free.
>U1

ZW~''\11

■“

BICKMORE’S 6ALL CURE
when

starting for their winter’s work?
For Horses and Cattle; Cures

HALLS, SCRATCHES, CI TS, SORE SHOCLHERS, AND ALL KINDRED TROUBLES.
Of

Druggists

and Harness Dealers.

BICKMORE GALL CURE
OLD TOWN, MAINE.

CO.,

j

Q ] jRjPl.KS, blackheads, red, rough, chapped,
I I If I oily skin cured by Cuticura Soap.

COAL

of

<

liestm::.

K

<; ;»-

Wood of all Kinds,

WEAK, PAINFUL KIDNEYS,
With their weary,

dull, aching, lifeless,

all-gone sensation, relieved in on*minute by the Cuticura Anti-Pai
Plaster. The first and only instanTaueous

pum-KunnK Hirengiiiri.int'
1 r»

satisfactory

attention -iven to delivering outside

;,r

promptly tilled.

THE COST.
$2.00 for
tartar

;Qtj

COAL.

over

you

the

vicinity

the_

following prices:

raise a

rricesai
*\ llH l'l.

...

g,
< oal
Cliestn.it

f:""

«.35

»•**•'»

6.1.->

nr.

# Now

is

the time to

SWAN
e

of $ i .60.

place

your

Delivei.
|;|iU

$<{.:?•>

615

h urna“

will yive
better results at a

DeliuMv.l in
*1111111 <'an.

I

$6.15

ltove

Preparation

$e

.V,

«..■>,

..

orders tor winter's

& SIBLEY

<

oal.

COMPAIUY,

Hast. Aiiirust .?. I sul*.

KIM) HAMS.
Kilim Parlor Stoves,

Iy23

Nor}?
Sucb
Jy

Ol

CELEBRATED PLYMOUTH VEIN C0AL
at

cost

COAL

--We offer to the citizens of Belfast and

cream

to

X OCR

SWAN L SIBLEY COMPANY

and soda

sufficient

warehouse. foot „f spring

«•)

RIRCI/ISE

cost

wav.

Stamp lulling and Claret

Orders left with K. H. KliAX< IS* Co..

COAL.
It will

in every
jjmj.s

ir

«

and

For Coal

5

Wood

or

St?li, DuraCJe aid Relit:

CONDENSED

» Mir u,.is are madelast.
i>t ••..ms,n»t j»reeli
e iiraeefulne-s .1
<* a
finish. I'sefulness ami beauts mas It
and in I lit production of these -..i.ds s.,
I ii 11 ran be lesiivd
Manilla- need ia
styles and si/.es. Sold h\ first lass dealer"Mt t In- S: a:
<'ir« u'ar- aiel ;. 1 i.- m
plication to maunfaeturer-.

Miocs
Meat
Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SECH brand.
MERRELL & SOL LE, Syracuse, N. Y

NOYKS

.V;

M TTKH

MFG.

(o

BAMiOli, AIAIM-

S. L. HOLT & BART,
t>7 Smllmry St., Huston, Mass.,

tvL'llirm
lU'.AI.I US

HAVE YOU SEEI

IN

-THE--

Portable. Agricultural ar.d Stationary Steam Engines £ Boilers.
-$$ rr bZ A M

1’ U 31 P

ma<hlm*r>. s<*ml
ratalo^ims ami limitations.

and all kinds «»f

A Perfect Success.

VII

The Rev. A. Antoine Refugio, of Texas, writes:
1 think Pastor Koenig’s Nerve 'Ionic is a perfect
success, for any one who suffered from a most
painful nervousness as I did. I feel like myself
again after taking the Tonic.

i

E

Kkizabeth. N. .1., March 7, 1891.
Before 1 took Pastor Koenig’s Nerve 'Ionic 1
could not sleep nights und had a numbness of
the legs, arms ana .--.oine times all over the
bodv.
but alter taking the second uose o
umr Nerve
Tonic 1 could si ep \w it. aim in three
buys uli
numbness was gon. ami i.ave not leg i. biuee
i-Kltid.VvM BRKNn!

t

*

1

Milfl'sl i»n»
ltenio«l\ known

in*

s. id

Iiy

a:: <lriiLr‘.’ists.

or

sent

by

tnai!

.»•:

pt

•• «•.

II joit

Druggists at $1

Chicago,

;
j

|

host.

Pll
FS
® HmCO

*

anil

E.

22

flipL St., (Up

All,

| J^I.shKmw'fhW.

An

a

Conlulini»

-AT

llousc-

By sending her

Stairs) Bel fas:

-: 1

Barrel of Bogus
when she orders a
a

“Magnificent,"

and

See

HIS

ROOMS

NLU

St..

No.

keeper

lvroo

•" 1:.

ROOMS.

E. S. PITCHER.

:s

Unscrupulous Grocer
Deceives

,SI 1. l.-.l'J.

Call

■&„.FISTULA
■ lU I UbH

15 asely

-Over Boston

5

anil

to lent Stor<

AND i:\A.MlM. HIS SUM. K

Barrel nf tin* i»nl\

<

it

a;

PITCHERS

S.

Holidays exee|iti‘*l.

•JOteow l

III.

read,

i 75 Tremont street, Boston.

n

Pian-

OISKASKS OK UK TIM.

Send for Pamphlet.

per

m.

.1

examine them

f pr.rv

0., Harvard, |S7<>.

M.

SPECIALIST—

j

Bottle. 6 for
6 Bottles for $9.

Targe Size, $1.75,

)tm<hasin^
to

JII SIC
1

PRPP-A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diseases sent free to any address,
Ad A3 Aa Ad
and poor patients can also obtain
| Vir I
I IlkiLr this medicine tree of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, Ind., since 1876, and
is no w prepared under his direction by the

KOENIG MED- CO.,

"1

yon

■

St. Paul St., J1o.ni ukai.. Va
ch, 1891
A young man of Hi years, aff.c.i u
wi.hopilfl,sy !^r t-'Ver 20 years and a very baa ci.se, ha.ing at least lu to ii fits cailv, att. r using uii
kiuur, ..f medic-in. s without
benefit, used Pastoi
Koenig’s Nerve Tonic with the desire., effect.
n
Wl iNiAL
iei

Sold by

think

*
■*

TRUE S PIN-WORK ELIXIR.

|

PIANO?

j

i *m^ j

M<wl Ktl'fftive

Hughes

&

in-

HAVE

!

Dyer

•

HUNDREDS OF CHILDREN
__

Gamine,

wlmli

i>

ItramlfG

}

1*1

always

Pianos, Organs, Music,

A

fan furnish anythin# \\ante-1 in the n
from a .lew's Harp t-» a ( hwr-h • »:..
low i > r pint i>

*«rRE MEMBER

THE

\

PLACF

Belfast, Nov. ». IS!*].—4a

N. S. LORD.
Sail

Maker.

And maker id tents, awnings, carpets, d
building on Swan & Sibley Co.’s wluirt.
<

occupied by Capt. Geo. T. Osborn.
Branded

is

I

SATISFACTION Gl'AKANTKl 1>

Ocniiine.
~

(>11)40

TilK OKSl INK HAS NO

a

I to awaken him, the room was entered by
means of a ventilator over the door, when
the gentleman was found to be dead. He
was advertising agent for Sulphur Bitters,
which has an extensive sale. The coroner
returned a verdict of death from heart disease.
His body will be sent east immediate2w4f>.
ly. [(Jin. Commercial.

|

*

Sfi.oO

liand screened and guaranteed

<

S^Speeial

Dead.

person giving the name G.
II. Thompson registered at Hunt's Hotel,
and desired to be called in season to take
the 12 p. m. train for Chicago. Being unable

ami

»

Delivered ami pui in
Delivered in dump carts
Delivered at wharf

None Otherwise
Last evening

»

;

Baltimore ()ct lb from port Spain.
Fdward Kidder, F L (Jritlin, at New York.
Kdward May. C C McClure, arrived at Boston Nov S from Manila.
Emma T ( rowell, A S Pemlletou, sailed
from New York Oct lb for Amoy, China.
Escort, R <i Whitchouse, at Shanghai1
.May 1.;.
Kvanell, W 11 Rlam hard. arrived at Callao
Sept IS from Brisbane.
Fvie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Pernambuco Sept 27 from < 1 uaya-piil.
Harvard. Col. ord, sailed f:om Singapore
< >« t 21 for
Hong Kong.
Havana, Rice, arrived at New York < >ct 27
from Caiburicn.

take

«

BE5T IN THE MARKET

The n -w Blood and Skin Purifier, internally a:: !
Cr;t«tka, the great Skin Cure, and CrncniA
Soap, the exquisite Skin Beautilier, externally, iu-i.iMtly relieve and speedily cure every disease m d
iminor of the skin, scalp, and Mood, with los~
hair, from infancy to age, from pimples to scmtui...

j

THE LUMBERMEN of MAINE

Vsi nt V>a*.

WHITE.

York ()et 1 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, cleared from Port-'
land Nov d for Bangor ami New York.
Mary A Hail, M Veazie. arrived at Providem-e Nov 1 from Charleston.
M B Milieu, Dyer, arrived at New York
Oct. 27 from Manzanilla.
Mary I, Peters, Williams, cleared from
Boston Nova for Philadelphia.
L F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Oct bl from Portsmouth, N H.
Sally I’On, W H West, sailed from Bockland Nov <• for Cienfuegos.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
Get gs from Bangor.
Warren Adams, Coleord, arrived at Mobile
Oct 27 from Galveston.
William Frederick, El well, cleared from
Boston Get bl for llockport, Me.
Willie L Newton, O W French, sailed from
Fernamlina Oct 27 for New York.

Sure And V/orkThe Horse-

Hncaa

’s'PlyiiioiitliVeiir’A'LcliigliCiiiiij

Cuticura Resolvent

>•

CONDITION POWDER
Home, Send to Us. Ask first

BUY YOUR WINTER’S
at

j

Melvin A. Wardwell reports from Bar
Harbor, where he is with J. F. Hodgkins,
dealer in fish, on West St.

study

t

barrel of flour, while
Horsford’s Bread

and hate an hole in which a lubber is !
Herbert Black, Albert Blanrburd, arrived
If a landlubber, this is .scarce- at New York Oct is from Punta Arenas.
stored.”
1
Hudson, F A Curtis, arrived at Boston
to
wondered
be
at:
but
the compositionly
maker was evidently writing of blubber Aug 10 from Trapini.
1
Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, rleared Irom
under a wrong name.
Another youth New York Oct 22 for Demarara.
said that "Julius Ctesar invented (treat
James (i Pendleton. Lancaster, sailed from
Britain, jj it.
.," w hile an equally ac- Antofagasta Julv s for Pisagua; to load for
complished historian explained that l S.
John J Marsh, H P> Whittier, arrived at
"Etlielred the I'nready was called that
because he was never ready for the Danes. Portland from Philadelphia Oet 10.
W Dresser, Parker, cleared from New
J
He used to entire them away from EngYork ()et t> for Santos.
land by brideing them, hut they use to
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
come again and demand a larger bride."
Boston Oct 20 for Rosario.
William Kul'us would certainly deny,
M a tan/.as, B F Rice, arrived at New York
if he had the power, that “he was gorged Nov 1 from Havana.
to death by a stag in tlie forest his father
Mary F. Russell, W S Nichols, sailed from
had made to hunt the deer;" and Joan of Wellington. N X. Sept 2.“* for Boston.
Mary S Anu s. Crocker, sailed from HonoAre would hardly have liked to hear that
lulu J'ul.x 2 for Hayson Island to load for
“she was the daughter of a rustic French
Europe.
pheasant which lived in the forest."
I’cimbscot, Dodge, sailed from New York
Prince William was “drowned in it but of Oct 2o for Valparaiso and Mollendo.
he
St
never
Lucie, .1 T Erskine, arrived at New
Malmsey wine;
laughed again’’
—a result
which no reasonable person York Sept 20 from Auckland N Z.
Willard Mudgett, Crocker, arrived at Boswould find fault with.
A hoy whose subject was plum-pudding, ton Sept 20 from Philadelphia.
and who was evidently not acijimiuted
BRIGS.
with it before it appeared on the tattle, I
David Bugbee. Stowers, arrived at Pascaundertook to describe bow it was made, goula Nov :> from Point-a-Pitre.
and after mentioning a variety of queer
H B Hussey, H odgdon, cleared from Bos- |
ingredients, be added: “When they have ton Nov 0 for Charleston.
11 C Sibley, (i W Hicliborn, sailed from
all
these
in, they make it into'a batput
Demerara Oct is for Pas- agoula.
ter. and then mix it up; and when they
have linislied battering it. they put it on
SCH« *< i.VKKS.
the lire for about an hour and it half to
I'
aliens, U B Condon, Iron: I’hila-,
lU-nj
get it done enough, so that it will he hotdelphia lor Boston with eoal: at Newport,
ter t,<> eat, and softer to chew."
K 1. No\ 1, repairing.
A thoughtful little personage declares
Clara K Coleord, t’oleord, sailed from Barthat “a stone-mason's work is injurious hadoes Get 11 for Apalachicola.
Edward .Johnson, Warren, arrived at Philbecause when he is chipping he breathes
in all the little chips, and they are taken adelphia Oct b from Antigua.
Georgia
Gilkey, W P Gilkey, sailed from
into tite lungs."
We are also informed
New York Nov b for Barhadoes.
that “there are live ways of cooking poGeorge Twohy, Farrow, arrived at St dago
tatoes, and we should die if we eat mu- Oct P» from Philadelphia.
food roar."
A practical girl advises,
Hattie .Met; Buck, 11 E Sprowl, arrived
“When roasting a piece of meat, put in at Apalaehieola Oct 2" from Caiharien.
front of a brisk fire so as to congratulate
Henry Clausen, .Jr. Appleby, arrived at'
Pensacola Nov 1 from Galveston.
it.
Horace G Morse. Harriman, sailed from !
Another tl inks “we should not eat so
Fernamlina Oct 24 for New York.
milch bone-making food as Hash-making
.John C Smith. K me la ml, arrived at Be Hast
and warmth-giving foods, for if we d’d Oct 17 from Wist Washi
gtoii, DC.
we should have too
.Jos W Foster, S S Heagan. cleared from J
many hones, and that
would make us look funny.’’
[Harper’s Philadelphia Nov i> for Matanzas.
Lester A Lewis. Burgess, cleared from
Voting People.
Bangor Nov 4 for New \ ork.
Linah C Kaminski, S F Woodbury, sailed
from Georgetown, S C. Nov d for New York,
Lizzie Lam-, A G Ciosson, arrived at New

Fred Crowell has gone into the piney
woods of Northern Maine to recruit his
health and earn shekels.

Homer W. Blodgett has resigned his
position at Chicago and resumed his studies, entering Bowdoin College.

1

.1

t-

Fernald

Compositions.

ursi

between my shoulders. A
few days after the spot a
turned gray, and la gi n
itehing. Small scales wou ld
fall off, so it contimnd
spreading all over my
« body.
I tried all the patent medicines I could think
or
of,
get hold of. J i. Is »
't < s,
consulted doctors.
would
cure me in a
they
short time, hut they always failed. I hen I gave it.
all up, thinking there was no cure for me. S< n.e
few months ago, l noticed your advertisement in
the Tacoma Morning Globe; thought 1 would tiy
the Cuticura Remedies, not thinking it would do
< f
me much good, hut to my surprise, three b« \*
Cctici ra, one cake of Cuticura Soap, ami time
bottles of Cuticura Resolvent cured me eiitir* 1\.
M okin is now as white and pure as that of a child.
I send my photograph.
1 have many friends in
Chicago, ill., and St. Paul, Minn.
JOHN E. PEARSON,
P. O. Box 1062, Whatcom, Washington.

Adam \V Spies. A 1> Field, cleared from
of the state
Boston Sept l»i for New York.
College recently paid us a visit and offiAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
ciated at the chapel, after which we were 1
Rosario Sept 14 for Rio Janeiro.
favored with a brief address in which he
Beatrice Havener, Hicliborn, arrived at
told us of his student days in our Semi- ; Barbadoes (>ct 11 from Philadelphia.
nary, and presented in interesting terms
Belmont, Heagan, cleared from Boston Nov
lo for Trinidad.
the merits of the college at Orono.
Carrie F Long, J P Stowers, arrived at
Albert E. MaeMnhon is employed m New York Non.'.'from Philadelphia.
Boston and is prosecuting bis studies, by j
Carrie H. ckh-. Coleord, arrived at Corinto
private instruction, at the same time. Sept. I'.i fr<mi thamperio»».
Carrie F Tyler, Pattingall, arrived at
Reports declare that lie is making marked
Buenos Ayres Sept 1 from New York.
progress in his studies and is fortunate in ;
Clara F Metiilvery. Phillip (lilkey, sailed
his facilities for working his way.
IL is1 from Black
River, .la, Sept 2of.tr l u.asville.
preparing for Boston University. Address.
C P Dixon, N F (lilkey, arrived at New
U Temple St., Boston, Mass.
York Nov S from Pisagua.
Fdward Cushing, C A Whittier, arrived at

Original

lien

it, there appeared a few
small red spots on my
breast, and it kept on
spreading slowly. It stinted the same on my buck,

j

As a general thing the girl or boy of
tender years dislikes writing compositions. and the subjects furnished in manylarge schools are far from alluring. What,
for instance, could very youthful minds
make of “Education'.’" A small girl, who
conscientiously applied herself to the task,
finally produced the valuable idea that
‘Education is a very good thing, and one
which every child should be taught."
“Whale ships," wrote a hoy, who had

shews

I feel it is my duty to tell you my experience
with your Ci ticura Remedies.
I have been
troubled for over nine years with a dreadful skin

->

thy

wliite. forever strong and young,
Telling forever with his silent Tongue
‘Tale is a circle, through whose miglit\

his home

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

Joseph

Tresident M. C.

Charles B. Richards is book-keeper at
the “‘Duekery." Sandy Point.

Angelo!

News

Boston

the

Chester F. Butterfield spent the
with the Rockland Tribune.

is

Forever

••

Commercial

Stanley .1. Heath has changed
Bangor to Monmouth.

"Id.re. hundred years now Angelo has slept,
A ud year V.
ear aeross the Tuscan walls
''' Tilt
Palazzo Veechio. the shadow falls
''f l:;s white David, whose fair youth has

T1

23

from

wrought,

1 )avid

Hart is

enters the Law School of
Boston I'niversity this fall.

tllV toot lle'e)' t l'od

thought,

\ ml thou
IB ii\.■ s yet,

carpen-

Oscar Storer

1

as

as a

Mrs. Mary Page Canterbury resides in
East Weymouth. Mass.

that block thy lusty David sprang.
P" a ;se tlem wast of David's seif a part,
1 la- .-art of Da\id leaped within the heart.
1'h rtlu.nee more bis harp's sweet music

n.</

a

Frank E. Guptill enters
School of Technology.

I

The !:;iud of David wrought

working

Edith M. Clark teaches this fall and
winter in Winterport.

so

illgltT
him by whom tin visioned dream
\\
rouglit.
Thine were puissant visions, so
They live yet, Angelo !

tile bills

at

this fall.

Charles W. Plumer is in
School in Portland.

ill-

ol

preaching

The address of Lewis W.
St., Bangor.

A .-entury's dust upon that marble lay,
A hundred years had swept oh to their close,
A hundred perfumed seasons had the rose
Shed down jis petals, while the marble lay
H ddi-n and dormant, just a shapeless stone,
v for:nless
marble, that and. that alone :
N
dream sleeps in the stone, but in the

rang
I’-. Bel i; ’eilejji

is

South

Maple

bigger than the

Those hilis, and yet the nod
1 b
scarlet hill-tiowers blew

in West
in

teaching

Haskell

Millard Gilmore is
ter in Pittsiield.

man

■

North

Mary A. McKay enters Wesleyan Uni-

The huge, unshapen marble block laid by
Since old Simone died 1 a mighty block
Nine braceia high, The white, heroic rock
S' ulptnrs dream dreams in. Poor Simone's

> a

Orland,

m

teaching

Swan's Island.

<

*•

teaching

Charles B. Morse is

Long
ago in Florence, the Opcrai,—
<*mmissioners -f Public Works, you know,—
Brought forth for Maestro Michael Angelo

1'i

will teach at North

Stubbs is

Addi-

at

Harrington.

ears

happens. Ah! not
With thee, great Angelo!

preaching

Bucksport.

Prophetic.

As often

in

in llehron

this winter.

And that malicious, envious hand is not the
deacon's now—
Erim nitliless Fate! that evil spirit none
other is than thou !
Riches and honor, peace and care, come at
thy berk and gi>—
The soul, elate "ith joy
to-day, to-morrow
writhes n woe!
Aiu: id. a man has turned his lace unto the
Wa., l and died
He ’u.im e xpert to
get liis share of ashes oil
^ ydlf
'Eugene Field.

was

studying

John T. Mi-Beau Js
son Point.

.I:: and I, no longer
boys, have learned through v.-ars of strife
That the tr- allies of i-he little bo\ pursue
the man through life—
Tli.tt here and there along the course wherein We l one To glide
•S -me u\ ions hand has
sprinkled ashes just
to
spoil our slide!

plan

is

Academy.

I

failed: the dream

Wall

Erastus

";i.-\

Had

teaching

Academy.

youngsters slide 1"

Dream

is

Gussie Pinkham is assistant in Lincoln

Fr shee long ago went to his

Hie

‘HI,

Lillie Mimson Linen resides in Kansas
City. Mo.

idling r• s
well divested in farm mortgages

H>

Wood is at home, West Goulds-

Flora B. Levenseller,
Holden.

sprinkles ashes

who

in Goulds-

dington.

n. t

"to

teaching

Ella M. Pinkham teaches in East Ed-

hoy

pride,

(.'lark is

boro’.

To stigniTize

■

is at her home, Hol-

Josephine

slide!"

ever

Copeland

boro".

And Satan lurks for pre\ where little boys
Now. he who

M.

den.

<

to

in Sullivan.

teaching
Agnes Dunham is teaching in Guilford.
George E. Young is preaching at Wesley.

then

wont

teaching in Hudson.
clerking at the “Ferry.”
is teaching in Deer Isle.

is

Avery

James Brooks

Tin1 deacon lu- would roll his eyes and gnash
his toothless gums.
And dear his skinney throat and twirl his

ire

teaching in Steuben.
teaching in Patten.

Olive M. Farris teaches in Frankfort.

We'd haul on ice and snow to patch those
bald spots up again.
But. oh, with what sad eertainty our spirits
would subside
When I >eaet -n Frisbee sprinkled ashes where
to

!

Nina .J. Smith is

Ah. coasting in those days—those good old
days—was fun indeed!
(Sleds at that time, I'd have you know, were
paragons of speed!)
And if the hill got hare in spots, as hills will

used

The

Ethel G. Porter teaches in Sullivan.

>

we

J. L. Pinkerton, Morton Smith and Will
Weston had papers at the recent Epworth
League Convention in Orland.

Seminary Personals.

Ariel, Bucksport.]
Helen Hill is teaching in Sullivan.
Clara Smith is teaching in Steuben.

Our sleds, fresh painted red and with their
runners round and bright,
Seemed to respond right briskly to our
lauior of delight
As we dragged them up the slippery road
that climbed the rugged hill
Where perched the old frame meetin’ house,
so solemnlike and still.

do, why,

C.

[From

!

snow

M

SWAN & SIBLEY & CO.,

_1

\

For

ed.

Advances

by
58 State

j

31nrni

English
Markets,

Consignments solicited. Shipments forwardmade, and full information given
SIMMON'S & CO.,

street,
Boston, Mass.
Representing JAMES ADAM, SON & CO.,
13t36
London, Liverpool, Glasgow, etc.

STARRETT’S

Agents1

DENT!3 TRY,

-IS

THE

PLACE

FOR

Prosthetic and Operative

STARRETT’S

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
Hills

Building, High »t., opposite Court House
Belfast, Maine.

Mareli I4.1S92.—tfll

Line

of

MUFFS

Excels!

l^rrage

Life

of

Seagoing

Ships.

M

with what persistency
itish press pursues the American
Falsehood after falsehood is circn;ii*! copied into our papers as gospel
The object of the English is to
a public opinion all over the world
American shipping is inferior to every
and especially to British.
Many
press managers know no better,
icy print all the wanton misstatethey tind in English papers and ungly contribute to the defamation of
lipping interest. Take the following
from the London Daily News, as
i.

astonishing

I

TIMK

A

hat Is The Matter**

HALT

WAS

1-AU'lHKH.

»

MATTER

AND

DKtTDKD .JUST

DO.

DO

NoT

ALLKD

HKFoKE WE GO
« KRTAINLY MOST
DANUERARK TREADING. IT IS TIMK

IT IS
S GKOl ND WE
MK
LOOKKI* THE:

WHAT

DELAY,

lot:

IN

WE

I

Tiie Hancock Co. Teachers’ Association.

Y.

Not in vain to the teachers of Hancock
county lias been provided the instruction

was deaf for a year, caused by catarrh
the head, but was perfectly cured by
Hood's Sarsaparilla.’' H. Hicks, Rochester,

in

I

THE
HAD

DELAY

N

KA< F-.
BETTER

MAY

BE’

;

FATAL.

j

Champ (savagely.) “Your beast of a dog
has bitten a piece clean out of my leg!”
Sharpie. “Confound it! I wanted to bring
him up a vegetarian.”

which comes
ciation.

schools and, we may say, the
ties. in the county.

[maple.

1

■

■

o

>

or

■

sea

lift1

"l

sailers ami

elderly people. The main cheerless, dark,
dismal days act depressingly. not to say in'
juriously, <>n both old and young. Now is
the time t" ••e-enforc** the vital energies with
A\ ei s Sarsaparilla—the best of all blood

steamers.

in

wood. sail..JO. 4A

iron, sail.
an wood, stiam.
.rmi. steam.

rn-out

,tn

fleets have

1.74

JA.;>n
i:>.4J

longevity

ot worn amt fleets.
wood, sail.

as

medicines.

Keep quiet, my friend, and don't kick,"
said the highwayman tothe passenger. “Remember that contentment is better than
riches."

an.js years.

w,,od, sail.an.la
wood, steam
ion. steam

f\d-

••

_s.u
Jf..i;

n

o'oiy. those tigurcs show nothing foi
cans to be ashamed of. nor do they
ay evidence of the alleged superior
:

dress lmrsh. coarse
hair so as to make it look graceful nr becoming- By tlie use of Ayer's Hair Vigor this
It is

llritish ship-building and navigaWhat is more, they can be relied
hit the English papers try again.
Marine Journal,

difficulty
assume

be

n

■nnual report oi the Canadian Min: Marine and Fisheries shows an inin the value of the Dominion lishd a ring ix»l as compared wit!) tlie
•ding yea;. 'The total value of the
•s of the Canadian lisheries
during
is placed at
while the
oi
this
exports undei
heading
:.'ed to >'.».7F'. 4<>l.
The number ol
engaged in the lisheries fell oil
t«- H'27 as compared with ishfi.
was invested in the
fishing iml list ry
i><-. an iin-i. ase of SfOOu over 1mm».
a 1 exports of the Dominion tislnrng 1 >‘.»1 w m e as follow s :
l-.iio
Kxporred to

Thin

M liat i>

enough.

pokled.

<•..

'••I.

fresh.U'4',41;'
1-ani.eii.

pickled.

t.
t.

fresh.

pickled.

-.fresh.

pickled.

aimed.
'jacked.
'tiler fresh..

-.

pickled.

'.1

10..S77
T4‘.».22s

exports.
S4*.n»

l.W»"
:i
15*'-.4V.'
14.2'.'n
7 ? 7so

22.7.7.1
2U2

22.7)7.0

103.7.17
14*.if.

In::. 417

57>"

,;7><)
l0ii.7ii;;;
4.015
42.283
1.170
170.427*
1.77.0,77)0

'7.'.
4.'»l.'»

13,030
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1m*

oI.NRY. j-ISo.

(1<>u«-The

answer

is

losing

2‘.'2
:;a4.17>;
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on

are

a

gray hair and bald heads, so disto many people as marks of age.
averted for a long time by using

Vhippo]

plain

Ins

your nerve force
and power, and running down 1" strength,
Whatev, w*11 rest ore
energy ami vilality.
tliis lost strength and vigor r«> tin .rain and
nerves, wili pm ymi again li.
-mid health
and strength
This is precise!' what Pr.
hiiTiP N< r\ ura, the great blood, hrain and
li'TVr invigorant, will do.
Asa restorer of
a
twrve fore,
builder up ol nerve power,
vigor ami energy, this wonderful rmuedy
has no e-oial in the world.
\ m ,-an hav< m>
u t:
idea.untii
it,of its marvelions toning,
and
strengtliemng
invigorating effects, its
"neuetieiai and healthful a.-tn-n as a brain
md nerve restorative
It is purely vegetable and perfect h harmless ami
an 1m- purchased at any druggist’s for -1.
Ib-ad what it dal ho Andrew li. Hlm-v.
Es>p. o{ (i l>S(>n, N. Y.
"I was broken down with nerv-m.- and
j• 11v -i• a 1 prostration," he say.-,‘’before using Pr. (i leeiie s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy and life w as a burden. Now ijfe is
a joy. and sleep is a
luxury, compared to it
before taking Nervura.
I relish my food,
and my nervousness has left me: s, lias the
numbness. I wish I could shout loud enough
so
all the w orld could hear, and tell them
the good this wonderful medicine has done
for me.
It has made me from a weak. Trembling. nervous, irritable man. to one who
feels he is on the highway to long years of
health and happiness through Pr. tire.-lie's
Nervura blood and nerve r»-nied\ and flublessing of (iod."
Pan you do better than to use it .'
Especially as it is m>t a patent no-da in.-,
but tin prescription ami discovery
the
o'in. nt physician. Pr. Preen.-, .,j .4 Temp;,
l’laee. IJnston. Mass., the m.^i sin-.--ssfui
spe, ialist 'ii tin cure of nervous and chronic
disease- ,n tin- country. He can '•>,■ -,,nsulte't free, personally or by Iettm

fresh.
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man

j

be
Hall's J1 a:r lo-newer.
may

VMVKKW

a

or

pleasing

■

and si*unds.

any

crank when lie is not
easily tin ned, while the man who has a mind
of Ins own we say is set in his opinion when
we mean that he is set
against ours.

Fisheries.

nited
..'hi Iie>i.s4;»o
‘in 'tilted.
tot*

t*«

removed, and the hair made to
style or arrangement that may
(live the Vigor a trial.

is

call

thing

easy

desired

We

Canadia

m<i

own

us anure

<

‘•E\.-ry man i> the architect
Snapper. “And most

fortune."

build

try ing
lifts cent
to

m a

a

md Inm-dol hir

to
of
struct-

design."

.Specimen

( uses.

11
Clifford, New Cu>t!c,
Wis.. was
tro ibied with N'ei ralgia and
Kheumatism.
hi> Stomach was dis udcicd, his Liver was
aifeeted loan alarminur degree, appetite fell
away, and lie was terribly reduced in flesh
and strength. Three hou .es of Electric Bitters
ined him.
Edward Shepherd. Harrisburg, 111., had a
running sore on hi> leg of .-i lit years'
"landing 1'sed three hntlles of Electric
Bitters and seven boxe* of Buck leu's Arnica
Salve, and his leg is sound and well. John
.do -r. Catawba. (>
i;t• 1
live large Ecver
son s on his ieg. doctors >aid he was incura< >n*- bottle Electric
ble.
Bitters and one
box BneklcnN Arnica Salve cured him entirely. Sold at II. H. Moody’s 1 * rug Store.
S.

I>o you really believe there are any ‘suicide rlyhs ?"
“Dumio. I did see an adv ertisement of a 'vegetarian hoarding house'
not long ago, though."
Now

Try

This.

will cost you nothing and will surely do
if you have a Cough, Cold, or any
trouble with Throat, Chest or filings. Dr.
New
King's
Discovery for Consumption.
Coughs .uid Colds is guaranteed to give rein f, or money will he paid hack.
Sufferers
from La Crippc found it
just the thing
and under its us. had a speedy and perfect
recovery. Try a sample bottle at our expense and learn for yourself just how good a
thing .1 is. Trial bottles free at 1L H.
Moody's Drug Store.
Large sizes .30c. and
It

you

good,

:>r<l of Panada's lislu-ry products to
!«■ of *:J.SU7,7m».
while to the value
747.*S- was exported to (dear J.rit- j
.«>so, 1.7:; to the British West Indies
SI CM)
to British (Adana, >g_'7.»»♦ »*• t<>
“V e i I, McBride, is there as much
Cumso.
to
N\ wtoiui'liaini,
sis.4:;t»
ia,
hilling and cooing as there was before marto
Belgium. *400.4 IP to Brazil, j
Fish
and
Fishing.
McBride.
“The hilling lias inriage
•e
to Frame, *.;u,oou u* (.ermam.
creased largely."
to
Mr. Saa- Fiirtis. -.f Fiankfort marsh, has
Italy. >10.7,04 : i<> Portugal
(iruve Mistake*.
7 to French West In lies and >P4A.
built trait l‘.»r 11purpose of smell ishing.
Spanish West Indio,
1*11ysieiaiis frequently make mistakes in
Hi- rail lias been in operation about a week
the total lishery exports to the
treatment of Heart Disease. The rate of
1 urit- haand M:
already, by bis miipue >iuhieii deaths i> daily
d states -Vl per cent., oi to tin value
increasing. Hun*ah
about
of
thldeparture. captured
dreds become victims of the ignorance of
pounds
:. lPlPS-VO. collie under the heading of
in
the
treatment of this disease.
Tbe raft oiau !• r fishphysicians
pi.-t aloria5 dencaev
;ish. while of exports to (.real But
* die in lour
persons lias a diseased heart.
7
1 and jiromises
per cent, was made up of canned ing is new on the l’em
Shortness of Breath, Palpitation and FlutWhile of fresh lobsters tin- ii lie r.-su Its for tali business.
tering. Irregular Pulse. Choking Sensation,
took to the valm- of
states
Asthmatic Breathing, Pain or Tenderness in
Tin- following decision from the Law
ti'i. of the canned article to tin
Side, Shoulder or Arm, Weak or Hungry
*-art—a Hancock county a-e—is of general
ti* of *P74,:i0o was disposed of in the
Spells, are symptoms of Heart Disease. Dr.
interesi
Miles' New Heart Cure is the only reliable
PP
n an market, an increase of
pel
Meseript’ P*y IL S. < A AA n«- rish weir remedy. Thousands testify to its wonderful
:.!.
*ver lss.7.
be
<
shall
erected ill tide waters "be OW low
ure>.
Books free, bold by If. H. Moody.
\s compared with lss7 there was an inwatermark" in front of another's shore or
of IIP per cent, in the value of fresh or Hats without his consent under a
Their Prospects.
Edwin. ‘‘Shall we live
penalty
and lobsters exported from Canada "f fifty dollars, to he recovered in action of with your parents after we are married?”
in lss7 the United debt. He low low water mark in front of an- Angelina. “The question is can we live
United States,
without them ?"
>
ptnvhased of fresh salmon from •t her s Hats in a hay. does not necessarily 1
mean that the soil in which the offending
She lornmuinl Suicide.
da to the value of .sglP,;17S against
weir is erected shall be under water at all
As compared with
-7.Plf} last year.
“Mrs. F. C. Cone, at Paris, left this letter:
of the tide: hut it ma\ become the
stages
"7 the canned salmon exports of the
me ii
I cause you
subject of the penal tv if erected on pu’nlh i “My husband—Forgive
cienion have increased from *41:1,S17
trouble, Imt I suiter so. You do not know
Hats situated "beyond" or nearer the middle
>1,747,140, while in the shipments ol of the channel than the low water line of what these long, wakeful, wretched nights
are to me, and 1 am so tired,
aimed lobsters there has been only an
the private Hats intended to be protected.
darling—the
pain will ne' er be better. It is not easy t<«
The instructions to which exceptions were
•-a.se of about *100,000.
take my own life, but 1 have been sick so
taken did md affect th<- defendant injurilong. (iood-bye, iny husband, I love you—
ously
Exceptions overruled.
Hie Law Against Election l»ets.
your wife." This is but one of thousands
that give up, instead of using Dr Miles’
:
To Investors.
lie following is the law contained in
Restorative Nervine, and being speedily
cured A their wretchedness, do to if. ii.
devised Statutes literally:
Tin* Leveret t-e Speeirir Company■. a «■«»r|»«»Moody's and get an elegant book and Trial |
ration organized for the purpose of manuV• person shall make a bet or wager
Bottle free.
!:
the result of any election in the facturing proprietary medicines, offer a limit ed number of tile sharesof the capital stock
"Do you enjoy football?" he asked of the
in money or any kind of property
at par isjo ui per share) fully paid and non
man who sat next him at the g me. “Some.”
personal, under penalty of forfeit- assessihl. Dividend payingb per '-nt. j>ei
Are you a player?"
“No. I'm a surgeon
The money or property so bet or wan
Tins is a
annum, payable Jan. and July.
lor Over Flft) \ ears.
to the tow n in which he resides, or
stoi k that is especially desirable to the pubAn Dld ami Wkli.-Trikd Remedy.
does not reside in the State, then to IV as an investment, as the company has
Mrs.
in which the bet or wager is ; been earning a protit. of jo per '••■nr. -n the Winslow s Soothing Syrup has been used lor
own
over
titt\
invested,
tin*
last
The
millions
of
mothers foi
years by
during
year.
to he recovered in an action on the
j capital
experiein <• of the past year has d monstrat- their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
ed to the management that the j»rotit its a
*•
mayoi 01 treasurer shall sue, etc.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
business of this character is only limited by
party to such bet who has paid over the amount ol capital invested, and it ;st!ic is the liesi ivnied> for Diarrluea. I'is pleaslining party may recover the money intention of the management t-- still further ant to the t .ste. Sold by druggists in every
increase the business by the disposal of a
part "f the world. Twenty-five cents a botopcrtv paid in an action on the case.
limited number ol shares of the capital tle. Its value is liealeiilable. Be sure and
estate conveyances on a bet arc void,
stock, judging from the past success of the ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing S> rup, and
he forfeit is to the town.
take no other kind.
it is safe to predict an extra
1yr4b
I
ill be seen that the penalty is in re- | enterprise,
dividend of b per cent within a year.
A friend of ours attending a lecture not
to betting on an election in this
It is \ery seldom that the public are offerAccording to the common law. ed an opportunity of investing in tin- stock long ago heard a scion.ist utter the follow“All along the untrodden
ing passage:
*1. any money or property won by
of a corporation of this character, and as the
paths of the past we discern footprints of an
-1
’iding in any w ay can he recovered in business will bear the closest investigation unseen hand."
the number of shares of stock issued to each
Tion at law
j Calais Times.
Mile.*’ Nerve A Liver *'«il.s.
individual, will he positively limited,as it is
the intention of the management to conduct
Act on a new principle—regulating the
Horses.
Knox
Some
the above concern as a close corporation.
liver, stomach and bowels fhronr/h the nerves.
Further information and prospectus will
A new discovery.
Dr. Miles’ Pills speedily
Knox Centre correspondent of the Aube furnished upon application to The Levcure
• ia/.eite
A.
Mr. (ieorge
Ingrabiliousness, bad taste, Torpid liver,
says:
sold his valuable hrood mare Maggie eret, te Specific Company, \V. H. Conillard, piles, constipation.
I'nequaled for men,
Treas.. 1T'> Treniont. St.. Boston. Mass.
: 2 to Mr. W H. Hall, of Lowell, Mass.,
women, children.
Smallest, mildest, surbw-in
has
est!
50, doses, 25 ets. Samples Free, at R.
good round sum. Mr. Ingraham
H. Moody’s Drug Store.
five colts from her: one hy Black PiIt was Mr. Emerson who said “the first
Ao, one hy Ledo 2.45, one, hy \ an liel“What did Waite say that mortally ofi:T 2.19 1-2, one hy
Brilliant 2.2-S and one wealth is health," and it was a wiser than
fended Miss Fithave?"
the modern
who said that “the
“Whv, just after
L
kering 2.:>n. Miss Pilot is a four-year- hlood is thephilosopher
her
fruitless visit to Europe lie had the
the
life."
like
The system,
ly, dark hrowu.with small star, stands
t-> allude t" her as a
runs
down.
It
temerity
needs
eloek,
up
winding
peerless ereahainls high and weighs 900 pounds,
The Bed" is a The hlood gets poor and scores of diseases i ture."
is a splendid roadster.
result.
It
needs
a tonic to enrich it.
• k
filly with star in forehead, with one
RueklenS Arnica Salve.
A certain wise doctor, aft *i years of patihind foot.
She stands 15 1-4 hand
The Best Salve in the world for Cutsent study, discovered a medicine which purbe fast.
to
-’ 2
bids
fair
s nice
and
gaited
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
ified the hlood. gave tone to the system, and
a as sold by Mr. Ingraham to Mr. Vose
made men—tired, nervous,
brain-wasting Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
g-p-Mp round price. Aaron Burr by \ an
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positivemen—feel like new.
He called it his “Goldlb in.»ut: is a black gelding of fair size, ami
ly cures Files, or no pay required. It is
en Medical Discovery."
It has been sold
think without doubt lie is a trotter,
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
sold hv the million of bottles, and
'"-■•rge I. by Brilliant is a light brown stab for years,
Price 2.") cents per box.
money refunded.
people found such satisfaction in it that Dr. For
•a. is quite large, good gaited and nimble
Sale by R. H. Moody.
warPierce, who discovered it, now feels
a
at.
The Pickering eoit belongs to Mr.
etranted
in
rant
no
H (t
under
a
ns.of
sellingit
positive y
R. Gedone. “I bear that Jeweller Gilt
Vose, of Knox, who hired the
ui its doing good in all cases.
has disappeared and that his liabilities are
mare, the foal is a dark bay tilly, with
e
Perhaps it's the. medicine for you. Your s heavy.
in forehead, good size and handsome as
Brad. Streete. “So are his assets
1
Mr. Hall, of Massachusetts, wouldn’t he flu* first ease of scrofula '*r salt- —lie didn't leave anything but two safes.”
picture.
has
skin
it
or
fast.
rheum,
disease,
disease,
lung
make
soniething
L’-phesied it would
Send 10 cents for subscription to a lively
cured when nothing else would. The trial’s
Ingraham has an own sister to Maggie worth
making, and costs nothing. Money matrimonial journal for old and young. Ad1-2, and will probably continue breed- refunded
dress Orange Blossoms, Yarmouthport, Mass.
if it don’t do you good.
ing.
j
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municipali-

During the session a petition
asking the next Legislature to

into

women

It. is the

Boston & Bangor 11. Co.

^ODYHfc I

The

Machias V.

T.

C.

S.

com-

well, try the rem-

Ewa„..

edy. It is sure
to»help you.
All druggists soli it. or sent
by mail, in form of rids or
Lozenges, on receipt of I
Correspondenoo froeiy answered.
Address in confidence. l.Yl’IA L. l’tsiiuam Mi'.i'U'Ai. C«'., Lynn,
Mass, Liver IVIs, g.V

E.

telv.i;;

THU

\ i; w

Belfast, User Isle Mar Harbor

UltA

NOVEMBER 1, 1892.1
Steamer CASTINE

MERCURIAL

a i; u a x u k m k x r
T\v«> Trips Pkr Week.
Leaves Belfast even Wednesday and Saturday
at UMM) a. >!.; Islesh..ro. 11.00 a.m.; Blake's Point,
15.00 m.: Buck's ILarl.or, 12.50 e. m.; Sedgwi. k,
1.40 p. m.: Brooklin, 2.15 p. m.; Oeeanville, 5.50
>t.: arrive at dreen's Landing, 4.15 p. m
arrives
at Bar Harbor about 0.00 p. >i.
Connects at Islesboro even trip wit Si -.teaiuer
Cimbria for N. Deer Isle, (loose Cove. Bass Harbor, S. W. Harbor. N. E. Harbor, Seal Harbor and
Bar Harbor.
J3P*I)inner served on steamer Cimbria.

Mr. J.C. Jones,of Fulton, Ark., says of
“About ten years ago I contracted a severe case of blood

_

Leading physicians prescribed

poison.

medicine after medicine, which I took
without any relief. I also tried mercurial and potash remedies, with unsue-

RHEUMATISM

RETURN IN«;

Will leave dreen's Landing everv Mondav
Thursday at s.oo a. m.: Oeeanville, s.r>o
m ;
Brooklin, 10.00 a. >t.; Sedgwick, 10.50 a. m.. Buek'-i

cessful results, but which brought on an
attack of mercuri 1 r. eumatism that

entirely

was

cured and able to resume work.
is the greatest medicine for

IfcfcM

lEfiSSS blood poisoning to-day
the market.”
Treatise

on

free.

on

Blood and Skin Diseases mailed
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Saves time, labor, exposure, health, monev. temper, clothes, knuckles. Is thorough,
cheap. Without the use of clothes
back-breakine. knuckle skinninjr. patience
nil) board applia.net s or chemical soaps or re
p
pan
at ions of any kind.
Cleansing alike with e.pial
facility the yreasy clothes of the mechanic and
finest iaees of the ladies. Will wear longer, c‘i\e
better satisfaction, do better wrk in •; -ivi;; thn.
and for service, simplicity, durabilitvand
it leads them all.

easy,’rapiu.
destroyin''!
rryiini

lyr_'.*>nnn

On

Ilya method peculiarly

our

and Absorption.
Although this method of cur-

ing disease is not a new one,
vet the great dittieultx has
e\er been to compound a
remedy t" do ir effectually.
Thar great problem has been

solved, and to-dav

OROWAY’S

Hand-Made Plaster

on

poor
but

HOWES

and you are
a sure winner.

&. C0„

Maehine l
Announce

t«>

tin*
to

A.M.

Foundry Go.

public that rln*y

are

do all kinds of

..

s

Waterville

Corn Starch Cake, frosted and plain.
And the people * * baked it in pans,
and made cakes of it.
N'urn. 11:8
Corn Balls.
There shall be a handful of corn.—
Ps. 72:1(5.
Coffee.
drink
Drink, yea,
abundantly.—
Song of Solomon 7:1

STOKER’S BEST

Corn popped.
Ami lie reached her parched corn, and
she did eat.
Butli. 2:14.
Prices of above dishes ranged from 1 to
s
cents.
The two pieces of paper on
fare was
which
the bill of
written
were fastened together at the upper lefthand corner with a bow of yellow ribbon.
The napkins were math* of yellow tissue
paper.
—

PATENT FLOUR.

..

s

j

A

.Little Higher

in Price, but

blueberry canning
Washington

to

875,000 this

1

V.M.
7 r>
7 2«.
A.M.
■.« i»»
;»yo
•* :a«
a ;7
a :..

4
1 4
i’.M.
i-“
a y~
:i.s

44
As

lo

o,.

o.-j

p.

;

->

_4

»' :/*
toy;
Flay station.
Limited tickets tor Boston are mov sold at .$
from Belfast and all stations on Brand;.
Throuyh tickets to all points West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale !»v F. K. Fii--wi.kv,
PAYSON’ TITKKB.
Ayent. Belfast.
Vice ITc-. and Oen’i Manay.-r.
F. K. Boonittv. <4en*l Pass, and Ticket Ayent.
Portlami. »)et. 1, 1*4*2.

CALL.

Co.

Treasurer’s

Notice.

Non-Resident Ta\es In the town of Searsmont. In
the ( oumy of Waldo and State of Maine, A. 1).
1*91.
THK following list ot taxe- on real estate ot m
1 resident owner** in the town of Searsmont !•
tin- year 1 SOI. in hi IN committed toS. S. KEAN
collector of said town, on the twenty-ninth dav
Auitust, 1 st*l. lui- l»een returned To me hy him a*
unpaid on the twenty-ninth dav ■•!' AI'^ibt. 1-SP2.
hv his certiticate ot that date, ami now renin.:
unpaid and notice is herein _ivcn that it

BE CURED.

If l)i. Schenek's treatment and rim* «»f Consumption were something new and untried, people
might doubt: hut what has proved itself through
a record as old as our grandfathers, means just
what it is

s

..

the treasury ot >aid town within eighteen m.m:
from the date ot commitment of sai»1 oil'.-.
much of -aid real e-tate taxed as will 1 suHn-ice:
to pav the amount due ; herefoj. inclmiina interc*
and for all diseases of the Lungs. N.» treatment and charges, without further noth'**, will m*
in the world can place .1- many permanent cures at public auction at the office ot the selectmen
of Consumption to it- credit as Dr. Schenek's. said Searsmont. on Saturday, the Vth dav
Nothing in Nature acts so directly ami elfectively March. 1 sa one o'clock in th** atterno. a.
mi the lung membranes and tissues, and so quickBean, Jeremiah. Estate or unknown, acre-. 7
ly dispi-sesof tubercles, congestion, inflammation, value. >7" tax. 7'd cent.-.
all
the
of
Morton P
ami
seeds
as
Bennett.
Near d. T. MooreN p'.o
coughs
colds,
Consumption
acres. 2.” ; value. >2<»<»; tax. S2.2P.
Win.
Cooper.
Adjoining Morrill line; acre-. 14,
value. .**2d<>: tax. >2.S3.
When all else fails it comes to the rescue. Not
Erskins. Simon. Acres,.-*; value, >37* tax. 4‘
until it fails, and only after faithful trial, should |
French. A -u/. •. Kutfincham mca*io\v lot am.•*.
ai.y one despond. It has orought the hopeless to j 3 1-2: value. >37.: tax. 4«* cent-.
life and health. It has turned the despair of ten 1
E. llett. Charles.
Part ot Peter stu’oh's lot,
thousand homes into joy. It is doing it l.ow. It j acre-. 2i'; vaim*. >1 no; tax. s’ .1 3.
will continue to do it throughout the ages, hr :
tin* 1 >
Part
La«hl. Charles, or unknown.
Sr/irnrk'.s /‘rnrtirnl Tr-<-/isi on tini.smn j>t ion. Stevens" lot; acres.
; value. >27*. tax. 2> <*ents.
nut! Stomttfh hisnn.sr.s nin i/rtl fn
to nil n/t/ni- |
I .a* id, Charles, or unknown. I'ndiv ided 1 -2 pat;
ints. hr. J. //. SrhmrJ, cl >0/*, f’Jl i/oilr/]>/t in. with 1*. I.aihl; acre-. 2 1-2: value. >37. fax. 4o.
L
1\t4*>
fax. 4«>*
Eassell. How land. Acre-. .“>. v alue.
!
Pendleton. Maraaret. Mrs. Acres. 120: value,
SP7>('; tax. s2.
Piper estate. Acre-, 2«>. .aim -do. tax. 77.
Kitur. H«*o. E House and barn acres, PO; value,
Spot); tax. SP*.7s.
Thompson, Charles. K itfincham mea'low !•
At the WEST END OF LOWER BRIDGE acres..-*;
value, spo; tax. PS cents.
We have opened a first-class fish market at the
Wallace, Harrison. Acres, lo; value.-loo mv,
OTIS P WILSON.
above stand, and are ready to supply lobsters.
| SI.13.
Treasurer of the town of Searsm-mt.
clams, and all kinds of fish, and oysters in
IS: <2. 3vv4d*
their season.
Searsmoii:. N'ov.
We have made arrangements
with Sherman A Walker, so that all orders
left at their meat market for any article ii. our
i
line, will be promptly filled.
We solicit a
share of your patronage.

A

Specific for Consumption

<

Items.

the

•.

Thorndike
Knox
2e
o
Brooks.
Wald-..to uyo
< ity Point .+t* t.A
Belfast, arrive.

Unity

CIRCULAR SAWS & BELTING

CAN

i‘

:

-j

M.
Burnham, depart .7l >
7 An
I’nity ..

CONSUMPTION

SIT>E D1SII.

Li

Li

A

FIFTY YEARS SETTLES IT

—

:i
m.

14

Banyor...

*

DESSEKT.

\

l:

Waterville.

Plows.

A

!'

4n

V M

I’ASTKY

U S

.a
r *i

t’.M.
1_

Portland.—11

Gearing, Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars, &e.

Machine «€• Foundry
Belfast, Me.. Fell. 2i>, 1802_34.

i-

w

1*

..

*~! tv',V:

34 ill

*sr*G I V E

—

«-*.li

Circular Saw Mills,

Belfast

4 :v«
4 "A

11

Portlami

Holmes' Stave Machine,

Dealers in

1*.M.
4 !r

A.M.

prepared

Patent Iron Sheaves. Stone Jacks,

l-.M.
l:'.
•_•>«
..i
44

...

Banyor....

Also manufacturers of the

Hussey

UKf. 1'A.ST.

Belfast, depart. 7
1
7
<’it\ Point
M
Waldo.•
Brooks .7 4a
1
s r.:
Knox
Thorndike
li
l 'nit\ ."
4-'
Burnham, arrive.

Foundry & Machine Works,
Heye

Iy35pi»

Corn hulled with Milk.
Corn will make the voting men cheerful.— Zecli. ‘.Cl7.
Indian Pudding.
Hasty Pudding.
Tliev did eat of the old corn of the land.
—Josh. 7:11

I

Makes

year.
Albert Ball, of Mapleton, raised 1827
bushels of potatoes on six acres.
M. E.
Ingraham raised over 3,000 bushels of potatoes on S. C. F. Smith’s farm. Houlton.

'

BEST,

Bread.

)

MOST,
SALE

Dr. Schenek's Pulmonic

|

sweetest,

-FOR

Richard Golden will not contest the
divorce suit recently brought by his wife,
The attorney for the
Dora Wiley Golden.
wife appeared before Judge Vail in Cliicago, and took a default.

BELFAST, MAINE.

(imlM

VON CRAEFE’S
Positive Headache Cure.
10 POWDERS IN' A BOX.
Price 25 Cents per Box
For Sale By All

Down at Buck's Harbor they have just
raised the greatest
"‘liberty pole” in
Maine, a gift sent them from the Pacific

Druggists.

New Fish Market

j

SLEEPER

MANUFACTURED BY

G. A. KIRCHMA/ER. Ph. 0. Toledo, 0.
Iy21nnu

slope by vessel, by a former Washington
County boy, E. O. Ames, general manager of Puget Mill Company, of Port GamIt is 71 feet
ble. Washington.
long, nine

$3.00 a Dozen
For Cabinet Pictures.

inches at the butt and four inches at the
top end. It is set in a hole 1.7 inches deep
drilled in the ledge and the staff is held in
position by three wire ropes. The staff is
of Oregon pine, as straight as an arrow
and is the wonder of the people for miles

At

TUTTLE

&

SON'S.

Kelfast, Aug. 1, 18UJ.—ouiai

I

SMOKE TRI-MOUNT

Syrup

»•

BY-

A. A. Howes A Go.,

The Blueliill Granite Company of Maine
lias been organized at Blueliill, with 8100.000 capital stock.
The officers are: President. L. D. Willcutt, of Cohasset, Mass.;
Edmond
Davis, of Hyde Park
; treasurer,
Mass.

around.

IK'-M

Belfast, Wholesale Agts.

Hall's Stave Jointer,

KELIMIES.

county plains amounted

TIM 1 :-T.V BLE.

THE BELFAST

use

m.;

at

tobacco,

-L

—

A

weath-

On and after Oct. 2, 1*5*2, trains .onne-t Ty
Burnham with tiirouyii trains f..r ami t'r m.
Banyor. Waters ille. Portland ami Boston, will r ,t.
as follows

PRICE 25 CENTS.
A

follows

Maine Central R. R,

is without a peer in this country as a remedy for the above
disease**.
fiin.TJ
FACTORY

as

s.oUa.m.; Rime Kiln. '.1" a. m.; arrives in Belfast ln.iin a. m.
/.eaves Belfast. •_*.nil p. ni.; Rime Kiln. iM"- n. a..
Ryder’s C<»\ e. :;.lo p. in.; 1 Inches’ Point.p.m..
Castine. 4.1.‘> p. m.: arrive in Brooksville. 1
j-.i..
Connections made at Belfast with M. c. R. R.
and from Boston, Portland, Bangor and iir-enmdiate landings.
With steamers of Boston vM Bangor Steam>hi
Co., to and from Boston and intermediate laudin us.
Passengers taking Stmr. Hninieliiie at Belfast;
connect with Steamers for M ichias and intermediate landing'. by staying over niu'ht in ( astir,e.
Steamer will not £o to West Brooksville unless
there are through passengers.
( APT. K. TRl'E, Manager

extraction

i:\Tiii: ii'.

The product of the
factories adjacent to

a.

own, viz:

■CAMDEN*
i

run

permitting.
Brooksville, T.'JO a. m.; Castine, 7.4"
Hushes’ Point. *.:><> a. in.; Ryder’s (_'o>....

Reaves

monia and Female Weakness.

LW

C. W. Smallidge,

ami after Oct. :;ist will
er

Kheumatlsm. Kidney, Liver
and Heart Disease, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, t ramps. Dyspepsia, Lung Complaints, Pneu-

Don’t Gamble

1892,

EMMELINE,
Capt.

CURES

1

Bay Steamboat Co.)

Winter Arrangement.

1892.

F. A. HOWARD.
Waldo Counties.

Sole Agent for Knox and
Belfast, Oct.
4::

Corn Bread with Beans.
Eat bread, and let thine heart he merry.
1 Kings 21:7.
Corn Johnny-Cake.
And he dealt * * to every one a cake of
bread.—2 Sam.b:in.

Maine

( Freud.man’s

price!

Corned l»eef.
And he took *
the call which lie had I
dressed, and set it before them. Hen. ls:s. j
('orneil Tongue.
Thou slut It not muzzle the ox when he
treadeth out the corn.- Dent. 2”»:4

*

Harbor. 11.50 \. m.; Blake's Point. 12.oo m.; Islesboro. 12.45 p. m. : arrives at Belfast at 2 p. m.
Sargentville. flag station.
Connects at Islesboro for Castim and all River
Landings to Bangor; a: Belfast with steamer for
Camden, Rockland and Boston. Steamer Cimbria
connects at Islesboro for Belfast even trip.
Freight taken at reasonable rates and orders
filled promptly. Freight for Bine Hill forwarded
via steamer from Sedgwick.
Round trip tickets from all landings sold at reduced rates on a limited time.
SAM I, H. BARBOCR. Manager.
F. W. POTK, Agen:. Belfast.
F. WARREN, \genr. dreen's
Landing.

made my life one of agony. After sufering four years I gave up all remedies
and commenced using S- S. S. After

taking several bottles, I

CROSBY.

w : x r i: u

I

Corn Starch Pudding with Sauce.
The first-fruit also of the corn,
slialt thou give him.— Dent 18:4.

FRED W. ROTE Airent.Belfast.
CALVIN A I ST IN Airent.Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL. Den'l Manatrer
..Boston.

CAPT.

lie that withholdeth corn, the people
shall curse him: hut blessing shall be upon the head of him that selleth it.—Prov.
11:2b.
Mi: AT'.

RKTFRN1NC To BELFAST.
From Boston, Mondav, Wednesdav and Friday
at 4.00 I*, m.
From Rockland. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at (altnii; *i.tmi \. .n., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
From Bangor Monday, Wednesdav and Friday
at 11.On \. m.

Iyr25tcnrm

recently!
bill

from Boston.

!

~

was

following

Nov. 7, 1332,

Wednestlayan.il Friday at mhoiit; 2.30 i*. m.
For Searsport. Bueksport. Winterport, Hampilen and Bamror. Tuesday.Thursday and Saturday
at (about;
\. m
or upon arrival of steamer

Family Physician.

In use (or more than Eighty
^ ears,and still leads. Gene
ration after Generation have used and blessed it.
Every Traveler should have a bottle in his satchel.
F\/Pn/ ou
SI iffp
fAr From
Rheumatism,
tve1
Ierer
y
S(,iatk.aNeUraigia.
Nervous Headache, Diphtheria,Coughs,Catarrh, Bronchitis. Asthma, Cholera Morbus, Diarrho a, Lameness.
Soreness in Body or Limbs, Stiff Joints or Strains,
will find in this old Anodyne relief and sp» edy cure.
should have Johnson’s
|\J|
+U
V6TV
IVIOther Anodyne Liniment in the
J
house for ( roup, Colds.
Sore Throat, lonsilitis, Colic, Cuts, Bruises, Cramps
and Pain- liable to occur in any family without
notice.
Delays may eost a life. Relieves all Summer
ets. post paid: fi bot’omplaints like magic Price.
tles.Sl Kx press paid, I. S. Johnson i* Co., Boston,Mass,

Corn Supper.

gave a corn supper with the
of fare:

Old

an
Think
Of IItl.
I III FI K V/T

j

a

Week to Boston,

a

Steamers will leave Belfast, weather permitting,
as follows:
For Canulen. Rockland and Boston. Monday,

*

ES7E2iTAL uss.

as

Xel 1810

Originated by

reliable and unfor all forms of

signed
make provision tor holding one session a year of
the Assoeiation. and that to last fourdays
provided the annual session of four days, j
instead of two. as now. should prove
agreeable to the teachers of any eounty.
We can see how an annual session would
have many advantages over a semi-annual
session: hut if the annual plan is adopted. 1
we think it should be held in summer,
something on the principle of the Metho- j
(list camp-meeting, and all idea of free entertainment should be abandoned. To put
one
hundred teachers on some small,
whole-souled community like Prospect
Harbor, for instance, whose hospitality is
proverbial, for four consecutive days,
would he cruelty to human beings! Don't
do it.
[Ellsworth American.
Menu for

Trips

Commencing Monday,
Tc: ZKT&mL

feeling

not

3

Time.

iii

LINIMENT

If you

plaints.
are

Cluing;*;

joy.

one

failing remedy
female

1

1

1

negative

The design of these associations is to
elevate the common school, and when you
elevate the common school you elevate
the people.
Wherever you find the free
school doing its best, there you will find
tiie people cluing their best, for the two
are inseparably connected and must rise
or fall together.
Neglect the discipline in our common
schools and the bad effects of that neglect
will, to some extent, be seen in our municipal affairs and especially in the enforcement of our penal code.
Neglect the law
and order of any municipality, allow lawlessness to go unrecognized and unpunished, and such a state of affairs will make j
itself toil in ail nur schools, and even
among those who attend our churches.
Thus are we all yoked together for the
public weal or woe, and for this reason
sic wild we be friends and supporters of
the Teachers' Association, one of the
levers which is lifting the world a little
nearer to our ideal of *viiat it ought to he.
At the lucent session of the Association
in this city a hundred teachers, it is said,
were present. < )ut of such a meeting good
Teachers
may come in various ways.
may help each other by an interchange of
experiences, by a recital of their failures
and successes.
Besides all that, the instruction which is given by officials and
eminent instructors present is invaluable.
It was said of old: ‘■•To be a ltoinan is
greater than to be a king.” But we in
this day in the good old State of Maine
may say in all sincerity: To >e a Luce is
greater then to be a king!
Hon. N. A. Luce, our faithful and efficient State Superintendent of Schools,
comes before us in a very modest and unassuming way. but he holds in his hands,
to some extent, the destiny of our people.
Let us learn to duly estimate and properly to appreciate the excellent work this
faithful official is doing for the schools of
this State.
For one we wish to thank him
for his well-directed and unwearying efforts in behalf of the cause of education.
And then such instruction as Principal
Purington of the Farmington Normal
school gave, especially in his evening’s
address, is of incalculable worth to all
who heard it.
Wc saw his body standing
in a church pulpit, but we realized that
his soul stood on a higher plane, and was
drawing all who listened up to him! For
In opening his
all this wc thank him.
lecture Mr. Purington said that by the j
advice of his wife, who was a minister’s!
daughter, he took his evening address
from ’-the barrel" before lie left home. I
We could not help thinking if that barrel
would hold out clear dow n to the bottom
and wc have no doubt it would- as that
leeturc promised it would we should be j
1
hear one of them every Sunday
glad
from the pulpit.

■

1

make any

we

tive way that such meetings are replete
with consequences beneficial not only to
the teachers themselves, but to the many

Xt'I'V tl"

•

wo-ul, sail. go.7<; years.

Nor need

assertions, but declare in the most posi-

Catarrh In New Kngland.
What is tin- matterV
sn many
Ely's Cream Balm gives satisfaction to
penplc, like Senator I
one
very
luinh, Senator Za< h Chandler, Congressusing it for catarrhal troubles.
man Kay and
Secretary Windham drop siul- G. K. Mel lor. Druggist. Worcester, Mass.
1 believe Ely's Cream Balm is the best ard«*nly dead?
Only what is the matter with thousands ticle for catarrh ever offered the public.
Bush & Co.. Druggists, Worcester, Mass.
upon thousands of others, hrain are! nerve
An article of real merit.
C. 1*. Aldcn,
exhaustion from overwork, fret and worm
and the cares and anxieties of tin*
Springfield, Mass.
pushing Druggist,
Those
who
of it.
use
it
and
Geo.
highly
w long is the natural life of a
speak
age in w hi. h \\ «* live, and whie'h
ship? li nailhustling
A. Hill. Druggist, Springfield, Mass.
> end in the dread paresis, insanity,
table cited by Mr. Robert ThompCream
Balm has given satisfactory results.
heart failure, nervous prostration and sude new
president of the Northeast den death.
\V. R. Draper, Druggist, Springfield, Mass.
-!
Engineers and Shipbuilders, it apLNv4b.
Men without number are straining their
iiat this is, to some extent, a quesbrains and nervous system in the mad race
Eor power ever language commend us to
wliere the ship is built.
Vessels
alter fortune and fame, and
exhausting their the average politician. lie can force it to
c
u ted ill the I'nited States last on
nervous and
physical energies, unt i I sleep- wear anything lie pleases, or even make it
eighteen years only. French ships less nights, fading power, complete nervous wear nothing at at.
exhaustion, paiahsis. insanity or death
twenty. Dutch twenty-two Cor
mast he the inevitable
What’s the use
a man where he
cnty-live. 1 >ritish twenty-six. Italian some S( .111’ee is reeeix ed end nvlcss help iron, got that c-nigh*.’ H-asking
can't tell you.
And
"even and Norwegian thirt\.
what's the difference anyway
Tell him to
Thousands of women are o\ erx\ orked, exaverage death rate of the world's
hausted. worn out m nei'e lore, and powci
go and bin a bottle of Adamson’s Butanb
'ig is about 4 per cent, and the I unCI tiny feel tired all the time.
Clerks, < 'ntigh Balsam and use it.
rate A per cent.
st udents, me. hatd. s ami laborers, from .-lose
A preference
at
The
Retort Courteous.
Williams
(to
on!itienient. iong hours, strain upon tin^cut time is shown for certain
•bile s.)
“Why, my dear boy, you haven't
ner \ms. dissipation 01
thei e;m> >. are losa vessel being of iron instead of
the manners of a pig.** Jones (serenely.)
ing then vitality. and eor ing nervous and
-mdi as tank.- tops and decks e\
"No. ah
on ha\ e.
phx sieal wrecks.
the weather: but in Air. Thompare rushing on hlindly to sure
You, read,
\lj Wife Said
: anion, it would be much better tn
destruction.
Voiuuvwunrdea'!; daynnd t" me last night: How much do you suppose
■|'c material tin same throughout as
ei v 1 ioni ..I your impending doom.
How ?
we ha\. paid out for iloctors and medicine
st range sensations, t hat dull, dizin the last year'.’ I told her 1 did not know.
;•<*ssibh-. and be would prcfci the l»x 1 11'
■x
aiat i>ad feeling head, that
" mg of the same
thickness a> the
restlessness, To doctors I ha'v e pan! nothing, and live
irritability and nervousness; by th .>» more dollars* wort.li i't Sulphur Bitters has kept
or less sleepless nights, from which you wake
health in our family
I,. Andrew. Ij Bowtalsehood in this item is plainly
1 red and unrefreshed ; Ky the weak, trem- ; doin
street, Boston.
LNv4b.
•\csscls constructed in the 1'niteu
cold limbs, by the langour and sense
hling,
Iasi on an average ri-ilitcn, years of nerxoiis and
Wife,
“Vuii
;m
nice
too
about
altogether
physical exhaustion which
whereas those built in the llritish grow upon ou more and a: a
everything.“ Husband. "I thought you
These are
liked
fastidious men.** Wife. “I do: it's
ndurc for twenty-six years, etc.
danger signals, and not to heed them is the
the lusstidious kind I object to.
folly oi a f,,1.
nig Lloyd's register for 1S‘.»0-‘J1 foi
The fab of the year is a trying season for
,'ty. the following facts appear:
«

the Teachers’ Asso-

through

Women Say,—
I hate to ask my doctor.”
Quite natural; their nature
is sensitive and modest. They
cannot talk to a man about their
peculiar ailments.
But-—there is no excuse for
a woman who rejects the assistance of a woman.
Thousands of women have
turned to Mrs. Pinkham for
advice, and found in her both
a
helper and a friend. Her
great remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's / regetable Compound, has
turned the sorrow of countless
“

CIGAR.

&

WEST,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fish
Rki.i

ast.

Maim:.

ot

all kinds
L’8

THE subscriber hereby uivcs public notice to all
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself The trust of Admiiiisrratrix of the estate oi
in the

EDWARD WHITE, late of Troy,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to

make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
JENNIE L. WHITE.
3w44

I

F. C. NEALEY,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

Brackett's Block, Brooks, Maine,
—Prices reduced, quality of work Improved.—-

Cabinets S3 Per Dozen
Other sizes In

proportion. Copying and enlarging In all Its branches. Special attention
slum
given to outdoor viewing.

